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The Sea Scouts

Wil! Meet Here
Insurance Agents From Three
Counties To Attend Rock
land Banquet
Knox, Lincoln and Waldo county
agents will have an opportunity to
hear up-to-the-minute discussion
on the important developments of
the new proposed legislation for
Maine, at a meeting to be held at
Rockland, Friday night at 6.30 p m.
Hotel Thorndike.
At this time the important, much
discussed question as to what will
be best for the Insurance Industry's
Future in Maine, and the best in
terests of the Public in recommend
ing for presentation to tlie next
Legislature, will be discussed.
Proper legislation in order that
Maine will comply with the socalled public law* 15. wh.ch has
been so much in the Insurance
Press is without doubt the most im
portant move effecting the Insur
ance Industry in its History.
All agents interested are cord al
ly invited, and it will be informal,
starting witli a dinner at 6.33p.m.
Present at this meet ng will be offl
cers and members of the Maine As
sociation of Insurance Agents, the
meeting being presided over by
President Paul J. Jullien. of Wa
terville.
Alfred W. Perkins, insurance
commissioner of Maine will be one
of the guests. Gay Gleason of Bos
ton, General Counsel of the Em
ployers Inability Assurance Cor
poration, will be the speaker and
will present the History of the AllIndustry Bills and hew they effect
tlie various states.
Commissioner
Perkins will also discuss the Insur
ance Department's proposed legis
lation for Mame.
Pkeasc notify A B. Stevenson.
Ji., 12 Main street, Camden, Me.,
secretary-treasurer, Maine Asso
ciation of Insurance Agents if pos
sible, for reservations in order to be
assured of a place at tins import
ant gathering.

There will be no Sea Scout meet
ing on Christmas night but the
regular weekly meeting will take
place on Thursday night'at 7 P m.
sharp. All members are urged to
be present on that night for final
plans will be made for the New
Vears Eve party.
* * • •
The entire Red Jacket personnel
will journey to Camden Jan. 6.
where they will be guests of the
new Camden Sea Scout unit, No
238-A. It will be charter night for
the Camden Ship and Commodore
Lewis Johnson, well known by all
Rockland Scouts, w 11 present the
charter and welcome Skipper W.
P Morse and his unit into the
family of Senior Scouting. The
Red Jacket boys will pre ent their
investitures ceremony and lead the
entire group in chantey singing.
The Red Jac ket held a board of
review Thursday night at their
quarters. The following men were
reviewed and passed to new ranks:
Able Seaman—John Benson.
Ordinary Seaman—Heqry Sleep
er and Frank Eridges.
Apprentice Seaman-Howard Var
ney.
Star Rank—Richard Senter and
Henry’ Sleeper.
First Class Rank—John Benson.
Cooking Merit Badge—William
Harriman, John Joseph, Norman
Hammond, Clifford Harper, Henry
Sleeper.
Swimming Merit Badge—William

Harriman.
Personal Health Badge—Richard
Senter.
First Aid Merit Badge—Henry
Sleeper and John Benson.
Tiie Beard of Review consisted of
Bradford Burgess and Wilbur Sen
ter of the Lions Club, sponsoring
unit, Horatio Cowan, Commissioner
for Scouting, in this district, and
John A Perry, ls Mate of the Sea
Scout Ship.
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H°Pe He’11 Soon Be Back

Suffered No Harm
Fishermen Who Were Over
due Located By the
Snohomish
The Coast Guard cutter answered

Sponsored by
Winslow-Holbrook-Merritt
Post No. 1 A. L.
DANCE THF r»i r» ■"*>*»» «ITT
—THE NEW YEAR IN

Rocklanu
Community Building
Music By

Wayne Drinkwater
And His 13-Pc. Band

Volume 101.. .. .. .. .. .. .. Number 103

NEWBERT RESTAURANT SOLD

Gilbert C. Laite

New Owner Is Prominent Woolwich Man—Mr.
Benson To Remain In Rockland

Camden Shocked By Sudden
Death of a Prominent
Citizen

Alton Hall Blackington

In connection with Alton Hall
Blackingtons Yankee Yarn broad
cast Friday night over WBZ, an
nouncement was made that he was
a patient in the Baptist Hosp tai
Boston, and would be glad to re
ceive letters fiom his friends. An
nouncement of "Blackie's” Illness
appeared in this paper two weeks
ag ). The Fr day night broadcasts
will be transcribed until he is able
to reappear before the mike—which
cannot be too soon to suit his mul
titude of Knox County friends.

fishermen who were overdue on a
run in a 35-foot motorboat from
Belfast to Searsport. The pair,
Clyde Hamilton and Kenneth San
born of Belfast, were reported by
Mrs. Hamilton to have left Belfast
at 10 a. m. Sunday. At 9.30 p. m.
she called the Coast Guaro and re
quested a search
The Snohomish in command of
Boatswain Nulland Mahar combed
the area where they were supposea
to have been aTI night and located
them offshore shor:ly after day
break, unharmed and none the worse
for their experience of riding out
the night cn the bay. The boat was
able to proceed to Belfast under its
cwn power and the Snohomish re
turned to Rockland in the late
morning Monday

The Newbert restaurant, near, will commute from Woolwich until
the corner of Maine and Park) he is able to And peimanent
streets, operaied the past 16 years quarters in Rookland.
by Carl M Benson, has changed
Mr. Benson, the retiring proprie
ownership.
tor, has been exceptionally success
The rew oroorWor is Edward F. ful in the restaurant business, and
Mayo, Jr., of Woolwich, and he will his establishment has borne the
u»Ke pvs.ets:on iuxt Monday, mak reputation of having one of the
ing no immediate changes in the fine=t in Eastern Maine.
staff.
When he engaged in the catering
nr. Mayo comes to Rockland business in 1930 he was already well
with very high recommendations known to Rockland citizens by
During the var he was employed
e of the fact that he had been
in the electrical deparLnent ox tne j manager of Park Theatre. While,
Bath Iron Works, and has since he has made no immediate plans
been conducting a restaurant in for the future his host of friends
Woodiwich. He is town clerk and will be well pleased to know that1
treasurer of Woolwich and a mem he plans to retain Rockland as his
ber of the Masons fraternity. He permanent residence

Favors Fish Tariff

Our Fishing Fleet

Maine Fishermen Cannot
Most Of the Boats Came In Compete With Canada and
A New President
Iceland, Reed Says
For the Holiday, With
Fogg of Gray Succeeds Cam
Sea and Shore Fisheries Commis
Good Fares
sioner
Richard E. Reed told the
den Man As Head of Maine
Practically all of the Rockland Congressional Committee on Reci
Society ot Washington
fishing fleet was in port yesterday procity Information that import
for the holidays with the last ex
pected last night or this mcrning.
Lalndings for the week-end were
heavier than usual due to the de
sire ol the crews to be with their
families for the holiday season and
the scheduling of their trips which
would allow’ them to make port in
time for Christmas shopping and
tlie holiday.
Arrivals at O’Hara’s for the
week-end were, Jeanne D’Arc, 15,200 redfish, 4000 mixed. Sandra
Fay, 7980 redfish, 1200 mixed. Helen
B., 21.850 redfish, 7500 mixed. 'Dav.d
A , 33,725 redfish, 8260 mixed. Flo
on her first trip, 52,440 redfish, 6100
mixed. Iva M., still unloading but
having an estimated catch ol 10,003 mixed and redfish.
Little
Growler, estimated 45.COO rednsh
and 5000 mixed.
General Seafoods, Myrt 2d, 189
scallops. Stonington Seafoods. 1,99:
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette scallops. Ethel C , 11,020 redfish,

regulations on foreign fish are ab
solutely necessary if Maine's great
fish ng industry is to survive.
Reed s remarks will be presented
to the committee in the form of a
brief when tiade agreement hear
ings commence in Washington next
month.
He said that the New England
fishing industry would present a
solicl front for quota and tariff
protection against rapidly mount
ing volumes of fish products that
are invad ng the domestic market
frcm Canada, Newfoundland. Icethe stipend of the fore gn workers.
"Tlie many thousands of citi
zens who are dependent upon the
Ashing industry in Maine for a
livelihood cannot compete with
these imports and still maintain
a normal American standard of
living,” Reed said.
Using codfish as an example Reed
said that the average price paid to

total catch 15,035. S. Teresa, 11,455
local

CHRISTMAS EVE DANCE
CAMDEN OPERA HOUSE

Door Prize Will Be A

TUESDAY, DEC. 24

7 cu. ft. Kelvinator
Refrigerator

Dancing 9.04) to 1.00 O'clock—Adm. 70c Tax Incl.
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Whiting

and 5370 redfish 40 Fathom, 82b>
redfish, total of 10,550.
Lida <&
Dick, 11,430 redfish, total of 12,163.
St. George, returned to-Gve - fleet
after a long period in the repair
yard at General Seafoods, 121,600
redfish, total of 132,200. Althea
Joyce, 13,775 redfish, total of 16,080.

Maine fishermen during the first
six months of 1946 was 6 cents a
oound as compared with $.035 cents
in Canada, $.03 cents in Newfound
land and $.02 cents in Iceland. He
also quoted figures showing the
average wage of those working in
Maine processing plants to be from
23 tc 35 cents an hour higher than
the stipend of the foreign workers.
He also po nted out that in many
cases freight rates from Halifax
to the middle West were lower
than from Boston to the same area
and that the total production cost
of codfish fillets stood a represen
tative New England fish plant 26
cents a pound as compared with 14
cents for Canadian firms.
Fillet imports from Canada, Ice
land and Newfoundland were up
from 35,04)0,000 pounds in 1940 to
1C'5.090,000 pounds in 1944 and the
figures have been climbing ever
since.
Similar figures apply to our sar
dine industry which will feel the
full effects of foreign competition
within another 12 months, accord
ing to Reed.
“Until the market for fisheries
products is further expanded these
imports are going to have a disas
trous affect on the earnings of our
fishermen and processors, unless
some import regulations are im
posed to neutralize the difference in
production costs and the standard#
of living of the competing coun
tries” Reed said.
“Every man in the domestic fish
ing industry predicts dire conse
quences for our fisheries if present
controls are lifted,’’ Reed told the
committe.

(By The Roving Reporter)

Gilbert C. La te, undertaker and
prominent citizen d^ed suddenly
at his home on Mountain street
Camden, early Sunday morning of
coronary occlusions.
Mr. La.te, who came to Camden
in 1933 to become associated with
the Funeral Home of P. J. Good,
which business he later bought,
was bern in Salem. Mass., son of
the late Rev. Robert E. and Emily
F. Laite.
He attended the High School of
Bangor, and was a graduate of
Kent’s HJ1 Junior College. Kent's
Hill. He attended the New Eng
land Conservatory of Music. He
graduated from the New England
College of Anatomy and Embalm
ing of Boston. Before coming to
Camden he was associated with the
Cassidy Funeral Home in Bangor.
Mr. Laite was a member of St.
Thomas Episcopal Church, a direc
tor of the Camden Community
Hospital, past president of the
Camden-Rockport Lions Club and a
member of the Masonic Fraternity.
Besides his wife, the former Doro
thy Stone, he leaves four sons, Gil
bert C. Jr.. Parker Stone, Keryn
Barker and Vance Burr; his mother,
Mrs. Emily Laite of Salem; two
brothers, George N. of California
and Robert E. of Camden; three
sisters, Mrs. Doris Walton of New
bury. Mass., Mrs. Beatrice Bray and
Mrs. Mary Barney of Salem .
Funeral services will be held
from the St. Thomas Episcopal
Church on Friday afternoon, at 2
o'clock, Rev. William E. Berger of
Know the location of the near ficiating. Bunal will be in Oak Hill
est fire alarm bex and the correct cemetery.
way to call the local fire depart
ment.
•
*

Richards - French

Engagement Is Announced Of
Camden High School
Students

BENEFIT LEGION BLDG. FUND
NOVELTY FAVORS, REFRESHMENTS, GOOD MUSIC

Admission $1.00—Dancing 9.04) to 1.00

Mr. and Mrs. T. Jenness French
of
Lincolnville Beach, are announc
x«
ing the engagement of their
I daughter Jennice Knowlton, to
Francis Elisha Richards, son of
I Mr. and Mrs. Martin Richards of
Camden.
Miss French left Camden High
A
A School at the end of her Junior
A year, to enter Oak Grove School,
from which she graduated in two
years. In the coming May, she will
graduate from The School of PracI tical Arts of Boston, after a three
'• years' course, majoring in Fashion
Illustrating.
Mr. Richards graduated from
the Camden High School and at
tended Bates College one year be
fore enternig the Service for three
years, two of which were spent in
Northern Africa in the Weather
Department. He was released in
November of last year and in Feb
ruary went back to Bates, where he
is majoring in English and French
and will graduate in 1947.
The date for the marriage has not
been set.
a

MEN WANTED
Five men for Utility Line Construction Work. Live

at home. Report to Mr. Brown, Thursday 9 A. M.

Knowlton’s Service Texaco Station
100 PARK STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

BOXING
ROCKLAND COMMUNITY BLDG.

Though the Yule bells
ring out their loudest they
cannot drown out the hear
tiness of our Season’s
wishes for you, nor can

*-C

they dim our appreciation
of the fine friendship and
patronage accorded us the
past year.

NORMAN R. KALLOCH,
LELAND A. WINCHENBACH
Operating

Penobscot Ray
Oil Co.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 4—8.30 P. M.

49 Main St., Thomaston

MAIN BOUT

lirisiniiis

HERMIE FREEMAN

Wish our patrons and friends a

very

Happy

Christmas

and a

prosperous New Year.

(State Welterweight Champ)

VS.

AL MICHAUD
Of Lisbon i Welterweight Contender)

FIVE OTHER GOOD BOUTS
Tickets on Sale at Goodnow’s Pharmacy Co., Main and Park Sts.

reetiiKis
U

ADMISSION $1.20, $1.50, $1.80, $2.20

The Black Cat

a call Sunday night to locate two

Erlon Sheldon Fogg of Gray
has been elected president cf the
State of Maine Society of Wash
ington for the coming year.
Announcing its annual election
of offlcers the Society sa d Fogg
will succeed Raymond Payson of
Camden, resigned. Fogg has been a
consulting engineer in New York
City, a member of the Maine plan
ning board, a member of the staff
Know the location of the near of
the Army eng neers and a con
est fire alarm box and the correct sulting
engineer with the federal
way to call the local fire depart power commission since 1939.
ment.
*
Hazen Sawyer of Banger was
promoted from the third to the first
vice presidency to succeed Blanche
Bern er, resigned. The third vice
presidency, will be filled by Col.
Charles E. Dustin of Dexter, Mrs.
Charlotte Drinkwater of Pcrtland
succeeds Robert C. Hall, Jr., of
Greenfield as treasurer.

NEW YEARS EVE BALL

TWELVE PAGES

103-104

SADDLE HORSES
TO LET
BY APPOINTMENT

CALL220-MK
Between 12.04) and 1.00
or
After 5.00 P. M.

$1.00 Per Hour

■ llllllllllllllllll
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Easterners heard a great deal
about the recent Denver blizzard,
but the Colorado metropolis ‘Came
ab:k ” according to Ralph W. Fow
ler. a Rockland boy, who adopted
that city a few years ago He wTites:
"We understand that the press
has represented Denver as a very’
undesirable place in which to live,
what with polio, blizzards and a
coal shortage. We did have a real
snowstorm early in November, but
now in December the grass is turnng green and we have a Winter
sandlot baseball league playing
every Sunday.”

Ralph is also much elated because
Denver is to have a baseball team in
the Class A Western League—for
tne first time in 15 years.
—o- Many Rockland friends were
shocked yesterday to learn of the
sudden death fo Gilbert C. Laite,
Camden mortician. Mr. Laite was
a member of tire Camden-Rockport
Lions Club, and as such was a fre
quent visitor to the Rockland Club,
which he would enliven as a
soloist and song leader. The Rock
land CiuO is planning to send a
delegation to the funeral services
which will be held in the Episcopal
■ Church at Camden Friday after
noon.

Among my prized Christmas
cards—and there were many—was
a wood engraving, the artistic work
cf that talented former Rockland
boy, Elmer Rising, who thought I
might be interested in seeing what
he had taught his right arm to do
after his left one stopped working.
I wish he might have heard me
say, “Bravo!’ after seeing it.

The high tide brought a strange
visitor to the home of Eugene
Joyce, Stonington barber, the other
night.
Constant knocking at his
door aroused Mr Joyce, who was
astonished to find that a pile
driving scow had
been driven
ashore, and was working at its
trade on the underpinning of his
house. The barber said a few un
printable words, and phoned for a
carpenter.
One year ago: The Senter Crane
Company jresented Miss Ann McLaughl n. Miss Beatrix Flint and
Mrs. Bertha Humphrey a $1000 bond
each in appreciation of their long
service—Deaths: Rockland, Axel
E. Brunberg, 79; IRockland, Fred E.
Grant, 59; Rockland, Mrs. George
E. Parsons, 72; Rockland. Capt.
William Young, 76; Thomaston,
Margaret Crandon, 75.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life to live again 1
would have made a rule to read some
ooetry and listen to some music at
least once a week
The loss of these
tastes Ls a loss of happiness.—Charley
i Darwin
THE BABE OF BETHLEHEM
: Because a Babe was born ln Bethlehem
One blessed day. long centuries ago.
The light of truth which glimmered
pale and dim
Before He came—now shines with
perfect glow.
And wise men still their willing
tributes pay
To Him who in a lowly manger lay!
Because a Babe was bom ln Bethlehem
A greater glory crowns each mother's
brow:
And children, hearing how God hon
ored them.
Draw near to Him with eager spirits
now!
. And who can find—where’er his steps
may roam—
A sweeter haven than the Christian
home?
Because a Babe was born ln Bethle
hem
Sad hearts have learned again the
Joy of song,
While slaves who pined ln dungeons
dark and grim
Have come to march with liberty
along;
And. cciward
Souls—made fearless
through His Word—
Have braved derision, exile. Are and
sword.
Because a Babe was bom ln Bethle
hem
A multitude, from every age and
clime.
Shall see God’s face and His Seraphim
Sing praises to Emmanuel’s name
sublime.
O ransomed throng! ye well may mag
nify
The Lamb who died that ye might
live on High!

—Robert Crumley.

NATIVE EGGS WANTED
SWIFT & CO.
TEL. ROCKLAND 673

y. MENS AND 60YS CLOTHING

NO CHARGE FOR EMPTY CASES
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■'FURNISHINGS. SHOES Aiffl UNIFORMS
'389 MAIN ST ROCKLAND MP

Maine's Finer Store
for Diamonds,
Watches and Silver
For Over Fifty Years
Budget Terms Arranged
91-T&F-tf
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THE COURIER-GAZETTE

TWICE-A-WEEK

TWICE-A-WEEK

To Aid “The Lip”

Book Review
K. S. F.

The Ropltlsod Gazette was established in i$4fi. in 1874 the Courier
was establish^ and consolidated with the Gazette io 18&3- The Free Press
was established In 1865 and in 1881 changed its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17, 1887.

[EDITORIAL]

Hubert Howe Bancroft, Historian

By John Walton
University of Califor

of the We t.

Caughcry.
nia Press.
When one comes to real Ameri
can historiography, there is no
greater success story than this. It

risrmas

is both readable and entertaining.

Once on a time however, Mr.
Bancroft was taken lightly and
with many witticisms poked at his
wonts. They ©ven called his writ
ings compilations from a “Bancroft
History Factory."
However, this present biography
presents a higher and a fairer
judgment of his methods and the
evidence is all in historian Ban
croft's favor.
With no formal training, but
with colossal energy and supreme
self-confidence, Bancroft produced
and marketed the history of half a
continent.
There aje 38 massive volumes of
his works extant today. From Pan
ama to Alaska he was the first to
collect material on the West, as
well as from the Pacific Coast to
the Rockies. He established one
great library and this is stll used
as the fountain head of historical
research. California was his start,
ing point and his contribution to
that State’s history is marvelous.
This volume is the first-full-scale
life and achievements of a rarely
energetic as well as remarkable
man. And it will give the readers
solid and digested information on
that great country to the west of
the Mississippi.
—Kathleen S. Fuller.

i

Tonight is Christmas Eve, a joyous occasion fcr millions
of kiddies, and an annual reminder of what should be ex
pected! from adults. The opportunity to make others happy
is always upon us. but never seemingly more important and
more urgent than at Yuletide. The young folks have always
expected it since the custom began, and they certainly have
a right to expect it in these days of plenty, when the only
handicap seems to be the inability to find in stock some of the
things we most desire. This year the nation's stores have dene
a tremendous business, strikingly illustrated in the case ol one
New York department store which is said to have done seven
million dollars’ worth of business in a single day. Post offices,
with greatly augmented forces, have long since broken all
records, and if millions of persons are not made happy it will
not be because other millions have not tried. Universal happi
ness is marred by two things—the state of unrest throughout
the world, and the longest list of tragedies which this nation
lias ever known for a similar period. Under such conditions
we can think only cf that homely phrase: “Keep your chin
up!"

FOOTBALL’S TREMENDOUS ADVANCE
Football’s triumphal march for the 1946 season has ended,
but the whole nation awaits New Years Day when the several
bowl contests are expected to draw record crowds wherever
the games are played. The days are long since past when
Harvard! and Yale dominated the gridiron, and it was a ques
tion of which team won the country’s championship. The
total attendance at the nation’s games which could once be
expressed in thousands is now told in many millions, and
prejudece which once existed is now almost out of the picture.

Clyde Sukeforth, Knox Coun I Legion of St. George, wishes to
I thank all hands for the excellent
ty Boy, To Be a Brook
support of the recent turkey shoot
lyn Coach
at Thomaston. The event went
Clyde Sukeforth. formerly of
Washington, has been appointed a
coach on the staff cf thp Brooklyn
Dodgers.
Sukeforth. former player, farm
club manager and ,s;out w th
Brooklyn, was appointed aid to
Manager Leo Durocher.
The popular Maine native—whose
off-months are almost exclusively
occupied by hunting and Ashing—
has been scouting for the Brockiyn

organization the past three sea
sons.
A capable pitcher, an excellent
outfielder and hitter. Sukey ne"«>rJ' theless
preferred the more grueling
work of catching while in his play.ng days.
Despite his sitnaer
physique, the Knox County ace was
a standout at Georgetown Univer
sity, where he was associated with
such other Maine stars as Don
Brennan. Del Bissonette ard the
late Eddie Alberts.
Sukeforth
moved into organ,zed ball and later
made the grade with the Cincin
nati Reds.
In 1828, Sukey clubbed for <54
with the Reds and came to the
Dodgers in 1932 in one cf the big
gest deals ever to involve ’he Dig
gers. It caused an uproar pz ins
t me for it shipped Flatbush darling
B^be Herman, Ernie Lombardi ar.d
Wally Gilbert to Cincinnati with
Brooklyn receiving Sukeforth, Tony
Cuccinello and Joe Stripp.
However, the Maine catcher
turned in consistent ball ;n 1932. '32
and '34 before sitting out the game
for a year. In 1939, he managed
the Tri-Cities club in the Bi-State
League for Brooklvn and took over
the reins with Clinton in the ex
panding Dodger chain the next
season. The next season he man
aged Elmira and finally uock over
the Montreal Royals in the Inter
national League from 1940 10 1942.
inclusive.
Came then his stretch as a scout
for Brooklyn where he aided in
developing several of the young
sters who are now figured ready to

Entertained 100 Very Hun Fans Will See Welterweight
Claimant At Community
gry Boys—A Clever Artist
Building
At Work

off on schedule as advertised with
the satisfactory conclusion of the
shoot at sundown.
It is the intention of the Pest
to run an annual event of this
k nd with added attracticns and
improved conditions.
It is believed that-everyone pres
ent had the satisfaction of shoot
WINSLOW-HOLBROOKing all they wanted to i 1 very
fair comp t tion
Cu ts. PcleyMERRITT POST, NO. 1
Chokes and gadgets fell by the
Rockland
wayside, defeated in some cases by Limeroek St.,
the lowly little 20-gauge guns.
Elephant rifles made way for lessor
Thursday’s meeting was a pep
rifles, and the oldtimers made a . meeting for the New Year’s Eve
good showing against the young Ball, chairman John McLoon re
bloods.
ported on sale of tckets and has
The cold day was somewhat of a assured a good time for all who
hand cap, but was tempered by the attend. The success or failure of
excellent hot-dog and coffee, pro the project depends on the wholevided by the Auxiliary.
I hearted co-cperation of each and
The proud winners at the shoot ' every member; If you don't dance,
were; Phil Murphy, Mr. Yattaw, buy a pair cf tickets anyway. You
roosters;
Arthur frills, Douglas , may win the door prize which is
Wallace, Kenneth George Stanley worth winn ng.
Stone, Maynard Winchenbach, Cec'l Polkey, James Moodey, H. S.
Comrade Cleve Sleeper Jr.. ha6
Mitchell, turkeys; Stanley Stone,
1 agreed to furnish a speaker for a
two rocsters.
Mr. Yattaw walked off with the meeting early in January. Al
26 pound turk which was raffled though the speaker has net been
1 announced, the Post is assured of
off ‘
Althugh the Post is still in its a real treat at that meeting. Keep
it in mind and plan to attend.
infancy it has the starting of a | Watch
for further announcement.
really fine
organization, which
6 * * *
should with its present impetus g^
I
Total
membersh
p of the Post is
far in making the Post one to be
proud cf.
The program for the now 348, about 50% of the 1947
coming year is an extensive one quota. Very good, but not good
and we are looking forward to enough.
• * * •
new members coining in with added I
Two new members were present
energy to help in the complete
and introduced last Thursday night,
fulfilment of that program.
it seems good to see new faces. Let s
have some morel
steer the Dodgers to a National
• • * *
League pennant next season. With
In
the
absence
of Commander
the club regularly next season at
the Spring training drills in Ha Arbo, Comrade Gus Huntley re
vana and during the regular slate, ported on the “Gifts to the Yanks
Clyde will have an opportunity to Who Gave" program. A generous
work further with those young can donation of worthwhile gifts were
wrapped and sent to Togus. The
didate?. ....
auxiliary of the Post was respon
sible to a great extent for the suc
cess of tits drive and the Post vot
ed to send a letter of appreciation
,o the Auxiliary.

A...v

■
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Friday fol’owing a well estab
lished custom, Rotarians enter
tained some ICO boys at a turkey
dinher
Under the able direction
of Mrs. Dorman, assisted by mem
bers from the Iloire tc Science
• Department, it was given in tlie
Hfgn
S heel
gymnas um. Grati
fied Rotarians and bovs thought
this d nnrr of the su, er-variety.
Adjourning to (he auditorium.
| Carl Mcree in charge of program,
introduced a Mr Robbins from
Boston. an ar’ist in Portraits from
Makeup. Calling C e e Sleeper,
Kelly Crie, Benjamin Nichols and
Thecdere Bird to thp platform, the
artist quickly transformed them
into tintvpe personal ties of the
best barber shop traditions
The
batber shoo tradition was further
berne cut bv the quartet’s render
ing of
“Swe°t Adeline.’’ trills,
ou v rs, variati n?, crescendo, di

Promoter Frank Cunha of Bruns
wick will offer his first boxing card
to fight fans of this area in the
Community Building Saturday, Jan.
4 rt 8.30 p. in.
For the ma n bout, Cunha lias
<-stained the services of Hermie
Freeman, who wrested the Maine
welterweight championship from
M urico Beau hene of Brunswick
n Portland last Tuesday when lie
vent him along the kayo route in
!'-» sixth. His opponent will be Al
Michaud of Lisbon who is right
now the leading welterwe ght con
tender in the State outside of the
lecently unseated champion.
The card will have a total of six
bouts cne more than the usual
routine, not all of which are yet
resHv for announcement.
Tickets will be on sale at the
Goodnow Pharmacy w th admission
costs ranging from $1.20 to $2X0.

minuendo. etc.

Prolonged applause greeted the
tintypes effort. Under th? skillful
fingers of the art s' several volun
teering youngsters became respect:vely. BuiTalo Bill. Gcner-d Robert
E. Lee. a c'rcus clrwn. bearing a
strong resemblance to Charles Mc
Carthy. Mr. Ro’-b ns final touch
was to change the genial Albert
MacPhail into a benevolent Santa
Claus.
The delight and pleasure of the

kiddees is best summed up in the
remark of one of them, “Gee, what
fun.”

Among dealers, the definition of
an antique is something that was
manufactured pr or' to 1820.
Know the location of the near
est fire alarm box and the correct
way to call the local fire depart
ment.
•

Merry Christmas
and a

Happy New Year

NEWBERT’S
RESTAURANT

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
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where the combined effects of a terrible earthquake and a
devastating tidal wave have killed 869, injured 1431 and left
half a million to suffer in freezing weather. And we are
despatching this aid without thought of the Japanese

package
When they open It I'm sure they wlU

say
Merry Christmas to you Flying Sants
And God Bless You oh this day.

SUBS
;l£Z

treachery which followed this country’s kindly efforts when

Robbins,

PUBLISH

STATE N

THE ONE BIG UNION
The biggest union in this country is the Union of the 48
States. It, too, is a labor organization. Except for tlie aged,
the infants, the infirm and a Few habitual idlers, its 140,000,000
members are all at work in one way or another—in field, farm
or factory, in schools or homes, on the sea, the rivers, the
mountains and prairies, in our multitudinous cities and even in
the wilderness.
«
This Union has its own Constitution, framed by our fore
fathers and altered only sparingly, and as they provided it
should be. It is seldom challenged and in f*he end is always
obeyed. The members of this Union, in which every citizen
holds a card, elect their own officers by secret ballet and make
their own laws. Its officers are held to strict accountability.
No President of this Union has ever wrested from its member
ship the power to perpetuate himself in office or attempted to
do so. Within the Union and under its hallowed Constitution
its members, who are the people of this nation, have enjoyd a
wider measure of freedom and earned a richer and1 fuller life
than the people of any other nation on earth.
At times the Union has been in dire peril. It has been
threatened with destruction from within and without Like
every other union, it has suffered from political strife and
internal faction. A fratricidal war was fought to preserve it.
Twice within our own time it has met and overcome the most
terrifying concentration of force ever brought against any
nation. It gathers strength from every crisis and is strongest
when danger is greatest. It has always survived.
It will survive. We have just seen that no one. however
powerful, can defy the one big Union save at its peril No
other union or combination of unions will prevail against it.
—New York Times.

FOR SALE
IN STOCK

Ford 690 it. P. Flagship
MARINE ENGINES
DIRECT and 2-in-l DRIVES
Also

JEEP ENGINES
at S. & R. Prices

Hyland Machine Co.
ROCKLAND, ME.
103-104

Expert Floor Sanding
Have your Floors Sanded and
Refinished NOW. Why lay new
floors when your old painted soft
wood floors can be made to look
beautiful?
(Ask us about this
type of floor). We have the best
equipment in Maine. I can sand
your floors cheaper than you can
hire a cheap machine and do it
yourself.
I have Floor Seal, Wax and
Floor Cleaner for sale.

From Management and Stall

BURFEE FURNITURE CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

•SI f

ner of tf

HAPPINESS TO

Floor Sanding Service

THIS CHRISTMAS

AT YOUR SERVICE

25 FRANKLIN ST.. ROCKLAND

|

9 PARK STBEET,

SEASON

From the Officers,

ECONOMY FRUIT CO.

99-T-106

OrvisF

YOU AND YOURS AT

HAPPY HOLIDAYS AHEAD!

R. L. RICHARDS

1*1
HEAD Cl

ALL

Tokyo was once before stricken.

Read The Courier-Gazette

TEL. 952

■

Once again this country is rushing aid to stricken Japan,

Out there at each lonely lighthouse

They are waiting for you this year.
A3 to each Lighthouse you drop the

~Mrs. Jennie
17 Lawrence street.

■

Vis t Lucien
second floor, 1
Fellows Block.

RUSHING AID TO JAPAN

full d Christmas
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SANTA

Welcome hack Flying Santa

TALK Of

The First Boxing

The Rotary Club

There may have been a drouth in Maine the past Summer
and Fall, but it did not manifest itself internally, for Au
gusta repoits that sales in the State's 41 liquor stores tlie
past five and one-half months aggregated $11,264,833, an
increase of $2,256,557 over the corresponding 'period in 1945.
El ford A. Stoyer, chairman of the Maine Liquor Co mmission,
estimates that the number of gallons of har'd liquor sold in
the same period' would be 17^6 per cent more than in the previ
ous fiscal year on the basis of sale of 1,575,008 gallons during
that 12-month period.

I feel very sure this will not be

With your plane
Cheer,

“For God and Country”

THIRST QUENCHER APLENTY

the verdict—but wishing for more.
Kathleen S. Fuller.
WAITING FOR

\'

CHRISTMAS JOYS—AND SORROWS

“Just For You.” The second book
of poems by Ina Ladd Brown of
Bangor. Fur bush-Robinson, pub
lishers, Bangor.
The author in a foreword says,
*T hope you all like my book, be
cause it was written for you and
you and you, and dedicated to the
one who has loved me best."
There Is a lilt and joyousness
about Ina Ladd Brow'n's poetry
which is uplifting. She has put a
few- lines of prose thought before
each poem, and, they deserve to be
read before the poem; entirely
original, but giving a charm in
the pointed thoughts they carry and
seriously add to the value of the
poetic wording.
There is a friendly nearness in
the tone of these short, cr.sp verses
and a heart full beauty in many of
her lines. Every one is well worth
your thought and interest. Ending
with these lines;
“This is all there is—I do hope you
won't feel your time was ed "

St. George’s New Post
Kenney-Mtelquist Post, American

Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
Associate Editor, MRS. WILLIAM O. FULLER

Tuesday

Tuesday-Friday
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CARL M.
LADY Af

Directors, and Members
of the Staff of

R0CKLAN0, ME.

RUS
Funera
24 HOUR A|
SER

PHONl

Fine selection of
Pipes, Tobacco, Candies
and Groceries, Fruit
Baskets of all sizes made
for the Holidays.
WE USE

GENUINE FACTORY
PARTS

MILLER’S
GARAGE
DeSoto, Plymouth
27-31 RANKIN STREET
ROCKLAND
54-F-tf

9 CLARLMO
ROCKLAI

KNQX COUNTY
TRUST COMPANY
ROCKLAND, CAMDEN, UNION, VINALHAVEN

XX

Visit our new Soda
Fountain. ,

!

HIGHEST

PRICES

PAID

JUST ASK FOR IT!

AT OUR YARD FOR

WE’VE GOT ITI

SCRAP IRON AND METALS

OPEN

(Prides gubjett to Mxtkjet Fluctuations i

a

6.30 A. M. TO 12.00 P. M.
TELEPHONE 201-M.

MORRIS GORDON & SONS
FREE DELIVERIES
09*103

61 Street,

gearJMiite forage.

Rockland,i Me.

BUM
Funeral,
TELS.

110-112 LI Ml
ROCKLAI

Ambulanq

lay-Frlday

Tuesday-FrlSty

r

Dec 22—Union Christmas ranta’a.
“Stir of the Christ Child” at the Meth
odist Chur<h

Welterweight
Community
ling

Dec 25—Christmas.
Dec. 31 New Year’s Eve Bail at
Community Building, benefit Ameri
can I.eglon.

Fdwin Libby Relief Corp* wi’l
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I ate appointments made by uo*.
Hildreth Include PAU! Jones of
Union, county examiner of insane
convicts; Ralph K. Barter of Ston
ington. trustee of the Maine Xifcrl
time Academy
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A lour months' old black, part
Frit*, p”ppy is seckin? a new
home. Therp are two babies in his
prevent good home, and they don’t
know how to plav wi’h the puppv.
nor does the puppy know how to
^lav with them, hence he wants a
new home. He will be riven to
his new owner. Phone 648-M.

i

The Christmas Carol
Mas;
i James A. Kerman) w.ll oe cele
brated at midnight tonight at St.
Peri ard’s Catho iv Church
pastor, Rev
James F.

by the

sfS
•s

•J

,

Savage prctoition
Carols will be sung at 11.45 by the!
* *
Sodality of Our I ady of Lourdes i The internal Revenue office wiH
and also by the Senior choir; Mrs i doss Tuesday at nocn for ChristHis wife and ch ldren
are Jane Fdey, erg ini-t.
mis. re-opening Thursday morning.
beneficiares under the terms of
the will cf the late diver L. Hell. 1 Th- yr■•prnmr’ lease on the do'k | O round Bunker of Ro-kland was
Hampden, filed for Probate at the on the South side of Tillson ave- ! found guilty Of operating a mo
registry office in Bangor. The will nue opposite the O’Hara cold stor tor vehicle with inadequate brakes
Left to light: Murray Graham, Dr ,1. A. Richan, Edward R. Vearie,
disposes of an estimated estate of age plant expires Dec. 21 and will i in Mun 'dpa! Court Monday morn$90f() to his wife. Mar e Agnes Hall be returned to th° OHara firm ’ng and fined $10 and costs of $882. Dr. Hany L. Richards. Picture made on presentation of 33d degree jewel
to E. R. Veaaie.
after small sums to his children, f-o-n whom the Navy leased it
Oliver G. Hall, Bar Harbor; and when the Coast Guard base was
The Maine State anployment
Miriam A. Hall and Leonora Hall constructed.
Major John A. Mnntiee. com
Veteran P T men of the U. S.
Service announces that it has an manding
Gocd, both of Hampden. The de
cfll-er
of
the
Portland
Nary
and from the State of Maine
especially choiee position open for
ceased signed the will Oct. 22. 1914.
Recruiting Area announ ed today wi’l hold ;h?ir first reunion dinner
Prof
Ch
-rleA.
Holden
of
Han

a
male
bookkeeper
with
a
local
con

—‘Bangor Commercial. Mr. Hall over, N. H., who spend his Sum
cern, Salary starts at $10 ar.d re- that the local recruiting office in dame Saturday, Jan. 4, in Portwas a former Rockland res dent.
mers on Ppru-e Lead Island, has qu res a man between 20 and 40 Rockland et the postoffl-e is new lard. Leslie R. Wells, president,
been
le-elced rrprere”ta*ive to who has had corporation account under the command of the Portland Fdward IF (McLaughlin, Jr., secre
The Elks meeting this week, will Legislature,
and is already in Con ing experience.
> Station. The local offhe has been tary. Frank W Mitten treasurer,
take place on Thursday night so
under jurisdict on of Augusta, but and directors will be present. Alas not to conflict with Christmas cord amassing infrrmaton upon
due
to changes in the Maine setup,
subjects
which
will
come
before
Fred Lurvey and George Lurvey it now comes under the Portland phense Russo, vi-e president, of 45
.^ctivities. Supper at 6.39.
street. Fort’and. is in ihaige
the session which convenes Jan. 1
lobster fishermen with Headquart area. Sgt. Lewis F. Ketchie will be India
of
the
arrangements, assisted by
ers at Pond Island, have hauled on hand every Wednesday and
Chosen from among 18 Mane
Charles
W.
[Piper member of the
BtlKV
out their boat at Camden; and Thursday in the postoffice on second
homemakers who have been named
Naticnal
Bo
and State Cha rPendleton
—
At,
Knox
Hospital
Dec.
ccunty winners, the State cham 20. to Mr. and Mrs Riyni-ni Pendle will remain ashore until tile warm floor to give any information de man of the ird
Membership
-Commit
ing
breezes
of
Spring
have
come
1
pion in tiie canning contest spon ton. a daughter—Nancy Elaine. .
sired in regards to enlisting in tlie tee, who lives at 5 IMaple street,
p-ckham—At Xrwport Hospital. New They have been at the game more U. S. Army.
sored by the National Garden In
A recruiting station
R. I.. Dec 19. to Mr. and Mrs. than half
stitute will be awarded a hand port
a century, and are in Bath at the Postoffice. Room 25. Brewer. Interested P T. men are
Edward M Peckham (Dorothy Oleasome trophy at tlie agricultural «cn of Unlcn) a daughter—Susan counted among Knox County’s is open daily except Sunday. S. urged to contact these men.
trades show at Lewiston armory, Lee
most successful fishermen.
Sgt. Wesley S. Staples and Sgt.
The meeting of Rockland Lodge
t.uras—At Gould Maternity Hemp.
Wednesday-. Jan. 22. The Knox South
Lewis F. Ketchie are maintaining of Elks, which was to have been
Hope. Dec. 22 *o Mr and Mrs.
County winners were Mrs. Card ne Austin I ucas ct Union, a son Ken
Inmates of the Maine State and operating this station, except held ton'ght, has been postponed
Bartlett, West Washington and neth Carl.
*
prison
will dine royally Christmas on Wednesdays and Thursdays until Thursday night at which time
------------------------I
and Mrs. Richardson Miller and
day
with
a dinner menu consisting when Sgt. Ketchie will be at the a free supper will be served.
MARRIED
Mrs. Athlene Biake, Union.
of
roast
chicken
and dressing, gib- local Postoffice here in Rockland.
Dew-Carroll—At Warren, Dee. 21. G I
KNOX DOUNTY GENERAL HOSPITAL
turnip, cran-,
Raymond Dew. end Mrs Thelma G. let gravy, mashed
Notice of .Annual Meeting
Have you seen tbe Christmas' Carroll both of Warren—by Rev. Lee berry sauce, bread and butter and | Additional compensation totaling
The regular meeting of the Incor
Cactus at the 1 brary. The plant A. Perry.
| coffee. Squash pie and apples will ( approximately $1,750,020 has been
porators of Knox County General Hos
has more than lfX) blossoms, and it j
distributed to employes of The pital wiil be held at the William Bok
end
the
meal,
together
with
bags
of
DIED
Home For Nurses at 7.30 PM Monday
is well worth your while to take;
Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea January
Hamilton—At, Thomaston. Dec 22. candy and nuts for each man.
13, 1947, for the election of
the time to drop in and see it. The Minnie
Company
before
Christmas.
All
A
oflicers and directors, and transaction
Hamilton of Stonington. Preparations have been going on
Saturday morning story hours are! Funeral Myra
Thursday at 2 o'clock from for several days to insure the 373 & P employes
throughout the of such ether business as may legally
before eaid meeting
becoming a very popular feature at , Burpee Funeral Home
country, with six months cr more ccme
inmates,
65
of
whom
are
lifers,
as
The annual meeting of the Board of
Laite
—
At
Camden.
Dec.
22
Gilbert
C.
♦ he library The smallest atten-' 1 alte. a native cf Salem Mass . aeed merry a Christmas as possible un service with the company, partici Dierctors
will be held immediately
dance at any story hour being 40I 40 years.
Funera1 service at St. der their present envlronmetit.
pate in the cash distribution The after the Incorporators’ meeting.
H P. BLODOBTT. President
children and the largest, 75. A Thomas Episcopal Church Friday at
company's employes were voted MILTON
M GRIFFTN, Secretary.
series of book reviews will be held 2 p. m
$1,500,000
compensation
last
year.
Rockland. Me. Dec. 23. 1946
103-lt
The times of the double feature
at the library during th? Winter,
IN MEMORIAM
program
at
Park
Theatre
today,
months
The first to be held , In loving memory of John Henry
Me quint, tilled ln action In Gcr- , Wednesday and Thursday is, 2
Thursday night, Jan. 16.
many. Dec. 24 1944
6 15 and 8 pm. The two pictures
Ncthlnv but memories as we Journey are “Sun Valley Serenade’’ with
The famous fountain pen, “Parker
along.
|
A. mtRRy CHRISTMAS
51” is in good supply at Daniels Lonvlns? for a smile frsm a loved Sonja Henie and John Payne and
gone;
| “Bowery” with George Raft and
Jewelers. Get yours todav or any None one
knows the depths of our deep
Wallace Berry.
business day, because Daniels is
regret.
But we remember, when others
open Wednesday afternoon^ 79-tf
forget.
Strand Theatre will run continu
•
Father. Mother. Wife and Son.
ous on Christmas Day, starting at
Vis t Lucien K. Green & Sons,
2.20 p. m., with other shows at 4 30.
second floor, 18 School street. Odd ;
MY APPRECIATION
This ts to express my heartfelt ap- 1 630 and 8.30, for the showing of
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur I predation
k ndness cf James Ping Crosby’s new picture “Blue
Coats and Cloth Coats at moderate Dondis of ofthe heRockland
Candy Co |
prices.
lOtf who gave most generously of candy Skies,” in technicolor.

W

’S’€'S;S'fJS'S’S’€’S’-S'?US’.S’S’S’S’'

Visit Clinten F. Thomas, optome
trist, for a pair of good glasses. 492
County Road, Rockland, Me.
tlours 2 to 5 and 6 to 8 p. m., Mon
day, Wednesday and Saturday.
Phone 590. City.
lOtt

SUBSCRIPTION
HEADQUARTERS

rl£

ALL MAGAZINES
PUBLISHERS’ REP.

STATE NEWS COMPANY

and Chrl<-tmis gifts to aid the annual j
Christmas party for the boys and girls
cf Tillson avenue.
•
Charles M.Cook.

NEWBERT’S
RESTAURANT
WILL

Superintendents of Schools. Rob
ert Lunt of Rockland, Christie of;
Camden, Mossier of Union and
former Supt. Lord Of Camden at
tended the testimonial dinner to
Commissioner of Education Harry
Gilson at Gorham State Teachers
College recently. Gilson is to
go to a post in the New York State
Department of Education.
:

CHRISTMAS DAY

Waldc—-Clyde
Belfast.

B

Holmes,

Jr.,

Mrs. Wait—That Dowd woman is
a perfect fiend.

The March of Dimes will appeal
for greater contributions than ever
before to replenish the $4,000,000
cpdemic emergency reserve fund
of the Naticnal Foundation which
was completely exhausted bv the
past Summer’s severe epidemic
which brought a nation-wide total
of 24 009 new polio victims. The
Foundation's Headquarters has ex
pended $7.5O0.OTO during the last
fiscal year in research into the
causes and cure for poliomyelitis
On the County level, local chapters
have continued to provide polio
victims with the best medical care
available and to supply Maine
hospitals with iron lungs and
other equipment essential to polio
care.

Mr. Kelly—Why, I thought her
very gentle and refined.
Mrs. Wait—Oh! she is among you
men but what do you think of a
woman who wears her son's base
ball shoes, to a bargain rush and
can spit on every woman who gets
in her way?

The Christmas spirit was much in
evidence at the meeting of Ruth
Mayhew Tent, Monday night witii
a gaily decorated tree with gifts for
all. including cornballs and fudge.
Jennie Pietroski sang two selec
tions ’’I'm Dreaming of a White
Christmas-' and ‘Silent Night.” Sick
and shut-ins will be remembered
with cards and gifts. The members
are very grateful to Ada Payson for
furnishing the Christmas tree, also
as chairman cf the supper, assist
ed by Susie Karl and impersonat
ing Santa Claus. Officers elected
for the year are: President, Lina
Carroll; junior vice president,
Flossie Taylor; treasurer, Bessie
Haraden; chaplain. Jennie Plntroski; Council No. 1, Priscilla
Smith; Council No. 2, Bessie Sulli
van; Council No. 3, Bessie Church.
The appointed officers will be
published later. Installation of
officers will be held Jan. 20. Lina
Carroll, Past Department President
as installation officer.
The muddy swamps of Arkansas
and Louisiana, cavalrymen dedared ,are providing a tailormade opportunity to prove that the
horse still has an important role
in modem warfare despite drastic
mechanization.

i fans in Camden are busy.

Skiers report that snow con
ditions are good on the Meguntlcook Trail, on the east slope of
i Meguntieook, in the Camden Hills
Park, three miles east of town.
; About five inches of heavy granu' lar snow covered the entire length
! of the trail, it is reported, and sM1 ing is good.
The Lodge House at the Camden
Snow Bowl, at Hosmers Pond,
three miles west of Camden, is now
open and Harold ‘Sparky” Alexan
der wiil be in charge of this area
Tobogganing is good at the Snow
Bowl, but excellent ice conditions
for skating were spoiled by the
sleet storm, which » also prevented
work oh the ski tow by volunteers
over the week-end. Skiing con
ditions on the slope are poor.
Subserffih to The Courier-Oasotte

OPENING DECEMBER 26

VIC’S MILK BAR
FROZEN FOODS

I
)
;
1
j

AND

FOUNTAIN AND TABLE SERVICE

FOR SUNDAES AND SODAS

OF THF PENOBSCOT

Also In Containers To Go

FRED E. HARDEN

REAL CREAM"

THE MAGAZINE MAN

A COMPLETE LINE OF FROZEN FOODS
INCLUDING CHICKEN, FISH and VEGETABLES

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Until Jan. 1, 1947 Thermos Bags will be given IfREE

with each purchase of Frozen Food.

i?

$•

JOHN M RICHARDSON

Your Patronage Will Be Appreciated
MERRY CHRISTMAS and HAPPY NEW YEAR

To Our

Patrons and Friends

15 GRANITE ST.. ROCKLAND

VIC

JOHN M. RICHARDSON

25-T-tf

CHARLIE’S TAXI
WAITING ROOM
311 MAIN ST.
TEL. 1543 ROCKLAND
Charles .1. Rich, Prop.

THOMASTON - T£l .
lOCMAHD-Ul 810 ROCKPORT-TIL TAJ4

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

VOTERS OF ROCKLAND
RUSSELL
Funeral Home
CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

PHONE 701
9 CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND. ME.

64-tf

OPEN FOR BUSINESS!

103*lt

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

To all Voters of Roekland who are opposed to the present
City Manager form of Government and have not signed petitions
against it to the next Legislature:—
Please be informed that for your convenience, you may sign
a petition at the Law Office of Elisha W. Pike, .749 Main Street, or
at the residence of George H. Williams, 109 South Main Street.
We have no funds to pay canvassers to call at your homes for th>
purpose of getting signers. Already we have an imposing list
containing prominent and influential citizens of both political
parties who are “fed up" with one man control of Municipal
affairs and will not eease their efforts until that system is
abolished. The larger the number of petitioners the grteater Is the
expression of public sentiment. The Legislature convenes tbe
first Wednesday of January, next. The time is therefore short.
Please do not delay your signing. Neglect of the opponents of
the City Manager form of Government to register their vote
against it was the reason it was adopted. Your name and in
fluence are needed in this effort to recapture the Control by
Roekland voters in its municipal affairs.
December 20th, 1946.

103* lt

ELISHA W. PIKE.

Christmas Greetings

SPRUCE HEAD CO STORE

From All of Us
At Gregory’s

AT

'<Jitst a card and an envelope
with a Yuletide greeting.

TENANT’S HARBOR

*€But our Christmas wishes
are as sincere as ever to all
our friends and customers.
?<May Christmas, 1946, be
one of Good Health, Happinc ss and Good Cheer.

WE CARRY A FULL LINE OF

GROCERIES AND MEATS
!
ALSO

LEGAL NOTICE!
Public Hearing on the Application for the Sale of Spirituous

BURPEE
Funeral Home
TELS. 390—1171-M
110-112 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.

Ambulance Service

MARINE AND FISHERMEN’S SUPPLIES

and Vinous Liquors by the Windsor House. 12 MYRTLE STREET.
ROCKLAND. MAINE, will be beld in the City Council Room.

City Building. January 3, 1947, at

5.00 o'clock in the afternoon.
G. U. MARGESON.
CITY CLERK.

103-T-106

> ,

“ALL MILK SHAKES AND SODAS MADE WITH

MAILED ANYWHERE
POSTPAID $3.50

DrvisFunebrlHomes

!

ROCKLAND, MAINE

290 MAIN STREET

SIBMH0A1 WRE

Season’s Greetings

The Rexall Store

In spite of no co-operation from
the weatherman, who brought rain
and freezing* temperatures after the
snow this week-end. Winter sports

WOTTON’S

Beano party Friday night at 7.33
adv.

4U.< *

But Ice Conditions At Snow
Bowl Spoiled By the
Sleet Storm

MERRY CHRISTMAS
TO ALL

at G AR. hall.

*

Three

Skiing Is Good

Virginia Makie of West Meadow
Road,
Rockland was fined $80 and
A Campaign In Behalf Of Our
costs of $11.06 in Municipal Court
Health—Local Chair
this morning on charges of leaving
men Announced
the scene of an aocident without
making herself known. The arrest,
County campaign directors for which was made by State Police
Maine's 16 counties have been an Officer Ray Foley, arose from a
nounced by Pr.gadier General coil sion between a Crosley car op
George M. Carter of Augusta, erated by Miss Makie and the chr
Maine State Chairman for the' of Raymond Conway of Rockland
1947 March of Dimes campaign. at the head of Rankin street Sun
Funds raised by the March of day night.
Dimes suppert the activities of the
Joseph P. Harvey of Rockland
Nat onal Headquarters and County was fined $109 and costs of court
Chapters of the National Founda cn drunken driving charges brought
tion for Infantile Paralysis.
by Rockland police following a chi
County campaign directors in lis on over the week-end between
this section cf the State are:
a car operated by him and another
Knox—James Connellan, Rock on Camden street opposite the
land
BI bee lunch stand. He appealed
Lincoln — Ethel B. Dickinson, and bail W3s set at $200. fcr ap
Damariscotta.
pearance in the February term of
Hancock — Amy Louis? Smith, Superior Court.
Ellsworth.

FOR CHRISTMAS

Miss Grace H. Russell. R.N., of ,
San Francisco is spending the hOli- '
days with her mother, Mrs. Charles 1i
D. North, and with friends irt Cam-.'
den. M ss Russell came by plane
as far as Boston.
i

, CLOSE

In Municipal Court

The March Of Dimes

FOUR 330 DEGREE

Deputy Sheriff Ernest Gray
dated Monday that Samuel Crowlev. who was 1st week held in
$2C'9 ba 1 in Municipal Court for
i suing false conditional sales con
tracts on Hi ticlo s per-'ns and att“irp ing to dlvornt them at the
Camden National Bank, ts hhowi
to have been extradited from Ma ne
•o California in 1941 cn a warrant
t r ’i-'-qi removal of a C”r from
that State for whi h he re eived a
d°d sentence and two 3 ears

Page

«

• ■-
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Mabel Dow, and the late Alford
IINIHN
; and Arthur McCcbb, ail of Port,
_ .
'land, Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Dutch
Dow.
Miss Ethel Wotton, cadet nurse
»xi anu
wi.n
xvtoxoi.ou
Johl? Burns Was hostess of Belfast, Mr. and Mrs. William
Mr. and Mrs Stewart Pollard ot
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Marshall
at the Maine General Hospital, motored to Portland. Thursday, I
Preen ville visited here Thursday.
h*™' Orn® .of Monhegan and Mrs. Ern-’
Portland,
who is receiving special
Christmas party held at her home. est starrett of Warren
Mr and Mrs. Erwin Pinkham
where
they
visited
her
sister.
Mrs.
training in Concord, N. H., is lo Augusta Moon. They were accom
Arthur Farris has returned to
The bride’s traveling ensemble
were Portland visitors last Friday
cated
at 105 Pleasant street, that panied by Mrs Leland Philbrook, Bath where he is employed.
was a Winter white jersey dress,
Mr. and Mrs Otto Kimmich and
city.
The Friendly Bs enjoyed a I with brown coat and brown accestwo children of Tenafly, N. Y„ are
and Mrs Alice Peabody.
Mrs. Jennie Kenniston returned
Christmas
party Thursday night at' sories. After a short wedding trip
week-end and holiday guests of
Miss Marie Hayes, called to this
home
Wednesday
from
Boston.
the
home
of
Mrs. Malcolm Hannan, the couple will reside in Newtown,
Mr. and Mrs. S. H. Weston.
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Mossier, conn.
Her daughter Janet, patient at the town by the death of her uncle.
Mrs. Henry Meyer of Beverly,
------------------Childrens Hospital, in that city, George G. Teague, has been guest i Sr., and Miss Dorothy MOssler of
Mass., and Mrs. Elmer Smith of
Orrlngton will be holiday guests of
remained for further treatment,, of Mr. and Mrs. Silas A. Watts.
Lynnfield, Mass, were week-end
SOUTH HOPE t
Mr. and Mrs. Fred L. Perkins, Supt. and Mrs. Frederick Mossier.
HERE’S WHAT IT COSTS
instead of returning home as she
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
A
Progressive Church
daughter
Carolyft,
are
her
and
Seven
Tree
Grange
is
invited
to
expected,
with
had
been
Damon
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines In
spending Christmas in Searsport Maple Grange North Waldoboro/ A service of rededication was
mother.
A community Christmas tree will
serted
once for 50 cents, two times for 75 cents. Additional
be held tonight at 7.33 under
G A Asipey now has the tele with his parents. Mr and Mrs. Dec. 26.. to work the third and held Sunday in tlie Advent Chrislines 10 cents each for one time; 20 cents for two times, tive
CUSHING
Fred
Perkins,
Sr.,
and
later
m
the
fcurth
degrees
L,
•
phone, the number, 39-3. Other
auspices of the firemen. Cash was
small words to a line.
Tiie Grange hall has been telephones recently installed are. week, will complete the vacation' To spend Christmas with Mrs tian Church w,th thanksgiving
contributed by the local merchants
wotton, T6-21, and for with her parents, Mr and Mrs. Lizz e Hawes, will be Mr. and Mrs. for the completion of extensive reand citizens The children will re- equipped with a new furnace, a
Special Noth*! All “blind ads’’ so called i. e. advertisements
; Frederick Ti'bbott of Chesterville, pairs begun in April .1944 These
pre-Christmas sale was held there Roger Teague 16.2. Norman Cogan, Merton Davis in Detroit
ceive gifts.
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette
Miss Edna Lehto, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Morris of included the shingling of the rooi
40-33; and Harry Hartford, at
Mrs Maude Orberton of Rock- recently.
office for handling, costs 25 cents additional.
Mrs. Carrie end the rear end, the redeccration
Mr. and Mrs. Alttie Lehto. is a Waltham, Mass.,
Farnham Stone was called to Mathews Corner, 82-21.
la nd was guest Thursday of Mrs.
Tlrsmaston recently by the death ^5
Norwood, and Mrs. surgical patient at Knox Hospital. French and children of Dedham, Of the interior, and the repair of
Isabel Labe.
Students at ths University of Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. Dana the chimney. Gifts of hymn books
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Hornberg- of his brother, Charles Stone, who H D Sawyer were recent guests of
’ww.'wi'Mewvm of Maine- who are Passing their va- Webber of Taunton, Mass.
and electric lights have also been
FOR SALE
er of New York are visiting Mr. and Lieu .n Port Clyde. He was formFOR SALE
erly a resident of this town, son of R.l,th Wnn, a» a venison supper
cations at their homes in this Edward Williams, Sic, stationed received.
Mrs Alfred Storer
1945 HUDSON, like new for sale, low
1__. Stone
---- boutn H»P- « *....
* o_ town are. Edwin Boggs, Jr., Gilbert at Chincopeague, Va. spent the
Rev. W. H Bursby of the Advent
Levi Robinson and mother, Mrs. John and Huldah ------(Searles)
Boy’s ski boots for sale, size 8'2.
good heater.
Inquire ;i;
Mr. and Mrs. WillisMOoay, br, BOggS
Harry Laiho,
Harland week-end with his parents, Mr. and Christian Church of Fr.endsh.p practically new. also two all-wool short mileage,
Margaret Newbert were in Lewiston Burial was in Pleasant Point ceme- attended
OAK
GROVE CABINS. Glen Cove
the
recent
meeting
of
the
sport coats, size 14. TEL 1011-W
Spear,
Earle
Moore,
Jr.,
Adelbert
Mrs.
Clarence
Williams
Mr
and
conducted
.the
service,
assisted
by
’
103*104
Sunday Mr. Newbert is a suigical tery.
State Grange held in Lewiston.
Norwood, and Miss Mary Norwood. Mrs. John Pierce of Athens. Ohio, Rev. Ernest Doughty, Rev. John
patient there. Callers Thursday on
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard McFarELECTRIC
stove.
1946
model,
um
TWO cows for sale par’ J--c£v '>n1
Miss Evelyn Sawyer of Gorham,
Wedded Quarter Century
i arrived at the Williams home smith Lowe, Rev. Malcolm Burgess part
6 mos
BUCK PARSONS. 3 Linds. ',
Mrs. Newbert were Mr. and Mrs. iand of New Harbor were recent
Guernsey
FRED
S
KENNTSTON.
N. H., is spending two weeks’ va___________________ 103*104
and Miss Hazel Lane.
Special Union.
103*104 St . City.
Kenneth Post and sgn, Mrs Lester guests of relatives in town.
The silver wedding anniversary Monday for Christmas week.
,
„
cation
with
her
parents,
Mr.
and
of Mr and Mrs Joe Ohtonen of
Mr- and Mrs- Ed'wards Mathews, music consister of a number by tlie
A. Post, Mr. and Mrs. Ansel Woos
BOYS bicycle ln good condlton.
Beverly Geyer has had one side Mrs H D gawyer
hern
(electr.c)
light and kick-,p
R
West Warren, was marked Satur- Mr- and Mrs. Merton Payson and choir; a duet by Mr and Mrs. Paul
ter of Rockland, Mr. and Mrs J of
house Singled
New tires
Phone Carncie
Miss Betty Moore of the Fisher day b
a reception and Finnish 8011 Marshall will spend Christmas Simmons of Friendship; and a solo LOSTAND FOUND stand.
O. Jameson, and daughter, Levi
____________
8 10
W M BRAGG West Rockp. .
School,
Boston,
is
with
her
parents,
Po
ff
PP
at
niover
Hall
and
the
with
Mr
and
Mrs
Phili
P
Br
V
er
in
by
John
Howard
of
Union.
The
----------------------------------------—
—
__________________________ 1003*104
Robinson, Mr and Mrs. Merlin
DOPlfl/ll I C
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Moore
Grange Hall
Friends attended Westbrook
, organist was Mrs. Ra’ph Robbins
notice is hereby Ktven of the loss
Eugley, Mrs Wendali Genthner
nUUKVILLfc
WINTER overcoat for sale, size 38
Mrs. Olive Peabody, who has the event from over the county.
2,alderwood
guest of An exercise. “Our Church, ’ was l’h„ owner of slid‘ix>ok asks for dupli- black, worn very little, price $40 u.
and son. Edward.
The Community Christmas tree
Among the many gifts they re- Edmund G‘bscn, in Watertown, given by Barbara Eennett, Cheryl cate in accordance withthe provision sell for $S25 C. A VOSE. Thomaston
Sup. Earl Spear attended a testi- was held Friday in the church, been a surgical patient at Knox
J^e^state Law ^rolk *ND„P^X Tel. 150 11._________________ 103-104
jnonial dinner last Tuesday in The program consisted of carol Hospital, is convalescing at the ceived was a full set of silver, serv- Mass^ for several days last week. Reynolds, Annette Gould, and Jac- of
INGS BANK, by Edward J Helller.
BOY Sccut suit for sale, small size
Gorham for Dr. Harry Gilson, singing by the choir; Christmas henie of her son, Leland Peabody. jce for 12.
.
Mr- GibsOn returned Sunday
qusline Reynolds, followed by tlie Pres Rcckland Me. Dec. 24, 1946.
103 it
103*T 2 TEL 1011 M.
Mrs Spearaccompanied him to
recitations and a song by a group Helping with her care is herThe three-tier anniversary cake,1 Tde an’?ual
song' “TheLittle White
Church in
DODGE
panel
truc
k.
1933
mode,
for
Portland
of pre-school children; a song- daughter, Mrs. Dyscn Jameson, centerpiece of the honor guests’ Get-to-CeUier will be held Dec. 27 theVale, ’ in ,which „„alluntied
.
. , .
LADY'S oblong Elgin wrist watch.
W. E POTTER. United Corp
The fa mi on the North Waldo- play “Jeanette-Isabella” by Reck- wbo with Mr. Jameson has rooms, table, was flanked by a bouquet of at "
.ln the vestry. Tjiere^will^be The chapel was filled and cha rs y,.lloW gold lost between 9t North sale.
Farmers. Inc , New County Rd Ci»\
refreshments,
were brought in from neighboring Main st and Sim's Lunch Reward.
boro road, owned by the late John ville children and a visit from at tbe Leland Peabody home, the mixed carnations, and Mrs. Ohto- enterta.nment and
re
’■»'
TEL 1240. ___________________________________ 103* It
family having had to vacate their aen WOre a corsage of red roses. I Envelopes for the new year will be homes. Friends were present from
103-lt
and Stella Eugley Watts, has been Santa Claus himself.
CLARION cook stove, complete with
Rockport, West Rockport, Unicn, ---bold to Edward Dunn of Rockland.
The Community Church choir apartment on the Union road this Arrangements for the reception distributed.
hti water coll and Lynn oil burnt'
Ml-s.
Phyllis
Briscolm
is
spending
Rockv.lle.
Camden,
Rcckland.
Ash
n
.
s
^
t
A1
^
sl
",
k
‘
,
‘
“
nd
'em
^C^ockrits
MRS NELLIE R BALLARD. Rockpon
Mrs. He: irrt'Standish has been whj meet tonight at Mrs. Almon month.
and dancing, which followed, were
103 it
Point, Thomaston, vX
Port Clyde,
Mrs. Aleda Oorden. who has made by Mr and Mrs John HeilSS store
£, Rockland containing sum ol
K Tel. Camden 507.
guest of Mrs. Ernest Robinson in B. cooper* to star, the
MODERN.
9 piece walnut dining
Portland
„ ,
,
,
„ .
, „
S‘X8
Tulloch ts visiting her
~ SE.?
St "
h.m ha, been Vstthtg'^S an^M^Ate^YoStg 5
™
room set lor sale; 9 BOOKER ST
Miss Sara Ashworth has bought
Thoinuston. Cali ufter 5pm 103-104
>eau
Ute beauty parlor business of Mr.^
Mr and Mrs. Carleton home.
Henry Uves ol Waidoboro, and Mr. “e^erly
' m ThT Knox CounBROWX leather bllifold lost in
SKIFF, new. 12 It. flat bottom, i r
thy Crewel, Wah.ce. She w,h Tulloch ?urlng h„ vacation from ,Mr, Rolph Horwood lnd Infant and Mr- Edward tntva of Cush
ixrothy
,;nce Thanlt“ lvlng shc
ihik S'
7^* R- sale;
pricy $40 Call at THE FRIEND
take possession Jan. 1.
Wells Cohege, Aurora, NY
'daughter, Patricia, returned home
who assLsttd
the returned wlth Mr and Mrs
sincp Junp 194, hag furni.hed tjie wird. rai pi/ pxulsen Cushing. LY CAFE. Park St., City_______ 103*101
Students home from the State
coffee served were. Mrs. Laina who came to attend the Upham- chapel with a leader, shared with T^^Thotnastoi^iaiLT______
102’103
Douglas Cooper of U. of M ,^was today from Knox Hospital.
NORTHERNback sable
blended
Teacher College, Gorham, for tiie guest Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
muskrat fur coat for sale. In exet
Miss Bessie McCluskey of New Keto, Mrs John Matson, Miss Jcnes wedding, Sunday.
other
small
communities
of
the
holiday recess are: Edith Burgess, Almon B Cooper
lent
condition.
$150.
Small
size
Room
Haven, Conn., arrived tonight to be Bertha Keto of Warren, Mrs. WilMrs Jennie McCorrison
and county.
WANTED
105. Thorndike
Hotel.
103 104
Dorothy Spear, Esier Mank, Bertha
Meet Again Club wlil meet Jan guest over the holidays of her
of WnidZhrtrl6’ ^rtSi Mrs Carrie Cummings, both of
Deacon and Mrs. David HemenLewis and Marie Waltz
BABY
carriage
and
play
pen
for
sale
2 at Mrs. Robert Tullochs.
brother, Leroy M;Cluskey, Lieut.
Wuori of Waldcboio, and Appleton recently visited the lat- way an dothers have been untiring
TWO pair of child's over-shoes or TEL. 695-W
___________103*104
Mrs.
Elsie
Matson
of
Cush.ng.
Comdr Ret. UB.C.G
ter’s brother, W. C. Perry, who has workers for these accomplishments bo m. sizes 6 and 7, wanted tei
BOSTON BULL PUP
Music for the dancing was furp’
103»lt
Mrs. David Achorn was honor
which have been made possible by 938 M
TWO months old. A K C. registered
nished by Theodore Siili and HarHCME-MADE
tractor
In
good
con

i
guest
at
a
recent
party
at
the
home
Mr. and 'Mrs. Arthur Robinson the money and labor given by dition wanted Write F B care of MINA HALL. South Thomaston
------------- 'A
j of Mrs. Robert Wotton, who was old Overlook
102-103
and sons, Francis and Edgar of many friends.
The Courier Gazette____________ 103*104
I assisted as hostess by Miss Alberta
?ir' and
°^°?en came,1
Vassalboro, spent Thursday with
DESOTO
(1942)
Special
Sedan
ex
SPEED boat wanted.* not to exceed
I Barnes.
thl* country from Finland m 1910, Mr and Mrs
c Perry
25 m p. h. Write, or be.ter still, call ce'lent condition: also 32 v. lighting
INVEST IN
Merrill Fiske of Bates College is and located at West Parts. Resiat JOHN N JOHNSONS St George plant. K. L. BENXETI'. East Union
Roger Farris, who was appointed
_
_____________ 102*105 Tel. 13 IL_______________________ 102*104
sav ngsbonds
passing the Christmas vacation dents here since 1925, they are in a State trooper is located at Houl
THE TIMES /
CRIB complete with Inner-spring
with his parents, Mr and Mrs. ^he poultry business in this town. ton until January when he will at
MAN wanted for milk delivery and
and mattress for sale, also Thyaer
to
work
in
milk
room;
also
man
to
Louis Fiske.
They were married Christmas tend school in Augusta.
He arcare for rattle
ALFORD LAKE JER carriage like new. TEL. 481 W
Mrs. Flora Jones is passing the
*92J- at West Paris, by Rev. ““ed ^ome from" HoJlTon Monday
102-103
SEY FARM. Union
Te!. Lincolnville
8-13.
103*104
FOX terrier puppies for sale nice
holiday with her daughter. Mrs. Alex Rada' of ’f1,^ndshlP at a for" to join Mrs. Farris for the holiday
SAVINGS BONDS
ARTHUR PEASE, 31
SMALL
unfurnished • apartment Christmas gift.
Bertram Blackington, in Portland. mal wedding held at the Grange
Tinhorn
..z*
wanted Immediately, bv young couple. Knox St.. Thomaston. Tel. 22-13
Crescent Temple. P. S„ meets hall> West Paris, included among
vpnam-jones
102 103
Best of references. TEL 924
103tJ
Friday night
their attendants, feur bridesmaids.
John F Upham of this town and
MONTGOMERY WARD Fence Con
j
FURNITURE
wanted
to
upholrcer,
Mr and Mrs Jasper Spear and
They have one daughter, Mrs. Melisande Jones of Appleton were
troller. new Prime Controller, used
called for and delivered. T. J. FLEM
son, Stephen of Orono, are passing HenrV Lauk“a of North Warren.
married at the Methodist Church,
.ING 19 Birch St. Tel 1430 W 1(LT tf Table Model Radios, one Philco Port
able Combination, complete with bat
at 7 o’clock Dec. 22, by Rev. Ernest
z
GOLD coins wanted. TJ. S. or foreign, tery. $25 , Everhot Heaters, regular
the holiday with Forrest Spear
All
forms
of
insurance.
Frank
Doughty,
who
performed
the
double
liberal premium over face value on *10 80, now $9 95 Breakfasters, regular
Mrs. Thelma G. Carroll and
/
all U. S gold pieces.
Any Amount. $12 95, now $11 49.
George Raymond Dow, both of D .Rowe. Tel. Warren 2-22; mail, ring ceremony. The church was
Call
anvwhere
COLLECTORS. Box
HENRY K. ALLEN.
decorated
Thomaston.
R.
D.
1.
with
Christmas
ever95tf
I
834. Rockland
102*4 Tenant's Harbor.
Pleasantville, were quietly married
Tel. 59
-----------------green.
Saturday night at the Baptist
102*104
WILL buy second-hand furniture,
Greyhound
bus
tickets
to
all
The
bride
was
given
in
marriage
small lots or contents of houses, rugs,
parsonage by Rev. Lee A. Perry,
NEW 2 h.p. single phase electric
dl :hes. pictures, tools, settees, or what motors
HAROLD B KALER. Wash
who used the double ring service. points on sale at Hillcrest Home- by her father Dr. Paul Jones. The
have you. Call anywhere. A. L TY lngton. Tel. 5-25. Home Sundays.
stead,
Route
1.
Warr
in.
’
01
T-4
couple
were
attended
by
Paul
LER.
Box
834.
Rockland
Tel.
392-R.
The couple was attended by Mr
During this Holiday Sea
102 103
Jones, Jr., brother of the bride as
____________________________________ 102*4
and Mrs. Chester Wallace, sister
DRY, round, hard wood mixed with
best
man,
and
Mrs.
James
K.
TABLE
model
electr
ic
sewing
ma

and brother-in-law of the bride
son we take this opportunity
spft wood. $16.50 per cord load,
chine wanted. C. E. GROTTON. 564 Main some
Blake, sister of the groom as ma
4tove size. ED. COFFIN Tel
The bride was dressed in a street
St. Tel. 1091W_________________ 101 tf sawed
tron
of
honor.
853-22 after 6 p m____________ 102-103
to wish all friends and cus
length dress of light blue silk
A
MIDDLE
AGED
woman
wanted
as
The bride wore a gown of white
SMALL, hard wood sawed stove size.
crepe, and white accessories They
housekeeper for man alone One look $11.50
load, excellent kitchen
eyelete p;que with short puff
tomers the Season’s Greet
ing for good home, rather than high wcod. per
will make their home at Pleasant
ED CO FIN. Tel. 853-22 after
sleeves
and
long
full
skirt.
She
wages.
References
exchanged.
Write
ville, Mr. Dow employed at the
6_p; m.____________________ 102J03
W. P, care Courier--Gazette.
carried a colonial bouquet of white
ings.
Charles Starrett sawmill, there.
NEW Stevens 20-gauge bolt action,
__
_______________________
101*103
.Z
carnations, sweet peas and sweet
clip. 2 boxes shells, $30. Write "GUN "
Mrs. Dow is the daughter of Mrs.
DRESSES
wanted.
Very
old
cot'on
102*103
heart roses. The matron of honor
or silk gowns in good condition. No The Courier-Gazette.
Flora Jones, and the late William
Also, we extend to our pa
wore a powder blue dress styled
bla'k pre-machine stitching; also old
GLENWOOD circulating heater for
Jones. Mr. Dow is the son of Mrs.
cloth and gay ribbons. Write P W , sale, practically new; 85 No. Main St
similar to the bride's and carried a
trons our earnest apprecia
care of The Courier-Gazet e.
101-104 TEL, 908-W._____________________ IOC 104
sma11 colonial bouquet.
CHIMNEYS
to
clean.
I
am
still
ENG-LISH Springer Spaniels for sale,
'S
The bride's mother, Mrs. Arthur
tion of the business accorded
cleaning chimneys, with all work guar fine lifer of liver and whites. Whelped
J! Robbins of .Appleton, wore a dress
anteed and prices reasonable. Sixteen Nov. 24. Taking orders now
Dam.
BEST WISHES
years ln the business. Free Inspection. daughter of Con. Ch Bruce of Inver
of black crepe, sequin trimmed
us the past year.
FOR
ARTHUR GROVER. Tel. 953-.W or Price $35. C. M. STANFORD, Wayne.
with a peach gladoli corsage The
212 W
ootf Maine.
102*2
‘j groom’s mother also wore black
A MERRY CHRISTMAS
ATTENDANT NURSES
WHITE enamel kitchen range for
■-§ with a gladioli corsage.
sale, with oil burner complete, and
A NEW CLASS STARTS FEB. 17
AND A
Mrs. Irving Rich and Mrs. Irving
Thirteen months’ hospital training, water tank, and new unit $110 fcr
weekly cash allowance, no expense cash. TEL CAMDEN 8013 or ROCKnt Tuttle sang “Because” and “I Love
. HAPPY NEW YEAR
while training, diploma.
Open to LAND 163-M._____________________ 102-lt
You Truly’ accompanied by Miss
physically fit young women at least
WHITE kitchen cabinet for sale.
17 years and 6 months of age with Price
Florence Thurston. The wedding
$12. TEL 767 W after 5 p m.
one
or
more
years
of
high
school
edu

march was played by Miss Thur103-104
cation
Write today to SUPT , Union 38 Oliver St___________
J* ston.
Hospital. Lynn Ma.-.s
98-8
CORDWOOD. round. 70 cords, will
lot. or ln 2-cord truck loads
JUNK DEALERS
rl
The bride attended schools in
MILLER'S trucking, furniture moved sell whole within
radius of 25 miles.
coal, wcod and rubbish hauled, also delivered
2 Appleton and Oak Grove Seminary.
HAROLD B KALER, Washington Tel.
orders
for
Christmas
trees
taken
TEL
6 T ST., ROCKLAND
The grcom is the son of Mr. and
100-105
218 MK___________________________ L98 ??2 5-25
X
“
,de
U
d
Pl
Shoo°i
N
hm
tofore
APPLES,
Delicious,
Northern
Spies,
ANTIQUES wanted. I am particu
“AT THE SIGN OF THE NEON CLOCK’’
WARREN

WALDOBORO

USE

OUR

CLASSIFIED

4

ADS

INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
For Selling, Buying, Renting Services

READ THE ADS

VINALHAV
Miss Marilyn Carvi
lin College, Ohio, Mr
ver from the Katherin
retarial School, Bcstu
Carver, Jr., from
School, Tarrytown
spending the Christn
with their parents,
Albert Carver, Sr.
Mr and Mrs La n<r
guests of their son W
Windsor, Conn
Miss Virg nia Bln
Hartford, Conn., is
mother, (Mrs. Anni<
sister. Miss Phyllis B!
Walter Swanson, F
and Mr. and Mrs
quist of Worcester
guests of their parei
Mrs. Oscar Swanson
Miss Sara Bunker
is guest for fi
ber mother. Mrs. Ne
Miss Mabelle CarlMass., is spending t
vacation at the home
Mrs. Owen Roberts
Misses Li lian
Smith of Boston are
home of Dr. Ralph 1
Kenneth Anderson
the U. of M.. is spent;
with his mother. Mi
derson.
The “Knitting Bei
Mrs. Mertie Brown T.
Lunch was served ai
evening was enjoye
Miss Helen Orion
Mass . is guest of her
Leslie Stinson.
Fred Chilles is sp; '•
ldays with his niotle
Chilles. and sister.
Ch Tes, at their hoi
The customary
Christmas tree ghen
Club each year for
held Thursday ni.
Church vestry, wit
present. The menu
j-rast turkey, stuffin
tobies, ice cream am
to which ample justi
botli the children am
ent. Dinner was fo
appearance of Sa;
personated by Colon
presented to each
gift from the gai

OS,

I

risTwas

May t

the N

BITLER SAYS

ness a

YES

WE

as.

HAVE

SAVINGS BONDS

»1

p

Morris Gordon & Son

GENE’S

258 Main St.,

Rockland,

Opp. Stanley’s Garage

GENE SELLS FOR LESS—BECAUSE IT COSTS HIM
LESS TO SELL.
103-104

STATEMENT

OF CONDITION

NOTICE!
TOWN OF SOUTH THOMASTON
The Town Books for 1946 will close for the year on

of the

January 1,1947.

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK

W. H. BRAGG.
. VaaXkxj > »
GEORGE FANT0M,
Selectmen of South Thomaston.
103-104
lv.

ROCKLAND, MAINE
As Shown by its Books November 12, 1946
Edward J. Hellier, President
Sidney H. Pierce, Treasurer
Annie B. Blackington, Assistant Treasurer
TRUSTEES: .1. C. Buirows, II. C. Cowan. W. A. Glover, W. C. Ladd,

entering the Navy. He was in the
service for two years, much of that
time being spent in the Pacific
area.
A reception was held following
the ceremony at the home of the
brides mother. The bride and
groom were assisted in the receiv
ing by the matron of honor and
best man. Classmates of the bride
at Appleton High assisted in serv
ing refreshments They were Rosa
lie Mank, Grace Gushee, Janet
Winchester, Dorothy Pease and
Janet Upham.
Out-of-town guests were Mrs.
Alice Rcbbins, Mr. and Mrs. Fritz
Hanson,
Mrs.
Gertrude
Clark,

Robert C. Gregory, Edward J. Hellier
Organized April IK, 1808
ASSETS

I

PUBLIC FUNDS:
United States Government Obligations ............................$4,033,218 76
Dominion of Canada ...............................................
40,000 00
Maine State, Counties and Municipalities
23,000 00
Provinces of Canada ................... .............. .
28,600 00
STEAM RAILROADS:
I
10.037 50
ln Maine ........................................................ .......
Out of Maine ............ . .. ....... ................ ....
66,931 25
19,650 00
TELEPHONE COMPANIES .............................
OTHER PUBLIC UTILITIES: *
Out of Maine ............................................................
52,000 00
WATER BONDS:
In Maine .......................................... .........
5,000 00
Out of Maine ...............................................
9.500 00
CORPORATIONS:
In Maine .......................................................................
27.500 00
BANK STOCK .................................
10,200 00
LOANS: On Mortgages of Real Estate .................................... 220,150 52
Gn Collateral
25,890 00
BANK PREMISES
9,000 00
CASH ON DEPOSIT ...................... ............................................ 244.368 67
CASH ON HAND .............................. ......
29.178 94
WAR BOND REDEMPTION ACCOUNT
1.163 72
LIABILITIES
DEPOSITS ............................................
CLLTB DEPOSITS ........................................................................ u.............
RESERVE FUND ........................................................................................
UNDIVIDED PROFITS ............................................................................

OTHER LIABILITIES

TIMES CHANGE AND WE WITH THEM

AA

But not in the ways of Friendship

ij
m
«

For your Patronage and Friendly Good Will

A
1

A

Please accept my Sincere Thanks and

BITLER CAR AND
HOME SUPPLY
Tel. 677

470 Main St.,

ELECTRIC MOTORS

NOTICE TO MOTORISTS

the New Year.

$4,834,642 91

WASHINGTON, MAINE

-I.a

I

The sticker which is issued covering 1947 registration is not
a decal. The proper method of applying the sticker is to wet the
glass and then place the sticker onto thc windshield and let it
dry. Do not attempt to remove the paper once it adheres to the
windshield.
The sticker should be applied to the lower inside right hand
corner ol the windshield, and can be displayed on and after
Dec. 25, 1946. Any stickers issued for nonwindshield type
vehicles should be carried along with the certificate of registra
tion.
X
The sticker shows 1947 registration, but in no wav cor
responds to the 1946 plate number which must be displayed in
conjunction with said stickeT.

85,455,389 36
HOMER E. ROBINSON,
Bank Commissioner.

Rockland

MISCELLANEOUS

Electric Motors rebuilt and rewound
to Factory Specifications.
All work
guaranteed. Send them to SOUTHWORTH.
Maine's
Finest
Machine
Shop 30 Warren Ave.. Portland Maine
Tel 4 1424.
(D)
FIRE wood sawed, prompt .servicefirst class machine, p h DILLAWAy'
ROOMS to let. BRUNSWICK HOUSE. No 1 Highway, Warren. Tel. 35-41. ’
204 Main St. Tel 916.
102*4 ___________ .______________ 101*T-105
ROOM to let at 97 Union St. TEL.
After this date I will pay only those’
970 M
lOltf bl.ls which I contract personally.
Irving Keizer.
FURNISHED apartment to let. Has
Dec 20. 1946.
102*104
two nice rooms, flush, portable bath,
B
EEF
two large closets, newly decorated, oil
Pork Lamb and Veal. Hve
burner and range; also single furnished weight, wanted: ateo new milch cows
house cf two small rooms and flu.-h. milkers and springers.
Highest pos... \lblp Prices paid. RAYMOND GENTHDELIA YORK 111 Plea.-ant St
Tel
307-W
lOltf
Tel Waldoboro 33 3 or
Rockland 813-15.
87-tf
STORAGE space for furniture to let.
TEL 456-J. ___________________
93tf
HEATED rooms to let at the FOSS
Subscribe to The Coilrler-Oaxette
HOUSE. 77 Park St . Tel. 8060
79 tf

Best Wishes For Christinas and

HAROLD B. KALES

210 45

Wish For You All

larly interested in purchasing fine old
furniture In any quantity I also buy
old glassware and dishes.
W. J.
FRENCH. 10 High St.. Camden 94-105
HORSES wanted for slaughter, must
be healthy Call either ROBERT GREA
SON. Washington, Tel. 6 19 or DODGE
FUR FARM. Rockland 853 23, after
6 P m______________ _______________ 83tf
TOP prices paid for all kinds of live
poultry.
Call ISADORE POUST. 41
Tillson Ave , City.
Tel' 1396 office,
residence 1221.
29tX
ANTIQUES wanted Will pay highest
prices
CARLTON H. RIPI.EY, Cam
den St. Terrace. Tel. 41 M
104tf
, USED furniture and stoves wanted
We will pay cash or trade for new
Call 1154
V F STUDLEY INC 283
Main Rt . Rnrklanri
’ Rttf

TO LET

$5,455,389 36

82,459 00
251,426 96
286.650 04

A
MERRY
CHRISTMAS

Dec.

23. 1946

HAROLD I. GOSS
Secretary of State

Baldwins
PARKER DEANE
Tel
Lincolnville. 6-21.
100*2
NICE, clean fuel oil barrels for sale.
C. E GROTTON, 564 Main St. Tel.
1091 W
_______________________ 98 tf
DOUBLE tenement, 1 ',i-story house
for sale, 72 Crescent St. A good in
vestment. TEL 291-W.
99tf
HOUSE, 1 >«, stories for sale at 43 Pa
cific St. make nice home or good In
vestment.
TEI, 291. W lor particu
lars. _____________ __________________ 99ir
LIVE bait for sale. Minnows graded.
Four sizes. fe>in 3 4" to 5” Wholesale
prices on orders of one gal or more.
R.
W TYLER, South Thomaston.
Telephone 243-31.
97-tf
BUY now for Christmas Wheelbar
rows. carts, toys snow shovels, a few
rebuilt bicycles and tricycles RAYE'S
CRAFT SHOP, 14 Prescott St. 97*lOt
FITTED or hard cord wood for sale.
roadside or
delivered
CHARLES
ODELL. North Waldoboro
Tel. Wal
doboro, 56-12.
97-101

9J
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> » *

v
&

RANGE burners for sale; 564 Main

St. Is headquarters for all makes of
burners, DeLuxe, A B.C. and Sllenl
Glow, long sleeve burners; also Dia
mond burners and other makes in
limited lots. Buy your burner of a
man who knows burners with 15 years
in the business. These burners are
all guaranteed to burn C. E GROT
TON
Tel. 1091-W________________ 95tf
POT-TV he living room heater for
sale. C. E GROTTON. 564 Main St.

Tel. 1091-W.

<>•>./

SKIFF and out-board motor boats
for sale. MALCOLM SEAVEY Thomastn
Tel 2.
92tf
VENETIAN
Blinds.
custom-built,
aluminum or flexl-steel. all sizes. De
livery approximately 3 weeks. Stand
ard sizes ln stock. Call UNITED
HOME SUPPLY CO, 579 589 Main St ,
Rockland Tel 939 W._____________ 9G*f
WHOLESALE and retail beef, pork
lamb and veal, for sale. Custom butch
ering al all kinds. Rockville Abattoir,
formerly the Oscar W Carroll proper
ty. now owned by RAYMOND GENTH

. M1"'

NER & SON, Route 17, at RockvEle,
Tel 813-15, or Waldoboro 33 3. Open
week days 9 a. m. to 7 p. m. and Saturdays 9 a m. to 9 p. m__________ 87tf
COKE for sale, $16.00 ton delivered
In Rockland and surrounding towns.
New River soft coal J. B PAULSEN.
Thomaston
Tel. 62._______________88tf

GRANITE LIVES FOREVER
Granite walks (any width), flrey ac**,
posts (anv size), boat moorings, step*,
flagging, chips, and dust for driveway*
(no more mud), rip rap for all kind*
of fills and dock work, pier stone, wa'ls,
foundations, curbing, paving blocks,
ashlar and mcnumental stone, posts foi
property marksrs and bulldln; sup
ports.. We w.ll deliver anywhere. AsR
us about gienlte fill loaded on ycur
truck. Estimates gladly submitted, no
obligation.
JOHN MEEHAN A SON.
Clark Island. Me.
Tel Rockland 31-tl
A. O. HOCKINO

_ _ _ _ _ PH

Tel. Tenant'* Harbor 56 13

delight in leis
private solan
who demand

PAL
JAMES J. FARREL

Tuesday-Friday

Tuesday-Friday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, December 24,1<M'5
Christmas tree. Tlie dinner was
prepared by members of Union
Church Circle, Mrs. Mary Went
worth, president, and a committee
consisting of Mrs. F. V. Mullen
chairman; Mrs. Marion Littlefield,
Mrs. Carrie Bums, Mrs. Katherine
Smith, Mrs. Ella Landry and Mrs
Clyde Macintosh. Waiiresses were
Mrs. Leola Smith. Eleancr Conway,
Muriel Lane, Alice Whittington
and Edith Erickson.

VINALHAVEN

Miss Marilyn Carver from Qberlin College, Ohio, Miss Ruth Car
ver from the Katherine Gibbs Sec
retarial School, Boston, and Albert
Carver, Jr., from the Hackley
School, Tarrytown, N Y., are
spending the Christmas vacation
with their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Carver, Sr.
Mr and Mrs Langtry Smith are
guests of their son Walter Smith in
Windsor, Conn.
ORFF’S CORNER
Miss Virg riia Black of West
Mrs.
Henry Meyer of Beverly,
Hartford, Conn., is visiting her
Mass.,
made
a brief visit at her
mother. (Mrs. Annie Black, and
Summer home here Sunday.
sister, Miss Phyllis Black.
Misses Jean, Anne and Lois
Walter Swanson, Fritz Swanson,
and Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Palm- Kimball of Richmond are spend
quist of Worcester, Mass., are ing their school vacation with
guests of their parents, Mr. and their grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Byron Ludwig.
Mrs. Oscar Swanson.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Dearborn
Miss Sara Bunker of Ridgewood,
N J., is guest for the holidays of and Mr. and Mrs. Harry Creamer
her mother. Mrs. Nelson Bunker. were visitors Thursday in Port
Miss Mabelle Car’.on of Newton, land.
Mass , is spending the Christmas
Thomas Bragg spent the week
■vacation at the home of her sister, end with relatives in Bath
Mrs. Owen Roberts
Mrs. Marjcrie Ralph is ill at the
Misses Lilian and Marjorie home of her daughter, Mrs. Ches
Smith of Boston are guests at the ter Miller and is being cared for by
home cf Dr. Ralph Earle.
Miss Shirley Burns.
Kenneth Anderson, student at Visitors last Tuesday in Water
the U. of M, is spending Christmas ville were Mrs. Lulu Jackson, Mrs.
with his mother, Mrs. Selma An Alton Prock. Mrs. Raymond Jackderson.
son, Mrs. Winfield Havener, Mrs
The ‘‘Knitting Bees” met with .Car’eten Jackson. Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Mertie Brown Thursday night Vellis Weaver, Mrs. Amber Childs,
Lunch was served and a pleasant Mrs. James Stewart and daughter,
evening was enjoyed.
I Sandra.
Miss Helen Carlon of Worcester,
Mr. and Mrs Leon Achorn of
Mass , is guest of her mother, Mrs. Belmont, Mass have been in town
Leslie Stinson.
; for a few days.
Fred Cliilles is spending the hol
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Richards of
idays with his mother, Mrs Margie Rockland and Mrs. Henry Allen
Cliilles, and sister, Miss Muriel , and
daughters Charlene and
Chl.'es, at their home here
j Elaine of Tenant’s Harbor were
The customary
dinner
and callers Sunday at Albert Elwell's
Christmas tree given by the Lions
Mrs. James Hall, Mrs. Albert
Club each year for children was Elwell, Calvin Elwell and Elizabeth
held Thursday night at Union Elwell visited relatives Sunday in
Church vestry, witli about 123 Martinsville.
present. The menu consisted ol
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rogers of
rrost turkey, stuffing, gravy, vege (Richmond were recent guests of
tables, ice cream and fancy cakes, Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Ludwig.
to which amole justice was done by
both the children and adults pres
Tlie Russian Government is to
ent. Dinner was followed by the ' spv
o.vr
this year to
appearance of Santa Claus—im ■ increase the production of drugs.
personated by Colon Winslow-rwho
presented to each young guest a I Many rac ng pigeons are being
gift from the gaily decorated stolen in Dublin and sold for food.

ADS

!CTIVE
|ng Services
rs
Ixceeri three lines In;■> rents. Additional
I Im two times, l ive
Id i. e. advertisements
Tlie

Courier-Gazette

OR SALE
SON. 11 ke new for sale low
□ 05 1) eater.
Inquire at
E CAB INS, Glen Cove.
103*104
stove. 1946 model, used
CK PARSONS, 3 Lindsey
___________ 103*104
•y. !<■ in good condition,
r i
light and kick-up
tires
Phone Camden
.1 BRAGO West Rockport
________ 1003*104
ale. size 38,
cry little, price $40; will
A VOSE. Thomaston
_________________ 103-104
ill for sale, small size
________________ 103 It
>anel truck. 1933 model for
POTTER, United Corp
New County Rd.. City
_________________103*lt
ink dove, complete with
and Lynn oil burner
IE R BALI.ARD. Rockport'
_5})7._________________103 It
9 piece walnut dining
lie, 9 BOOKER ST.
I .hi altei 5 p m. 103-104
1 w. 12 ft flat bottom, for
40 Call at THE FRIEND
k St , City_______ 103*104

back ruble
blended
for -ale Tn excel
150 Small size ROOM
H ' r I____ _______ 103 104

ca

rlag- and play pen for sale
__________________ 103*104
1TON Bl’I.L PlIP
iths old, A K C. registered
L, South Thomaston
____________ 102-103
il942i Special Sedan, exitlGli. also 32 v
lighting
L BENXETI’, East Union
___ ____________ 102*104
Inplete with Inner spring
for sale, also Thyaer
iew
TEI, 481 W
__________________ 102 103
puppies for sale nice
ARTHUR PEASE. 31
ton Tel 22-13
_______________ 102-103
4HRY WARD Fence ConPrune Controller, used
Radios, one Phllco Portatlon. complete with batEverhot Heaters, regular
-9 95 Bi eakfasters, regular
$11 49.
ENRY K ALLEN,
Tel 59
102*104
h.p. single phase electric
VROLD B KALER, Wash
5-25. Home Sundays.

A

7

May the season be merry, and may
the New Year be filled with happi
ness and prosperity.

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.

_______ 102 103

pel hard wood mixed with
hied, $16 50 per cord load,
lze ED. COFFIN. Tel.
_6 P_ m___________ 102-103
ar.l wood sawed stove size,
■ il.
excellent kitchen
COFFIN. Tel 853-22 after
_ __________ 102_l03
lens 20 gauge bolt action,
helis. $30. Write "GUN,''
•ette.
102*103
5D circulating heater for
■ v new; 85 No. Main St.
_____________ ICC 104
inger Spaniels for sale.
! , r and whites Whelped
hug orders now
Dam.
n Ch Bruce of Inver.

ROCKLAND, MAINE
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Christinas
Greetings .
AND
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MEEHAN * SON,

Me.

Tel Rockland 21-tt

O. HOCKING,
enant* Harbor 50-13

__________ __________ OH

25 YEARS AGO

Follow The Trend

I

fi
■
ti
,>l

PHOTOSTATIC
COPIES

Best Wishes

1
■
1

FOR THE

1

New Year

I

W. H. GLOVER CO.
BUILDERS

ROCKLAND, MAINE

w

■
■
■
M
■
I
1
.S
■5
A
■
n

M'DOUCAIL■LADD CO.

• And A Happy New Year

■

1
A
I

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
ROCKLAND, ME.

We take this opportunity of expressing our

delight in leisurely hours on sun-drenched beaches or in our
private solarium. This distinguished hotel caters to guests

“THE ISLANDER”

earnest appreciation of the patronage of the past

VINALHAVEN

year and pledge our best service to you in the years

A New Year-Round Hotel

to come.

WOOD’S TAXI SERVICE
WOOD’S BUS LINES

ii
1

TEL. 8090 ROCKLAND

j

WAITING E00M—2 WINTEK STREET

A

* Fine Home Cooking
* Comfortable Beds,
Sunny Rooms.
* Beautiful Surroundings.

* Moderate Charges.

Transient Meals
MARY CLEMENT BROWN,
Prop.

74-F-tf

ARE YOU PREPARED
FOR COLD WEATHER DRIVING
CHAINS
ANTI-FREEZE
BATTERY CHARGED
CAR OR TRUCK WINTERIZED

Enjoy your favorite sport at its best . . .

GENUINE FORD PARTS
ACCESSORIES
WHITE SIDEWALL RIMS
FOG LIGHTS
EXPERT SERVICE WORK

T
1
R
FL.
s

COME TO YOUR

who demand the best in appointments—service and cuisine.

MERCURY—FORD—LINCOLN

ft'riit for Booklet and Rata

HEADQUARTERS

T
1
R
FL_
S •

You get

with a loan from the

y FX

PALM BEACH. FLORIDA

JAMES J. FARREU. Mgr

A

H !

stricted” articles limited to 12 mos.

Loans $25 to $250

liuOHal

' HMAWgj tf) j

407 Main

WALDOBORO GARAGE fO.
» ’

M

JS a loan the best solution to
your problem? If It Is, see
the ‘‘Yes Man” at AumT—the
man who says “Yes” to 4 out
of 5 loan requests He offers
these advantages:
PRIVACY—Friends, relatives,
employer not involved.
ECONOMY—The quicker you
repay — the less the cost
18 MONTH ‘ repayment plan
available on most loans.
1-VISIT LOANS—Phone, then
come m, sign and get cash.
•Ort*in loans, for purchase of "re

LZZ

PALM BEACH HOTEL

I

Greetings Of the Season

•X

,d out board motor boats
ALCOLM SEAVEY Thont92tf
Blinds.
custom-built,
flexl steel all sizes.
De■ xlmately 3 weeks. Standdisk
Call UNITED
»I.Y CO. 579 589 Main St..
rel 939 W__________ 92tf
LE and retail beef, pork
n for sale Custom butchI kinds Rockville Abattoir.
Os »r W Carroll propered by RAYMOND GENTHv. Route 17. at Rockville,
or Waldoboro 33 3 Open
a m to 7 p. m. and Satm. to 9 p m__________ 87tf
sale. $1600 ton delivered
i and surrounding towns,
oft coal J. B. PAULSEN.
Tel 62______________ 88 tf

te lives forever
Uks (any width), flrep ac««.
dze), boat moorings, step*,
ps. and dust for driveway*
iud), rip rap for all kind*
lock work, pier stone, wa')*.
curbing, paving block*,
icnumental stone, posts fog
rkirs and bulldln; rupw. il deliver anywhere. AsR
Unite flu loaded on ycur
nates gladly submitted, no

ST. GEORGE

Flvl

Funeral services for Mrs Flora E.
High School Notes
Hunt, who was a resident of this The Cliri.'-tmas Carnivcal held by
What Smart Boys and Girls town for many years, were held at tlie Senior Class in tlie I.O.OF.
the Community Church, with Rev. hall Wednesday, proved to be one
Are Doing Up In North*
Harold W Nutter of Washington of the most successful events of the
officiating and Horace M. Coombs school year.
ern Knox
in charge. Mrs. Hunt had been in
A review from The Courier-Gazette of happenings which interested
The booths and displays were:
School closed Friday with _ failing health for some time and Candy, pcpcorn and heme cooked
Rockland and vicinity during the corresponding period in 1921.
Cl.rstmas tree and program given X “ ‘
“JSSS foods, Dorothy Lantz and Lucille
to a large group of relatives and
°‘
W0°A Stone; refreshments. Alice Carlson,
to a large group of relatives and chapter, O.ES. Interment was in’ Patricia
rin
,rnnc Doreen
nnrnnn Hupper
Barnes
friends. The program follows:
Oak Grove Cemetery.
Sidney Oxton scld his candy store i Rockport, Dec. 7 to Mr and Mrs
and Jane Smalley bobby sox, Olive
on Ma n and James street to Isaac ' Ellis Simpson of Criehaven. a son
A Welcome—Delight Nickerson;
A fine Christmas pregram was Ciine; Spin the Wheel, Shirley
B. Simmcns.
Union, Dec 9. to Mr. and Mrs.
Scripture Reading—Larry Gushee, rendered by the village schools at Puller; records. Kathy Anderson
Mrs Lilian Copping was engaged Carl W Mitchell, a daughter—
| Donald Fish: Praver. by the pastor, the Community Church, Dec. 12. and Mary Watts; grabs, Betty Denas musical direct or of the First Bap Helen Frances.
with a large number of parents and n son and Vera Blomberg; dart
Mr. Ward; A Musical Greeting, friends
tist choir.
The program con throwing. Jeanne Dorrie; Christmas
Tampa, Fla., Dec. 6, to Mr. and
; Beveriy Meservey; At Chr stmas sisted ofpresent.
a pageant, recitations, and gift table, Shirley Dwyer. Edna
A two-day fair at the Methodist Mrs. Alton E. Young, formerly cf
Time, Betty Sprcwl, Joan Maeln- the singing
of carols led by a Polky, M ie Mills and Theo Hupper;
Church netted $400. Winners in Rockland, a .son—William Alden.
J tesh, Harry Morang;
choir of boys. A tree, with Floating Island, Ada Brazier; hot
the baby show were Gladys Chap
Christmas Greetings, an exercise. vested
the exchange of gifts, was enjoyed dogs and punch. Bill Black and
man. Nathalie M. Smith and Norma
The marriages for this period
Under the existing statutes, the Primary Room, Jane Esancy, Mar- after the program. Much credit True Hall; toys' handicrafts. Bob
Smallwood.
weie:
probation sysiem in Maine is set J°rie Clark.. Nellie Gushee, David for this excellent program is due to Dcrrie; guessing
table, Floyd
David Rubinstein bought the Par
Gushee, Paul Dearborn, Kendall
Rockland. Nov. 30, Albert B Sea- up as follows:
the
teachers,
Mrs.
Henry
Young
Watts;
Win.er
uouquets.
the Sophoker Norcross residence on Park vey and Jemina McCourtie, both of
The Governor shall appoint a Moody; In Hid ng. Brenda Fish; and Mrs. Perry Davis, and also to more class.
street.
probation officer for ea'h county The Kesaon’ Richard Sprowl; One- Rev. George Volz, pastor of the The evening entertainment conWalter O. Frost was appointed St. George.
needed
The Sonwbird’s &
Tree,a local church, who had trained the sisted of several movies, the projec
Pasadena,
Calif.,
Dec.
12,
Charles
and
assistants if needed.
They Act Play, p^.
State agent of Blister Rust Con
tor being operated by "Bob ' Dorrie,
E
Lampman
of
Glendale,
Calif.,
shall
serve
at
the
p
’
easure
of
the
Bcy
Kenneth
FishWhat
Shall
I pupils in singing
trol
and Mrs. Ella M. Graham, formerly Governor and council, no term of Do‘ ' pdmund Wallace- Sone—A
returned A short reel was shown by Albert
William H. Maxey was elected of
Miss
Lillian
Howard
Rot k'.and.
. '
’
office being .-pecified. tIt. seems tn
to Christm'as
”;Lullat>y?"p5riAiary
Oir£ home' Satiirtfay 'from' the’ Pa ne Smalley of • the graduation exercommander of Edwin Libby Post,
Kx,
iiAiv
n
,.iir
tn
voan.
.
J
Arnn.-t
ce . Day
Private HospitalJ in Bangor, after a
1
Dao services, and
G AK, Edward C. Payson was j Rockland, Dec. 14. Alvini E. be the custom, however, to reap- Ann Marriner, Beverly Meservey,
of
C
aremcn
J
Small
of
Rockland
and
Minnie
ie B. point everv two years, in January. ( jac^ e
and Dawn Nicker- week’s stay there, and is improving.
be e e t-, tm oughcut the
th town,
elected commander
and enter
stated m
in SO
<.nn;
n- No
Mn Stockings
strvVintrc to
tn Wear. Clifton
ciifMn
_ ‘
„ , .
.
.. proved to be ol interest anc
C.! Doucette of Rockport.
The only qualification suuea
Herbert
Commandery, and
The Womans Society met Dec. 11 tainment. Between shews, the arti
Clark was elected consul of the! Camden, Dec. 11, Edward A Al- ^be present law is that the proba- i FUner; Kitty’s Pi esent, Frank Hart; with Mrs. Harold Ccbb. The hos cles
over from the afternoon
Modern Woodmen.
1 den and Marion W. Whitcomb, f-cn officer must be a person °f! An Act cf Courtesy, Arthur Sprowl; tess served light refreshments- sale, left
were
auctioned off by Olive
good
character.
|
o
ne
,
A
c
(.
pjay
—
“
Nancy
Green's
The Alphern brothers formerly beth of Union.
line, with Floyd Watts, and Kathy
In Androscoggin County the Good Will.” by Eighth Grade; Eleven members were present.
• • * *
of Rockland, opened a self-servi
The Ken MacKenzie Show was Anderson as assistants.
shoe store in Pittsfield Mas.- . with 1 PbnriP(5 w Haskell 62 died in statute provides that there shall be Greetings to Santa, Marilyn Bean; held at Dirigo Hall, Dec. 11. under
The Sen or Class expresses apprevmXvZn
’
two Prc'bation officers- one
i Playing Santa Claus, Vanessa
Charles S. Alperin in chaarge
auspices
of
Victor
Grange,
V lUdUldVCU.
HncifrnQtnT' nrnhot
nfTinorfind
I
«
___________
There
ciation
to parents, merchants, and
designateu probat.on officer and>Mo0dy. what Dolly Learned About
Miss Marianne Crockett was en
was a good attendance.
business men ol St. George and
Charles
Stanley
of
Rockport
was
other
assistant.
I
Cumberland
I
chr
stmas,
Beverly
Griffin;
“
If,
”
by
gaged as musical director of the
I Rockland who contributed to the
relieved from his duties as keeper County the charter of the Portland Roxanna Gushee; One Act PlayMethodist Church.
success of tlie carnival; also to Mrs.
of
Indian
Island
Light.
Municipal
Court
provides
for
one
“
In
Came
Santa
Claus.
”
Grammar
MATINICUS
Rockland’s tax rate was 34 mills
Stanley who cheerfully gave her
Sarah
E
Payson,
widow
of
Judprobation
officer
rnd
two
assistants.
Room; The Day After Christmas,
Linwood Joyce has returned from time and talents.
Albert S. Petersen was elected
commander cf Winslow-Holbrook KOn Payson of Cushing, died m and it is expressly provided that Kenneth Fuller.
the mainland.
Planning and work for this affair
these officers shall be especially
Post: W. D Barrows was elected Rockland, aged 79.
Santa
then made
his annual visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Ripley have has
t^en ^ine bv
hi- Sei or Hus
PnrdLc
ohconi Hnrlno 4 Ko
IldS
UV lilt oeillOl 11USISunday
School
Night
was
obqualified
by
“
personality
training,
Pupils not absent during the 15 arrive{j jn Florida,
Thrice Illustrious master of Kina
’ Club under the Home Ecoserved in the' Thomaston Baptist and executive cr supervisory expen- weeks in the primary room were
Frank Thompson is on the ma in- lers
Hiram's Council.
noin cs departnw*nt. with Mrs.
Marilyn
Bean,
Frank
Hart,
Cl
ften
j
and
f
Or
a
we
ek
Church,
in
honor
of
Edward
Brown,
ence
in
a
social
agency
using
pro

The Universalist fair netted $600
Stanley as faculty ad
file retiring superin.endent.
fessional standards to direct an ef- Fuller, Beverly Meservey, Arthur
c B young and Mrs Velma Christina
visor. Kathy Anderson and Lucille
Spiowl, Kenneth Fuller Ann Mani- Teel were supper guests Wednes- Stone were on the business commit
Leah Snowman was elected Ma-' ^‘’-e prebetion service.”
The following births were reReports of these two counties ner, Paul Dearborn. Jane Esancy, day of Marian young. ‘
corded:
tron of Marguerite Chapter, O.E.S.,
tee, Dorothy Lantz had charge of
shew tha: their probation systems Beverly Griffin, Dale Marriner and
Hope, Nov. 22, to Mr. and Mrs. W. at Vinalhaven.
Madeline Ames has returned t ckets, witli True Hall collecting
actually pay off in cash savings to Betty Sprowl.
W Lermond a daughter—Agnes
from the mainland.
them at tlie door. Olive Cl ne was
George W Lane, 59, died at Vi- the county In Andrcscogg n Coun
Vanessa Moody brought her den
Louise
Mr. and Mrs. Orris Philbrook and publicity manager. Programs were
i nalhaven.
ty the probation officer collected tal certificate.
P^-kland Nov. 29, to Mr. and Mrs.
Grace are visiting friends made by K ithv Anderson and Rev.
Pupils with perfect attendance in daughter
non-supjxirt cases, fines, ccsts
Charles A Pease, a son—Albert.
on the mainland.
Roocrt Fillinger, assisted in typEdith Newbert was elected presi from
i ope, Nov. —, to Mr. and Mrs. dent of the Ladies of the G A.R , and restitution payments, a total the Grammar room were: Grade
Albert Bunker is home for the ing by Shirley Fuller and' Joan
of $10,683. while the cost of con VIII, Walter Lind. Alice Jean Mil Winter.
Ernest Cur it, a son.
Fostini.
m Vinalhaven.
ducting the probation office, in ler and Anne Wallace; Grade VII.
Rockland, Dec. 4, to Mr. and Mrs.
Wilma
Ames
came
by
plane
Ihe door prize, a beautiful lamp,
F. M White was elected tom- cluding salaries and
expenses, Delia Robbins; Grade VI, Maurice Wednesday from Rockland
Hector G. Staples, a daughter—
was
won by Mrs. Harry Melquest
nuinder
Faustina Gushee and LynPriscilla.
,...
_ _ of De Valois Commandery amounted t0 $4 682. In Cumber Fuller,
Gleyn Bowers is visiting her A toaster, the prize lor the guessing
dall
Mink.
land County the total amount colCharleston, S C., Nov. 27, to Mr. ’ Vinalhaven.
contest, was won by Evelyn Johnwas elected , lec-ed was $47,167. while the total
Pupils missing one day or less aunt, Statie Philbrook
and Mrs. Maurice C Bird formerly !
Annie Bowden
Keith Ames is i n Boston for a son. and basket > of groceries were
the
Ladies
of
the
were
James
Fuller,
Arthur
Bean,
cost of carrying on this work was
of Rockland, a daugher—Marjory. 1’resi^en.t ™nmatfnn
few days.
won by Theo Hupper and Lillian
Joseph'ne Bean, Albert Mcodv.
Unekland D'-e 2 to Mr and G.A.R., in Thoma-ton.
only $10,602 .
Alfred
Teel
is
working
for
Harold
Putansu.
Grammar pupils who brought
Mrs. J C. Robnson of St. George.! The Spanish Wa‘a"s..°A
This money collected for non
ir
i gamzed a camp in Camden with A support cases represents a sizeable dental certificates were Ronald and Bunker.
Osmond Bunker who has been
MEDOMAK
a Rockland. Dec. 8, to Mr. and , D. Stockwell as commander.
saving to the taxpayers in that Albert Moody and Barbara Wads boarding at the home of Dorothy
worth.
Several
of
the
parents
had
Mr.
and
Clifford Shuman
the families involved would other
Mrs. Francis L. Tillson of TnomasTeel, has employment in Rockland. were visitorsMrs.
Tuesday in Portland.
wise have to be housed, clothed their childrens eyes fitted to
NORTH HAVEN
lon,—a daughter.
Mr.
and
Mrs
W.
B.
Young
and
glasses.
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Osier and
North Haven, Dec. 7. to Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Emerson > an^
out
county funds,
In both the Primary and Gram son, Brad, have arrived home.
children, Alive and David spent
indicate
Mrs. Vernon Beverage, a son.
entertained the Coffee Club Satur- ■ These figures seem to
mar rooms 1C05 Christmas seals
Sunday in Bangor as guests of Mr.
Rockland ,Dec. 9, to Mr and day night at their home. All mem that the better organized a proba were sold totaling $20. Beverly
SOUTH THOMASTON
and Mrs. William Weatherbay.
Mrs. Ralph G Scott, a son—Ray bers were present—Mr. and Mrs. tion system is, the greater thei Meservey sold the most in the Pri
Mrs. Freda Collamore is with
Makinen
Bros,
launched
Saturday
i Irvin Stone. Mr. and Mrs. Clarence i amount of saving to the county.
mond.
mary room and Ronald Moody ^n a 30 foot lobster boat, built for Ed. Mrs. Hartwell Carter in Waldoboro.
Thomaston. Dec 10, to Mr. andl Stone- Mr. and Mrs. John Lermond, | Here is a report of probation the Grammar room.
Irvin of Port Clyde.
Mrs. Carter and infant daughter
Mrs. Edgar L. Morse ,a sen.
■ Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Gillis, Mr. and conditions in Maine:
Walter Lind won a radio in the
Mr. and Mrs. Randall Hopkins, arrived home Sunday from Dr.
Rockland. Dec. 11, to Mr antl Mrs. Wendall Howard, Mr. and Mrs.
No qualifications stated for pro- magazine contest sponsored and
! Austin Joy. A. pleasant evening bation officers other than being of handled by the High School Prin Mr. and Mrs. William Makinen and Randolph’s.
Mrs. Walter A Low. a son
Mrs. Verg Prior and Mr. and
Vinulhaven, Dec. 11. to Mr and was spent, followed by refresh- good character.
cipal Mr. Rattan. He had the VII son Lesl e. and Arthur Smith, Jr..
i Probation officers do not attend and VTII Grades work with his were dinner guests Sunday of Mr. Mrs. Autio visited Saturday in
Mrs. Austin Ct.lderwood, a son.
' ments.
and Mrs. Ralph Colby of Spruce Augusta
all sessions of court, therefore do pupils.
Rockland, Nov. 28, to Mr. and
__________________________ Head Island.
Arthur Stahl passed Sunday with
not know the evidence or problem
Mrs. Allred P Condon, a son—
Everett
Jameson
was
a
weekhis
parents,
Mr. and Mrs. H. L.
■ presented at'first hand.
Georce Lowell.
for juveniles
being held
by the end guest of h s sister, Mrs. Ever- Si ahi in Dutch Neck.
Probation officers are not atAtlantic, Dec. 2, to Mr. and Mrs.
ett Baum.
Andrew Kaler and Vernard Prior
* tached to or responsible to any court.
Norman Staples—a son.
No probation officer contacted
Letftoy Jackson is visiting friends were business callers Sunday at
court.
Pleasant Folnt, Nov. 29, to Mr.
Salaries are so low that it is a had had any training for the job and relatives in Boston and New the Clinton Gross homein Dutch
and Mrs. R ley W. Davis, a son—
They are all well-meaning and do York.
Neck.
minor, part-time position.
Harland Creamer.
the
best
they
know
how,
but
they
-----------------Miss Marion Standish of Massa, All probation officers who reRockport, Dec. 6, to Mr. and |Mrs.
are
obviously
faced
with
a
task
Theatregoers
in
Paris
now
prefer
chusetts
is visiting hersister Mrs
|
ported
by
letier
stated
that
they
Donald Johnson, a sen
Rufus Teele.
had the probationer contact them, beyond their limited capacity to bedroom farces.
Rockport, Nov 2C* to Mr. and
—---------------Lester Simmons is spending the
either by call or letter, once a •serveMrs. W. !C. MacDonald, a son—
Recommendations
Kiev,
Ukraine,
is
to
have
a
moWinter
with his father in Friendmonth
usually,
and
dH
little
or
no
Glenn Nelson.
Greater parental responsibility.
torcycle factory.
ship.
personal visiting of probationers to
Owls Head. Dec. 6 to Mr. and
An efficient Statewide probation
check on home or livirg conditions.
Mrs. Joseph Cassidy, a daughter.
One probation officer mentioned system having trained personnel.
■i
that he had made 120 personal ’ Submitted by Virginia W. Sween S.
A
ey.
A
2 calls, but he had ICO cases, so this
a is only little more than one call
per person per year.
H
The system is so inadequate that
offenders must be sentenced to
J5 jails or institutions, at a much
a greater cost in money, and in loss
* to society, when well trained proMilitary discharges, copied and
A bation officers could look after
printed
in sizes suitable for
them and help them to get
Veterans Bureau, employer and
straightened out while they conM tinued to work and support them- school application use; also
pocketbook sizes.
rt selves and their families
Copies made ox any document.
A
Pre-sentence investigation iscompletely lacking although it is one Birth Certificates, Marriage Cer
J
rt of the most important things in tificates, Records from the family
Bible, Legal Documents, etc.
*5 handling offenders,
J
24 HOUR SERVICE
rt
No follow-up work on paroled
Persons living outside Rock
A persons or boys released from the
J2 State school to prevent a lapse in- land may send by registered mail.
to old habits. Consequent adequate
Original and copies returned the
parole and probation results in 72%
next day by same method C.O.D,
rt of the cases showing improvement.
SIDNEY L. CULLEN
<5
There are no detention homes

■I

fs and other makes ln

Buy your burner of a
»ws burners with 15 yearn
tness. These burners are
ed to burn C E GROT1091-W_______________ 95tf
living room heater for
GROTTON. 564 Main St.

SEARSMONT

Appleton Graders

\it(

M STANFORD, Wayne.
_________ 102*2

inamel kitchen range for
oil burner complete, and
an:i new unit $110 for
CAMDEN 8013 or ROCKtt
__
102-lt
[it.hen cabinet for sale.
TEL 767 W after 5 p. m.
103-104
)D, round, 70 cords, will
at or In 2 cord truck loads
Ithln radius of 25 miles.
KALER, Washington Tel.
____________ 100-105
pe.lclous. Northern Spies,
PARKER DEANE
Tel
6 U. _______________ 100*2
in fuel oil barrels for sale.
>X. 564 Main St. Tel.
__________
98 tf
ement. l'i-story house
•.scent St. A good lnI’EL 291-W.____________ 99tf
torles for sale at 43 Pa|ikv nice home or good lni TEL 291-W for partlcu___________________ 99tf
F-r sale Minnows graded,
i* an 3 4" to 5". Wholesale
i a i ol one gal or more,
il Kit South Thomaston.
* 31
97-tf
for Christmas. Wheelbartoys show shovels, a few
Hid tricycles RAYE'S
>P_ 14 Prescott St. 97*104
hard cord wood for sale,
r
delivered.
CU.ARI.fc3
th Waldoboro
Tel. Wal____________ 97-lQg
urners for sale; 564 Main
uarters for all makes ol
'Luxe, A B C. and Silent
leeve burners; also Ola

Page

finance co.
St..

2d

Floor.

Tel.

1133

Monthly charges Z'i'T: on balance
over $150; 3% on $150 or less.
Small Loan Statute License 35

W ALDOBORO AND ROCKLAND
John II. Miller, Owner

96-tf

Hlienal

YES •

;

YES
101-103

ROCKLAND, MAINE
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ship-to-shore telephone call Sun
THOMASTON
day, wishing her a Merry Christmas
Mrs. Rcbert Meridian of Port from Capt Earl Starrett, who is
land spent the week-end wtth captain of the ‘Trinidad Head.'’
Mrs. Frederick J. Quillin, pine He is on his way to the Azores
si reet.
| Grace Chapter, O ES., will hold
Miss Bonnie Cullen has returned a special meetin? Friday night for
to her home in Rockland after initiation. There will be a Christspending a fow days with Mollie mas tree after the meet ng
Morse

George Grafton S2c. who is
stationed at Norfolk, Va , ts on
leave at his home on Knox street
Maynard Shaw has returned to
Portland after spending a few
days with his mother, Mrs. Henry
slla,w
..
. ,
z-. ,
«i
The Baptist Ladies Circle served
supper Wednesday with Mrs. H. W
Flagg chairman of the housekeep
ers Mrs. Harold Rcbinson,
Mr.s.
a llery^
n
»»
EHis Younf. Mrs tI ucy S
M
ss
Jean Williams and Audrey Young
waited on ta es.
, r r supp< r .
musmal program arranged by Mrs.
Grace M. S rout consisted of
congregational singing of -Christ-

They Named Maine Central Railroad’s New Coaches

District Mason'c Meeting

who for one reason dr another were
CAMDEN
unable to give as many hours were
A Tag Day, tinder the d'recticn Richard Rrssiter, Donald Dyment,
of Mrs. Joce'yn Christie, who was Victor Richards, Ronald Banks,
Holton, Joan Herfl and
appointed by tn- P.T.A . was held Sammy” Green.
‘ e:ry’ Burket
Saturday and oy the diligence of Douglas
won
first
priz?
fcr
b ringing in th?
11 boys, $140 81 was cofPrbuted
largest
amount
of
money
and John
toward the expense <,< the SkatinChristie
won
se.ond
henor.
Riftk on Elm street. Sne-tal credit
Rrrold Hart is very ill at his
should be gtveh to flip cf he boys
who stuck to their tasx th*- ent re heme n Lincolnville. R.F D„ as the
day: “Jerrv” Bnrk’t Orr?n Good result of a heart attack ten days
win. Jr., Paul Christie Milton an ’ ago.
A very Merry Christmas to
John Christie Th? other worker'
everyone!
Pome of th? students home for
joy. Executor; Clara G. Ca’^erwoc* Christmas recess are: Joan W tham
late of Vinalhaven, dec*?fir
from Syracuse Univerrity, N Y„
and final account flTed by Hop? I ’oan
Terry from
Connec i ut
Lewis, axfmlnistratrix
Women's Colics', Parer Iale
Petitiohs for Ptobate Of W:' from Kents Hill J'Urcr College,
Presented Per |W6tlce; Fiank T
Lester Gross, Tom D c':e ;s 'lorn
Ingraham, late of Rockland, de McKay, le.ri? Aires, Rrb r Mer
ceased. Louise Fbw T^rah'-™ o
Rcbcrt Anderson from U.
Rockland named executrix: WalteT chant,
of
M.,
Sarah Hary, from Colby,
At Bamw-s, late of (Rockland deFiench from tcho, l of
i ceased, Grace L. Barrows of Rock Jannice
Pt
act
cal
A’ts. Boston, Phil p
land named executrix.
Montgomery from
the Emerson
Petitions For T icenra To S°ll Rcgl S
hcoi,
Exeter,
N.
H.
David i.mntEstate Presented Fcr Notice; Estates.
Sylvia Mae Colnritt and Diana *®?erY fro:n Har’ard till FoxPhi.l ps Academy, AnSusan Oolpritt of Rockland, filed bv well , from
Ma s, M r hall Foxwell
Gokfie H Colpritt. Guardian; Carrie n e:
W. Stackpole or Thoma=tort. fll-d lTom Yale Elsha Richards from
Kellev and... Shirfev
by Walter T. Stackoole. Conservator „atTs Betty
,
Accounts Presented For Notice' Gookson from Corby, Nellie Ames
Estates.' Mary E. JcneS, late < 1 frotn state Tpachers Cn’lege ar
Union, deceased, first and Aral an- Dor ham, Willard Wight from
count filed by Albert H. Jones, Ad Labor Academy, Marlon. Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Carrell and
ministrator; John E. Spear ahd
Ellen A. Spear of Camas. Washing MY. and Mrs Edward Brow'n of
ton, first and final account fil'd bv Rockland are enroute to Florida by
Mabel M. Spear. Guardian; Elmer automobile, to spend the Winter.
Robert Laite, -who is studying at
S. Bird, late of Rockland, deceased,
sixth and final account filed by the New England College of EmEmma S. Bird. lAdriel U. Birct and balming, Boston, is home for the
; William S. Linnell, Trustees; Laura holidays
M. Beattie, late of Thomaston, de- i Edith Hary, a senior at Bates
ceased, first and final account filed College, attended the wedd ng of
by Howard J. Beattie, administra- Margaret Eromley and Martin
tor; Maynard' S. Oxton. late of Pina which took place Saturday in
Rockland, deceased, first and final Boston, after which she returned
account filed by Elura M. Oxton. to spend the Christmas recess at
executrix; David Anderson, late of her home here.
Vinalhaven, deceased, first and final ( Miss Martha Knight of Boston is
account (filed by Henry Anderson, home tc spend Chr.stmas with her
administrator; W S. Hcpkins, de- mother
ceased, First and Final Account filed
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ryder of
by Edith L. Bloom and Bryant L. Brooks are spending Christmas
Hopkins, executors: Burgess L Jim- wRh their daUghter> Mrs. Orman
7?^?’
hv Goodwin.
Jennie p Simmons. executrix; Matv 1 Mr. and Mrs. Ora Brown are m
E. Johnston, late of Rockland, de Wellesley, Mass-, for Christmas
ceased, first and final account filed with their daughter, Mrs Elliot
, by Ruth E. H&ry, executrix; Mary May
Perry Rich, late of iRockport de
ceased, jflrst and final account filed
by Perry F. Rich, executor; Patrick
GILBERT C. LAITE
McAuliffe, late of Rockland, de
ceased, first and final account filed
by Lawrence P. McAuliffe, executor.

Orient Ledge. F.A.M* was hest,
last Tuesday to a district meeting,
of the N.nth Mascnic D.strict Th s
meetin T was held under the direc
tion of Rt. War—James M. WllHams DDG M
of South Thomaston. Nearly 200 Masons from
difrprpnt sppttons Qf lh<> gtate
were present
After a fine turkey banquet.
served
of n the Pastern
gtar bv men bers
Ma^
was
oDpnpd .n ful, form ,n {he lodgp
room Wjtb these cfficers officiating:
w Mastcr Farl B pnrter orient;
g w Wor Rr
William E. KosRocJdanff: j. w Wor. Bro.
Jna\Sar(i1S, an , a due,lon^
Edgar I, Wiley. St. George, War-,
by Mendelcssolm with Chr,stmas ren;
rrivi. <T,
roacilvor Otis w
tcn-r
Treasurer,
W. wmc
Ellis, King
text sung by Miss Barbara Ritch’e Solomons. Waldoboro; secretary,
and Warren Whitnev. Giffs which Wor. Bro Aaron Clark, Orient:
adorned the Christmas were disWor BrQ Charles^ RoBP>!
tributed by Deacon John Paulin EurkPea Tenan,.s Harbor; marshal,!
assisted by Mis-es Mildred Young Wor Bro. Frank B. Adams, Orient; i
and Bernice Mitchell
S. D. Wor. Bro Henry F. Patter-,
Mrs. Corydon Adams entertained son, Eureka, Teaan’s Harbcr; J. D. i
the T and R Club Tuesday night Wor Bro. William P Seavey,
at her home on West Ma n street. Aurora, Rockland; S. Q.. William
Prizes were won by Mrs. Woodrow Daggett;
S. Wor Ero. Lestyn L
Wilson of this tewn, Mrs. Ralph Thompson,J Meduncook.
Friendship;
Richards and Joan Hunt of Rockland. After the playing of beano. Organist,
, , _. _Wor. Bro.
_ , Judson__ _P
a Christmas tree was enjoyed with
St. Gecrge Lodge, ^arr®"’
Charles Knights,
a gift for each. Those present were. Tyler Wor.
Orient;
assistants,
Wor Bro. Law
Mrs. Douglas Ladd and Mrs. Ben
Twelve Maine girls and boys this some other chaperones they may bination of names apropos to one Jchn A. Cone School, Topsham.
jamin Wall of Rockport. Mrs. Har rence C Perry, Aurora; Wor. Bro. week-end w 11 be enjoying a Christ choose. The invitation also in of the State’s major industries
Webhannet—Bruce Fearon, Wells
E Crockett, Rockland; Wor. mas present different from that cludes a banquet and overnight
old Whiteh.ll, Mrs. Elmo Crozier, Howad
should be placed on the new' smok Grammar School, Wells
Bro
Oscar
E.
Starett,
St.
George,
Mrs. Milton Dean, Mrs. Ralph
by any other youngsters stay at the Hotol Manger in Bos ing-baggage cars, and names in
Lumber Kng—Arlo N. White,
Speaking
Fellowcraft, received
Richards, Mrs. Y. K. Foley, Mrs. Warren;
in the State. They are the seven ton; choice box seats for the win dicative of two of Maine's most fa Strong Grammar School, Strong.
Wor.
Ero.
Jesse
Bradstreet.
Rock

Chester Hunt, Lillian Kennedy and
girls and. flve boys who were among ners and their mothers at the open mous districts should be on the
Sagadahoc — Kathryn Crooker,
Joan Hunt, all of Rockland, Mrs. land; Wayfaring Man, Wor. Bro. the 24 winners in the new coach ing performance of the gala Ice two new restaurant-lounge cars of Weeks Street School, Bath.
Norman Whitehill, Mrs. Woodrow Elvind R. Moss, Orient.
naming contest conducted by the Capades in the Boston Garden, the Maine Central.
Parmachenee—Beverly C. Mitton.
Wilson and invited guest, Mrs. A.
Every lodge in the district was Maine Central Railroad and the and an historical trip about Bos
W.nners, their schools and the Jackson School, Portland .
K. Wilson all of this town. The -^presented excepting Moses Web- Boston and Maine Railroad in ton. as well as other fun, all as names they chose are:
Alamoosook—Russell D. Lanpher,
next meeting
be Jan. 7 with „
!},er Lodge of Vinalhaven.
The which over 242,000 entries were re guests of the Maine Central Rail----„ will-----,
Kineo — Alpha Cole, Glenburn Orland Grammar School, Orland.
Mr.s, Y. K. Foley at her heme, 114
Degree was conferred on one cejved They not only won the , road.
Grammar School, Glenburn.
Katahdin—Wesley c. Sanborn,
Pleasant street. Rockland.
candidate in a very fine manner
COveted honor of selecting a name i The winners were selected after
Arundel—Barbara Luce, i^nv^u
Ellsworth Waterville Junior High School, Wa
Miss Annabelle Williams of Sa- The quartet. Charles Knights, fcr one pf ^bp Maine Central Rail-j Dr, Harry V. Gilson, Commissioner Falls Grammar School, Ellsworth terville.
lem. Mass., is holiday guest of Gharles Wilson, Forest Stone and road’S new $90. (XX) coaches, but : of Education in Maine; Colonel Falls.
.......
At.................
their celebration
in Boston
IMiss Christnie Moore.
William White, sang several selec- their names and home-town ad- ! Frank E. Southard, Chairman of
Passamaquoddy — Jeanne
C. the Maine youngsters w.ll select
W.C.T.U will meet Friday at 7.30
'ions
dresses will also be included on the i the Maine Public Utilities Ccmmis- Brooks.______
Head of Tide School, West cne of their number to go to Worwith Mrs. Rena Wotton, Beech-Among the d stinguished guests namp plates to be placed on the ! s on, and Kenneth Roberts of Ken- Pembroke.
cester. Mass, sometime early next
woods street.
present were; R W.DD.G.M. Fred sjdps Of ea;b cf tbe new railroad i nebunk. famous author, had sifted Abenaki—Clark Patterson River ' year to participate in christening
Miss Mary Richards who is emLudwig, cf the Seventh Masonic cars
. some 60 000-odd Maine entries in side Grammar School, Vassalboro. ceremonies of the cars they have
in Paterson,...N....
J,----is spend^e
'the-----------contest ---and decided
Indian
-ployed-----------------«.---- D strict, Washington, who was in---- winners
--------- will
---- this
---- week-end
----------- —
--------- ------Merrymeeting—Lea Cusson, St. named. The cars are expected to
ing the holidays with her parents,
to tne Last and was
enjoy an overnight trip to Boston, | names should be selected for the 8 Peter’s School Lewiston.
be ready for serv.ee early next
upon for a few remarks. He re- accompanied by their mothers or »new deluxe coaches; that a comMr. and Mrs. Frank Richards.
Forest Queen—Anita Bourassa. Spring.
; .____________________________________
Frank Hallowell, who was a sponried in a very gracious manner,___________________ , ,
surgical patient at Knox Hospital as f':c' several other brethren
President.
has returned home
R w Bro. Williams welcomed
Sperling. Psychology1 For the
The Contract Club met recently
brethren on behalf of the
Millions.
at the home of Mrs. William Flint. Nin’h Masonic District and by
Fletcher Stanwell,
Driftwood
There were two tables in play. Wor M. Pcrter on behalf of Orient
Valley.
Mrs Flint won first prize and Mrs.
Another of these meeting.-.
[This Is Not A I>egal Notice]
Maynard Spear, second. Mrs. Flint
’n January, the place
Fiction
will entertain the club next Friday. to.
designated by R. W. Bro.
Elsie Oats Barbour, The Wall Be- 1 *
The 4-H Club met Friday at the Williams.
tween.
Wills Allowed: Fliza Alice Con- , L. Bird and A. Walker Brewster
home of Mrs. Lawrence Hunt’s
Leglis Fletcher. Toil of the Brave. don. late of Friendshin, deceased, ■ Trustees.
Present wer? Lorraine Butler,
ROCKPORT
Rumer Gooden, The River.
IN TIIE PUBLIC LIBRARY
Katharine Condon Foster of Friend
Accounts Allowed: Estates, Grace
Marita Butler, Jeannine Wooster,
H. Kane, New Orleans Woman. ship appointed executrix; Edna R.
The Try-To-Help Club meets
Ruth L. Rogers, Librarian
Maida
Butler,
Bernice,
Edith
and
Van Wyck Mason Saigon Singer. Coombs, late of Vinalhaven, de Feyler, late of Union, deceased, first
_
. Monday night with Mrs. Bernice Every week-day: 9 o. m. to 8.30 p. m.
Roger Hunt Jean Butler Doris Merton, Limerock street for the
• • • •
McDougall, Dun Dean and His ceased, Wilbur F Coombs, Jr. of and final account filed by Charles
Ifemey and Mrs. George Little, Jr. annual Christmas tree.
Country.
Vinalhaven appointed executor.
A. Perry, Administrator; Ella Q.
Books added to the shelves dur
guest; of honor. Mrs. Hunt was
Eleanor Mayo, Loom of the Land. I1 Petitions For Administration Al Haig, late of Boston. Mass., deceased,
Wesleyan Guild will meet Jan. 1 ing the month:
presented with a gift Games were with Mrs.
s Graffam.
Frederick Prokosch. Idols of the lowed: Estates, Bertha R. Hanley,
first and final account filed by
played and refreshments were
Cave.
Non-Fiction
Melville Welt is at home from
late of South Thomaston, deceased, George R. Farnum, executor; Albert
served.
J.
B.
Priestly,
Bright
Day.
Silver Springs, Md.
Ethel H. Godfrey of South Thomas
Louis Adamac, Dinner at the
Miss Margaret Young is guest of
Dorothy Wilson. The Herdsman. ton appointed administratrix; Cora E. Snow' of South Thomaston, first
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll T. Berry White House.
account filed by Priscilla E. Smith,
her sister, Mrs. E. C. Price in West are spending Christmas with his
Light Fiction
E. Deering, late of Washington, de conservator; Frank H. Jordan, late
Louise
Baker.
Out
on
a
Limb.
Roxbury, Mass , for the holiday.
Barbara Bower, Miss Ranskill
mother in Portland.
ceased, Frances S. (Nelson of Bar | of Thomaston,'de^ea‘sed„“'firat and
John Mason
Brown, Seeing Comes Home.
Miss Mary Luce and Donald
Miss Marion Weidman and Miss
Harbor appointed administratrix; , final account filed bv Margaret H
Things.
Doris Disney, Who Rides a Tiger
Reilly, students at Colby College, Mattie Russell will be Christmas
George
Bagbv
Original
Carcase
I
of Y'aTrc51’i Jordan, executrix; Judson A. AnD. Cecil, Hardy, the novelist.
are spending the Christmas vaca- guests of Mr. and Mrs. William
Elizabeth Corbet? Ladv With a 1dec?sed' Vir?}1
St”llc\ of
rfrews. late of Washington, deceased,
Stephen Chen, Sun Yatsen. a
tion at their homes.
Talbot, Rockland.
Jro?®,
COrbe“’ Lady Wlth a land appointed administrator; Percy flret and final account fllpd by
|
Parasol,
M ss Freda Snow is spending the portrait.
Mrs. James Felt is a surgical pa
C.
Davis, late of Rockland, deceased, bert -g Andrews, Administrator;
James Montgomery Flagg, Roses
Agatha Christie, The Hollow.
holidays with her family in Free
tient at Knox Hospital.
Horace P Maxey of Thomaston ap- Beonard c stetson, late of Thomas- ;
and Buckshot.
A. H. Gcoden, The Shadowed pointed administrator
port.
Miss Ruth Snowman, a student
ton, deceased, first and final account ,
Trail.
Fred
Gipson
Fabulous
Empire.
:
Mrs. Diana Pitts is visiting Mr.
Petition For Guardian Allowed: filed by Karl A. Stetson, Trustee; i
at Farmington State Teachers’Col
K.
M.
Grover,
Twentieth
Century
B.
M.
Harris.
Janey
Jeems.
Kermit D. Cargill of Bath, Charlotte Tillie M. Oxton, late of Thomaston, !
lege. is spending the Christmas va Pitts in Framingham. Mass.
Ae Leslie, Iron Men and Gold.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Dow of Checkers.
C. Cook of Danvers, Mass., appointed deceased, first and final account
cation with her parents, Mr. and
Rufus
King,
Museum.
Piece
No.
Tenant's Harbcr have moved here
Bob Hope, So This is Peace.
Guardian. '
filed by Edward A. Oxton, adminlMrs. Millard
Snowman
V. Kravchenko,, I Chose Freedom. 1«.
J
, and are occupying Mrs. Dows
Petition For Sale Of Real Estate strator; Frank M. Sidelinger, late
Mr. and Mrs. 'Robert Mo.-lcy and
on Russell avenue,
R.
Marsh,
Forever
After.
C. C. Platt, Better Your Bridge.
Berta Ruck, Surprise Engage Granted: Estate, W. J. Coakley, late of Union, deceased first and final
daughter, Kathryn of Waterville, Mrs. Fannie Ott is occupying the
Louise D. Rich, Happy the Land.
of Rcckiand. deceased, filed by Alan account filed by Sadie M Feyler,
ment.
arc guests of Mrs. Mosley s parents, Jesse Wentworth house for the
Bernice Richmond Right As Rain.
......... ................. ... . administratrix; William M. Teague,
Mr. and Mrs. Enoch Clark
Winter.
E. Sitwell, Fanfare for Elizabeth, i Elizabeth Seifert, Dusty Spring.
late of Warren, deceased, first and
Luke
Short,
Coroner's
Creek.
Non-Fiction
Mrs. Earl Starrett received a
Joseph Marshall is visiting in
Merriam Smith, Thank You, Mr.
final accohnt filed by Myra K
Fiction
J. P. Baxter, Scientists Against Teague, executrix; Arthur R. GrinProv dence, R. I„ over the holidays.
Time.
uell. late of Camden, deceased, first
Phylis Arthur. Where the Heart
Miss Ella I. Graff went Saturday Is.
Lewis Browne, The World’s Great aTld final account cf Anna C. Grinto Boston where she will visit over
nell, executrix; Arthur R. Grinnell,
Dc la Roche, Return To Jalna. Scriptures.
the holidays.
Jonathan Daniels, Frontier on the late of Camden, deceased, first and
Dostoevsky, Short Stories of
final account filed by Anna C. Grin
Ralph Staples is at home from ( Dostoevsky
Potomac.
llir U.
IT of
nf M.
M at
nt. Brunswick
nell, Special Administratrix; Harold
tiie
John Hersey, Hiroshima.
Peter Field, Gambler’s Gold.
Mrs. Vernon Burton (Winifred
C. Bsihop, By Way of Wyoming.
T. W. Lamont, My Boyhood in E. Jackson, late of Rockiand, de
ceased, first and final account filed
ti Thomas) of Monhegan is visiting
C. Brand, The Crooked Wreath. a Parsonage.
by Helen S. Jackson, executrix:
her mother Mrs. Harold Morton.
K.
M.
McClinton,
Handbook
of
C.
B.
Cunningham,
One
Man
ti
Art hur H. Huse, late of Camden, de
Henry and Betty Bohndell and Must Die.
Popular Antiques,
nA
fi Mrs. Ellen Bohndell are visiting in
.1
Mantle, Best Plays of 1946-1946. ceased, first and final account filed
R. Frankau. Young Claudia.
Philadelphia.
Lee G. Miller. Ernie Pyle Alibum. by Z |M. Dwinal, Special AdminlErie S. Gardner,Case of the Borfi
Edw;n Mrtehdiri?S\\JOl7^raJPr:
E' Eol^r°?k‘ lat* °{
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Graffam rowed Brunette
St. George, deceased, first and final
ti and children were visitors Monday
G B Hughes Ride the Pink England Custom.
account filed by Etta E. Holbrook,
z
Horse
B. O'Shea. A Long Way From Bos executrix;
ti m Harrison.
Flora E. Lovejoy, late of
Mrs. Nellie R. Ballard arrives to- ( R 3anney, The Miracle of the ton.
Rockland, deceased, first and final
day to spend Christmas with Mr. Beps
E .Sevaraid, Not So Wild a account
filed by Maurice F. Loveand Mrs. E M. Graffam.
Emilie Loring, Bright Skies.
Dream.
Capt. and Mrs. Huse Richards
D. Quentin, Bright Horizon.
E. B. White, The White Flag.
ti will entertain a family party
fi Christmas Day.

PROBATE COURT NEWS
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AT ITS BEST TO ALL OF YOU

COMPTON’S

17 PARK STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

OPPOSITE PARK THEATRE

Know the location of the near
est fire alarm box and the correct
way to call the local fire depart
ment.
•

SEASON’S GREETINGS
To AH of You, From All of Us
AL S. PLOUR1L Prop.
HUGH J. HUGHES
MILDRED F. PEASE
ORAMON B. JONES. JR. I SALLY EMERY
VIRGINIA I. PRESLOPSKY
HELEN R. GATTI

MERRY CHRISTMAS
AND HAPPY NEW YEAR

AL’S HAIRDRESSING SALON
AND BARBER SHOP
284-286 Main Street,

Rockland. Me.

103-lt

FUNERAL HOME

Shakespeare and Milton walking
along Cheapside. “Talking of pos
terity,'* says Shakespeare, ‘they
did say something about a national
theatre for me. but nothing seems
to be happening. What have they
done for you?” Milton: ”Oh, I'm
all right. Every 300 years they give
me a banquet at the Mansion
House.’
Shakespeare:
‘‘Lucky
dog.”

0 Mountain St., Camden
Tel. 8225

Gilbert C. Laite
Dorothy S- Laite

Robert E. Laite

59-tf

i 41

Tuesday-Friday
rfe—-------------------

Mr. and Mrs. Walter Wot
children Dorothy and V/.
spending the Christmas hoi
Hartford, Conn., with Mr
ton's mother.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard B
are spending a Chri tm.i
with relatives in Jersey <

S'lie Maine Women’s Clu
York will meet nt 2.30 p. in
day. J»nat Hot
New York 'City. A shot
•How the Story Grew,
some of the members, wi:
sented by the Merry Conn
Clarence Rich has return,
home in W. kefield. Mas
brief v sit in this city whi:.
companied the remain
lather, Oapt. Charles Ri
West Palm Beach. Fla 3
has been placed in the
tomb, await ng burial in th

Give a Christmas gi.t
bring pleasure fcr years t i
copy of “Steamboat Lo e
Penobscot.” Over 200 pict
J thentic, informal, the tan.
,^v in every line. Mail
ddb »paid. $3.50. John M IB
I t*hone 1044, 15 Granite St.,
The famous fountain pen
51” is in good supply at
jewelers; also Scheaffer
Eversharp “CA ’’ Gi ’
or any business day, because
is open Wednesday aftcrno<

DRESSMAKIN
AND ALTERATION

ALL TYPES OF SLV 1
DOROTHEA GIPS

4I’/4 OCEAN ST., ROCKLA
92*T-2
TEL. 1198-K

Tuesday-

Tuesday-Frlc&y

were
give as many hour’; were
[i: iter. L’nmlri Dymrnt,
tichard.s, Ronald Banks,
Holton, Jonn H«rI1 and
Green. ’ e ry ’ Burke t
prlz? fcr ,b ringing in ths
Inci.nt of m n?/ an.i Jchn
|won se ond he nor.
[Hart is very ill at his
.inrolnville, R.F.D., a.s the
a heart attack ten days
|ni(' iru in or ‘ooitip,-

Merry

Christn as

HOLBROOK - LEACH PRINCIPALS

Social Matters
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Wotton and
Children Dorothy and Walter are
L ending the Christmas hoi days in
|;l irtford, Conn., with Mrs. Woton's mother.

to

th? students home for
recess are: Joan W tham
facu e University, N Y„
ferry from Crnncc i ut
I College, Par er Ial e
Int , Hill .Purer College,
Loss, Tom D c ess Tom
|l<' i-> Aires. Rrb r h.erRfbrrt Anderson from U.
Farah Hary, from Colby,
luienrh from ^cho. 1 of
I A’ts. Boston, Phil p
fcry from the Emerson
■xc.er. N. H. Divio
Ifiom Har. ard. till PoxIn Phi l ps Academy, An
ti a s, Mr hall Foxwell
lie F I sha Richards from
|ttv KelleV

Mr. and Mrs. Richard B. Young
e sitending a Christmas vacation
ith relatives in Jersey City, N. J.
• ic Maine Women’s Club of New
York will meet at 2.30 p. m.. Satury. Jan. 4, 1947, at Hotel Astor,
New York City. A short play.
How tho Story Grew,” starr ng
nine of the members, wili be pre.nted by the Merry Comedy Club.

Clarence Rich has returned to his
. .me in Wakefield, Mass., aiter a
brief v sit in this city where he acmpanied the remains of his
lather, Capt. Charles Rich frcm
Wc t Palm Beach. Fla. The body

add ShirTev

front Colby, Nellie Ames
Ite Teachers < n’lege at,
I Willard Wight from
Idcmy, Mari, n. Mass.
I Mrs. Frank Carrell and
Mrs Edward Brown of
are enroute to Florida by
(o .pend the Winter.
II ai‘e. -who is studying at
England College of EmI’.oston, is home for the

Gen. and Mrs, Kenneth P. Lord
A Man and Ws Gifts
of llr5 Park Avenue were guests
Dec. 8 at a luncheon given in honor
Man is endowed w th gifts,
c representatives and their ladies
Today a bereaved commun ty
rn the Starlight Roof of the Wai
thinks cn a man—Gilbert C.
derf Astoria Hotel the inv tation
-»aile—and his gifts; those gifts
oring extended by Thomas J. Wat
vhich made of happiness a joy
son. it was one cf the outstand
nore dist net. which made of.«
ing events ot the seasen in New
;orrow a grief more bearable.
In heart-lifting buoyancy his S
York. Tho tables were, beautiful
with huge bouquets of roses. Mr.
ich baritone voice could peal
Wat on was superb in his gracious
erth with the sheer joy of 1 vInndl ng of the guest speakers, in
ig; in equal heart depth his
cluding former Ambassador Gerard.
oinistiations to the departed
Each table had a representative of 7? md their famil es left in their
the United Nations, and there were ^wake a balm of solace as enalso artist singers, including Law- ■ luring as it was sincere.
Rich in vitality and imbued £
:en e T bbett. Guests of Mr. and
with a magnetic force, Gilbert
Mrs. Watson numbered 709.
C. Laite savored life to the full,
Miss Fri cilia Erazler has ar and found t good—so goed that
ie transmitted its values to
rived home f-r the Christmas holi
rthers as a meteor emits light,
days. She made the trip from
,o good that his very presence
New York, to Pcrtland by plane.

5
J
2
3

heightened human emotion to

V

u

Mrs Ora Brown are in
Mass., for Christmas
li caughter, Mrs. Elliot

and Brass.

B. C.

NEWMAN

48 MASONIC ST.

ROCKLAND

\bert g. i./iite

IERAL HOME

UNION JACK
Smoking Tobacco

6'V

ntain St., Camden
Tel. 8225

Dorothy S. Laite

Wr

a.

Capt. Charles Rich

j,F
w

MERRY

CHRISTMAS

:£

Huston - Tuttle

jGibert E. Laite

g

59-tf

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

IT’S THE NEAREST
CHRISTMAS WRAPPED

7o all our patrons anti friends with best wishes tor

GLASS JARS 65c

the New Year

Paul’s Smoke Shop

PETER PAN BEAUTY SHOPPE
i

V

8 ELM
STREET
™

ROCKLANO. MAINE

:
i
f

THING Tu HEAVEN!
32

iRviNG

TODAY, WED., THURS.

BERLIN
MELODIES

v

Full Line of Quality Pipes
292 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
100*101

i
V

inNIA HENIF • JOHN PAYNl

.»GLENN MILLER .JSJS,

VESPER A. LEACH

,BINO

SPECIALTY STORE
MAINE

ROCKLAND

Starring

[SunVdFfey
1 $erena<He

> x
FREO

Cziosbt/ • /tstewe?

Also on the Same Program

WALLACE BEERY
GEORGE RAFT
JACKIE COOPER

JOAN

A

CLEARANCE

Pnromounl “ Picture

Christmas Day Continuous
From 2.20. 4.30. 6.30, 8.30

Last Times Today
JOHN GARFIELD

LADIES’ COATS
Beginning Thursday, Dec. 26

r-< -

Values To $65.00 .............. .. SALE $^9

95

Values To $55.00 .............. .. SALE $39,95

A nice Christmas Gift for that
High School Boy cr Girl—Tickets
to the New Year's Eve Midnight
Show. Now on Sale at Box
Office.

5

Time of Shows for Double
Feature Program
2.00, C.15, 8.00 P. M.
FRIDAY and SATURDAY

STRAN

TEL. 892

“BORDERLAND”

with
WILLIAM BOYD as
“Hopalong Cassidy"
News
Serial
Cartoon

ROCKLAND

' LADIES’ UNTRIMMED COATS

Values To $37.50 ............ .. . SALE $27.50
Values To $25.50 .............. .. SALE

$19.95

Values To $19.95.............. .. SALE $j5,00
ALSO A MISCELLANEOUS GROUP OF
•

Children’s, Junior’s And Missy Coats
PRICED AT

$7.50, $10.00, $12.00

4

CHRISTMAS EVE OUT Of CONSIH
ERATION OF OUR STAFF.

Hymn of Thanksgiving

Lxnd of hosts, Thou God most glori
ous.
Unto Thee we lift our song.
Thou hast brought Thy sons vic
torious
Through the mists of fear and
I
wrong.
When we call d Thee, Thou didst
hearken
|
When we faltered. Thou wert near, 1 r
When the clouds of sin would j i
darken.
{p
Thou triumphant good, wast here. ! &
Mind omnipotent we praise Thee,1 £
And we thank Thee for Thy care. ! w
Hymns of grateful love we raise j
• Thee
)£
And our hearts breathe forth this 1 >’
prayer;
May our lives prove our thanksgiv- &
ing,
E
May true thoughts ou; homage be;
Praising, loving, and thanks-Iiv-| s’
ing.IS
This our offering, iLord, to Thee.
—John Randall Dunn
« * « «
While stars of Christmas shine
Lighting the skies
Let only loving looks
Shine from our eyes.
While bells of Christmas ring
Happy and clear
Speak only loving words
Full of good cheer.
Give only loving gifts
And in love take
Comfort the pood and sad
FFor Christ’s dear sake.

MERRY CHRISTMAS
p1

g

AND

A HAPPY NEW YEAR
SILSBY’S FLOWER SHOP
W'alter G. Morse, Prop.

371 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND,
<- . . . ...

..

TEL. 318-W

a. .

S
I

The

‘•Nobody Lives Forever”

LADIES’ FUR TRIMMED COATS

k

Book Company

» * * ’«

^fiJETlN^

k'*”f ‘

“Is Really the Size Of Its

! Rev. Everett Carl Herrick. D. D„
i for the pyst 2) years president
m the Andover-Newton Theological
school. guest speaker at a fellcwJrhip dipner recently at Skcwkegan.
.00k issue with the familiar say ng.
k.
“It’s’ a Small world,’ and added:
• Jt’s a big worla inhabited by little
. , .
/ ,
.
men not big enough for the job.
Finnish, honesty is a proverb
e
matter how old we are, we still
cf three American
■( have to grew up to be b g enough
camera in a train loaded with sot fcr the world in which we live.’’ He
diers. He did not discover the less had said that “the size of the world
until reaching his hotel. No name is really the size of its problems.’’
was on the camera, nor any identi and presented a challenge that the
fication. In about 16 minutes a Post task be met.
Office cfficial arrived in a taxi with
He was optimist c in spite of tiie
the camera. He had made the
present
world situation as lie pre
rounds of hotels in the small city sented the
picture of the
of Kuopio, until he found out where missionariescontrasting
to the South Pa
three Americans had just checked cific islands sent
over a long ptr ->d of
in He delivered the camera wiUi
**,v and set
A
1 ’years,
over against :t the
Rev. Maldwyn V. Parry badc
mpi.ments.
story of the Bikini atom bomb
adieu
to ids Rockland parishioners
. ^eni^TTd B
Bikini and the Morn ng
debt to the United States, althou^ ; Slars was his subjecL. and
point. Sunday in the form of a farewell
many nations, including Bnta n and
contrasting missions. sermon, which had a large and aoFrance^ have defaulted Finns remissionar es who went preciatve congregation.
Regret
ply: “We owed it.’ Apparently the
islands
gouth pacifl
, thought never occurs of trying W ,h;ch he classified as ..fleet& o£ ful too. because cf the severuig of
avoid payment.
: hope,” with that of Bikini, wh ch relations which have been all too
brief. Impressiveness was lent to
* * * *
he termed “fleets of doom."
| Hot on the heels Of the atomic! He
Qf the Morfti
gUr ,be. the occasion by the christening cf
.bomfc with its possibilities of an jng the name Qf the
whuh seven well-behaved children.
Atomic Age there has come a report canied partjCUiar groups of m sby Federal Power -.ommission en- rticnaries to the islancU in various
Edward MavDowell. though con
gineers of the possibilities of put- years ,o help create “a world of sidered by many the foremost of
ting to work on a vast scale what heaven •• In dire contrast, the Ajnerican composers, was not ac
Abraham Lincoln once called the other fleet, he said, transported a customed to taking himself or his
greatest yet untamed force of naoj hell.'
However, he add- great talents too seriously. Once
Frank Millard Holbrook and bride 1 Alice Muriel Leaeh) who were married ture ’ the wind. “To harness the od «jj.s com'ng out all right; God during an inteimiss on in a concert
wind for the service of mankind has |s nct going to be defeated.”
he was giving for a fashionable
in charming ceremony at Federated Church in Thomaston.
S '^he^re^o"
1
H—k' a »ati^
^ermore girls’ school, he was making his w’ay
SraenJ on iSn^tend aim ’tS and graduate of Colby College class back 10 his dressing room when he
SSy c? wd^d devTces’have long of 1838’ following his divinity course encountered an elderly gentleman
simplicity ci w ina aevices nave long at Newton Theological Institution reading a newspaper. Looking up
surred his imagination and now,
dination ,n 1901 served as from h s paper, and nodding comCapt. Charles Rich died Dec. 13 •The
progress of science, the deQf
p,rst
gt Chur„h panionably at MadDowell. whom
at St. Mary's Hospital. West Palm velopment of great mtercomwted ^har
,n
ags or } ,€ars and he did net recognize as the gentle
Beach, Fla. Mr. Rich was former e ectric power systems, and .beyond thg nr£t BapList Church in Fa„
who had been belaboring the
ly of Rockland, where he used to all else, the lessons learned in the River Mass. 12 years until elected man
piano,
he said, Well, that noise
be employed for many years, by A. perfect on of the airplane have pres
Qf fche ^j^ry in 1926. was too much for me! I had to get
C. McLoon & Co as captain of the brought the poiwer of the wind dipreSjdent Of the Congregational- away from it.’’
lobster smacks.
rectly within our grasp;’ the survey Baptist seminary, Andover-Newton
“You did exactly right,’’ repl ed
He then decided to take up steam says.
in maintainnig the best traditions MacDowell. “I in tired of the man's
navigation and for a long time was
». « « *
Theological Schcol, he has ably led everlasting clatter myself.’’
captain of large ships going both
There
seems
to
be
little
peace
in
()f the two institutions. He has recoastwise and foreign.
industrv these days; even the high | ceived four honorary degrees, Colby having bestowed on him thc degree
In his daily walks of life he was wages is not enough to keep them and the Univers ty of Maine each Doctor of Divinity.
Manager Silvers of Manhattan liked by all who had dealings with loyal, and working for the best inJewelers had a pleasant suprise him After spend.ng several Win tcrests of all. Well conducted inters in Florida lie finally decided
Sunday when as guest of the Sam to settle there, selling thc home dustries have learned to act together in the knowledge that the
uel Rubensteins at Rockport he in this city and building one in same interest prevails for efficiency,
was honor guest at an extra special West Palm Beach, where his last and good will gets one farther than, E
lcibster dinner arranged to complete years were spent.
strikes.
his education along the line of
This last Summer he with Mrs.
Penobscot Bay lrbsters. Benjamin Rich, vacationed here, the first visit
Did you ever think how much ,g
Glovsky of Rockland was a special in many years.
God
must have lovedi the daisy?
guest.
Surviving are his wife. Mrs. Mar Try to count the number of flowers y
garet Rich; two sons, Clarence of made alter the pattern of the ; §
Wakefield, Mass., and Edward of daisy. It w 11 surprise you
w
this city. There are eight grand ng motorists to pick us up and give j
children and eight great grand
CHRISTMAS DAY
We can thank the goat for
children. Interment will be at me hair parchment, cashmere, also
THROUGH SATURDAY
Isle au Haut.
tough, but sustaining chops.
THIS STORE WILL CLOSE! AT 6 I M.

*•*•

I Gilbert G. Laite

Regret His Going

Dr. Herrick

ui intensity of awareness. To
Mrs 'Edward J. Ryan ,Sr., and
a,
have
moved within his radius
Edward Ryan, Jr., are hoheay
was to have lived a little more
Give a Christmas gi.t that will guests of Mrs. S. W Delano, and
“ ully.
bring pleasure fcr years to ccme. A Mr. Ryan’s wife and daughter.
Destiny ordained that in two
upy cf ‘‘Steamboat Loe of the
.core years, Gilbert C. Laite
Penobscot.” Over 200 pictures, au
Mr. and Mrs. Dana Stone ot
thentic, informal, the tang of the Thomastcn announce the engage should create more happiness,
provide truer comfort, to more
wv in every line. Mailed anywhere ment cf their daughter. Rose Mar.e
people, and in greater measure.
Tfpaid. $3.50. John M. Richardson Conti to iNeal L. Farrell, son oi
W Aran often befalls the lot of man.
I Phone 1044, 15 Granite St., City.
Annie Farrell cf Owls Head. »
—Largo—
93*103 Mrs.
Miss Conti graduated from ThomThe famous fountain pen “Parker iston High in the class of ’45. Mr
J. S. Jenkins went Sunday
51" is in good supply at Daniels, Farrell graduated from Lee Acad toMrs.
Lynn, Mass., where she will
emy
in
1943
and
recently
received
jewelers; also ScheafTer and thc
Eversharp “CA ’’ Get years today discharge from the Army Air Corp. spend the Winter with relatives.
or any business day. because Daniels No date has teen set fcr the wed
Pfc. Bernard W. Kuhn, who is
is open Wednesday afternoons. 91-tf ding.
stationed at Camp Stoneman, Pitts
What more practical and pleasure burg, Calif., was in New York. City
DRESSMAKING
bringing Christmas gift than a copy for a few days to visit his father
of “Steamboat Lore of the Penob Bernard fi- Kuhn.
__________
AND ALTERATIONS
scot,” Richardson. Over 200 pictures
ALL TYPES OF SEWING
if past and present steamboats
with their authentic but readable
DOROTHEA GIPSON
DISTINCTIVE
stories. Phone 1044, 15 Granite
111 OCEAN ST., ROCKLAND, ML. street,
books mailed prepaid any
CHRISTMAS GIFTS
TEL. 1198-R
S."T-2
where $3.50. An ideal gift. 93*103 Antique Glass, Wedgwood, Pewter

Mrs. Charles Ryder of
ire spending Christmas
|r daughter, Mrs. Orman

Size Ot The World
Problems.” Said Rev.

mb, await ng burial in the Spring.

fcary. a senior at Bates
Mended the weddn® of
Bromley and Martin
lit took place Saturday ln
Ifter which she returned
I the Christmas recess at
I here.
Irth i Knight of Boston is
I end Chr.stmas with her

This And That

F

: is been placed in the receiving

r.
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-gENTER^CKANE'S

CLEARANCE
SALE STARTS THURSDAY A. M.

NEW’CA'mDEN'THEATRE
CAMDEN

•

•

•

PHONE

MAT. WED. 3vP. M., THURS. 2 P. M . EVE.

«IS$OKN.

2519

7 and 9

AH Goods From Our Regular Stock
COATS............................................ 1-4 OFF

SUITS................................................. 1-2 OFF
FURS................................................. 1-2 OFF
HATS................................................. 1-2 OFF
HANDKERCHIEFS............................ 1-2 OFF
(Solid or Mussed—Odd Initials, etc.;

TOILET GOODS SETS .................... 1-4 OFF
HOUSECOATS and ROBES . 1-4 ar.d 1-2 OFF
And Many Other Items We Do Not Wish To Carry Over.
[The above does not

apply to restricted items]

Zh

4

Page
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Wyeth’s Artist Son

Recalls Civil War

St. Georne Folks Interested William Conant Believed the
First Soldier Buried Here
In His Display Of
—Death and Burial of
Paintings
Gen. Berry
‘It’s like old times again.” That’s
what they re saying at the Vose
One of the bravest regiments
and Doll and Richards galleries. whi h went from this State was the
For, in much the manner of great 4th Ma ne Regiment when it left
stars on the stage, John Whorf for the scene of action. It num
and Andrew Wyeth are packing bered in its ranks Stephen H Chap
them in round Copley square. Both man, who was then principal of the
loom as water colorists par excel High School in this city.
lence.
Different in method, each
In the battle of Bull Run, July
is sure of his ground.
Whorf of 21, 1861, the regiment, scarcely
Provincetown, has years of success more than a month from peaceful
behind him; Wyeth of Maine and homes; took an active part with a
Pennsylvania has
fine heritage heavy loss One of the first to fall
(N. C Wyeth famed illustrator was Sergt-Major Chapman, who
and artist, was his father) and, less was instantly killed by a rifle and
than 30 now, has unusual prestige ball soon after the regiment came
well-earned.
under fire. His body was never re
Young Andy Wyeth is more fas covered.
The first burial in this city of a
cinated with the basic patterns of
things, with broad sweeps of vir .tidier killed .n action during the
tuoso skill, than with the real Stic Civil War is a question of much
Yet lie, like Whorf, is a modern doubt. A correspondent interv.ewed
who has not gone modernistic. He over a score of Grand Army m°n
is a great technician already, with 1 and old cit zens. and was unable to
eyes that view things poetically arrive at a satisfactory answer or
and a talent which interprets the conclusion.
The files of local newspapers
moods of these things as a mu
printed during ‘he war gave a
sician might.
Windmills stark against brood brief report of tlie burial of a pri
ing skies; a girl (in this case his vate named Conant, wh'ch event
young wife) sitting, in tall grass, took place Sunday. Nov. JO, 1862.
her form generally harmonizing William E. Copant was the son of
with nature's own array; an old David F. Conant cf this city. When
lamp in a window; a field of windswayed cornstalks, a s arecrow tot bed he quaiifiies as an unusual
tering in a field—these are sub draftsman.
jects which in same hands would
The elder W.veth insisted only
be banel but wh ch Wyeth elevates that his offspring should all learn
so that they stir the emotions to draw. Their recent joint show
while pleasing the eye. Inevitably, in New York amply indicated the
the texture of woods, grass, old results. So, while a shadowy attic
houses and other subjects be room in water color attests empha
comes a
pie-occupation
with sis upon mood and atmosphere
Wyeth
See, for example, the rather than sheer realism, two
wiry little strokes used to build up figure pieces in tempera (pgment
rocks and undergrowth in ’Dodge’s mixed with egg) have admirable
Ridge,” and the way he has likenesses. One is of a man stand
handled a rough-hewn cross or ing pensively beside a four-posted
signal from which tatters of cloth bed in an antique room. Tlie other,
are flying
stunningly decorative, depicts a
However impression Stic Wyeth handsome Negro girl
beside a
may 'be with many of his water- white, subtly painted wall.
colors, whatever dramatic emphas s
Joy and thoughtfulness allied
he may use through elimination of and alive with the spirit of quest
non-essential forms and detail, in ing youth characterize Wyeths
the few tempera pieces and a mag work—Lawrence Dame in the Bos
nificent drawing of an old lady in ton Herald.

GREETINGS
OF THE

SEASON
To Patrons and Friends

llie 4lh Regiment was raised, the
young man, then only 16 years of
age, displayed a great anxiety to
sene his country. Aug. 7 found
him duly enlisted in the 19th
Regiment. It so happened that the
regiment was full at the time,
and he was put ,nto the ranks of
the sharpshooters.
At the battle of Antietam, his
fourth engagement, while gallantly
facing the foe. he received a wound
in the thigh and fell. While
stretched upon the ground he was
struck four t mes more, one ball
passing through the wrist.
Lying in this conditon for 24
hours, without nourishment, he was
'finally found and removed tc the
ho.-p tai where he died in a short
time. The funeral services were
held at the Second Baptist Church,
Rev. Joseph Kalloch officiating.
Beyond the fact that there was a
verj'' large attendance at both fu
neral and burial, little can be
learned.
At that time there was an or
ganization known as the Rcckland
guards, with J. B Greenhalgh as
captain. It was one duty of this
company to receive the remains of
scldiers that were brought home
for interment, and to per.orm the
customary duties. The members
of the City Council were nearly al
ways present.

In May cf the following year,
1863. occurred an event of national
importance, the death of Maj. Gen.
Hiram G. Berry of this city, and
many people believe his to have
been the first soldier's burial in
Rockland. Gen. Berry was killed
at Chancellorsville, Va, May 3,
1863.
The body arrived in this city May
9 in charge of a committee which
had' been sent to Portland for that
purpose. On the appearance of the
steamer minute guns were fired,
and the bells of the churches 'were
tolled and the flags of the ship
ping displayed at halfmast. The
stores and principal buildings on
Main street draped in mourning.
At Atlantic wharf, with a brief
address from its chairman, Joseph
Farwell, Esq. the committee which
had been sent on to Portland de
livered its charge to the committee
in waiting as representatves of the
city in whose behalf a response was
made by Hon. S. C. Fessenden, and
the coffin in a hearse draped with
nat onal colors, attended by the
guard of honor with reversed arms,
and followed by the family of the
deceased and a long train of citi
zens in carriages, was conveyed to
the family residence.
After lying in state there, on his
breast the Kearny badge, with a
wreath of flowers offered' by the
President at Washington, Thurs
day the 14th the body was deposited
in Achorn cemetery, where a mag
nificent monument now marks the
last resting place.
The funeral was an impressive
affa r. The obsequies were per
formed in front of the house from
a platform, on which were seated
Gov. Coburn and staff, Vice
President Hamlin, ex-Gov. Washi burn and other distinguished per
sonages.
The services consisted of Scrip1 ture reading by Rev. Mr. Hart,

GEORGES RIVER ROAD

“God Has Been Good”

Larson-Merrill

mother, the

late Jula

depression

------hatred, and we have developed so
Mrs. Helen Johnson Merrill of An Abstract Of His Annual much individual and class selfish
ness. that “we have seriously
this place and Eric T. Larson, son
Address
Before
the
Najeopardized that unity of purpose
of Mr. and Mrs. George T. Larson
upon
which the very existence of
Dorchester, Mass., were married
Tional Arganization
a free government depends,” he
recently. in Quincv, Mass., by Pastor
said.
Joseph Jackson, 58. lifer at the Edgar H. Malmstrom, according to
(Second Installment)
‘*We are alarmed, and rightly so,
Maine State Prison serv ng time a recent announcement made by
National Grange Master Goss at the dangerous growth of sub
for the murder of a watchman in her mother, Mrs. Emma Johnson.
Attendants wer® Mr and Mrs Ar saw the danger of inflation as be- versive activities on every hand,
Portland nearly 31 years ago. will
walk out of the prison Christmas thur Mathews of Wollaston, Mass. in® in ‘‘its most serious stage” and but we can expect nothing else in
, ..
,
.
i., v. the fertile ground of discord we
morning a free man—pardoned by ) The bride was dressed in a W«*. ,,
blamed
unsound policies which
prepared” Goss said. “We
executive order.
ar.d wnne
t
| have
been pursued from the outset started X,
ln„ class against
airn,nS, rclass
iass
playing
The pardon papers were read to ing hat, white blouse and black ac- I in an effort to gain
for political purposes, and are now
the Negro by Warden Francis J. cessories. Her corsage was of gar
,hHVe co
_ "t,nua
..
for
and
strife.
MCCaoe Monday morning at 9 denias.
♦h • '
?,,ly ,followed, paying
J
u it Rin turmoil{Qr
vigorous
o’clock.
Mrs. Mathews wore a two tone,
Seated, w.th the long visored two-piece wool dress, and corsage of
action in stamping out all forms of
nf waUh^hiPh
subversive activities. We must beprison cap still on his graying yellow roses. Following a trip to
head, Jackson fastened his eyes on New York C ty, Mr. and Mrs. Lar co^Snies war without aSy pS?- gin again u reco^iZe our resiPonthe impressive document held in son ere mek.ng their home at 22
clXifT™Jfibilities in the common welfare If
sonal sacrifice on the part of our
preserve that free govthe Warden's hands. As McCabe ^ranklin street. Newton, Mass.
citizens in paying the bill.- he
“preserve tw tree B
Mrs. Larson, daughter of Mrs. Xt'S fa’Veth^nsuTSu“
read, the facial expression of Jackfeadership." „ „ .
son changed not one b t until the Emma Johnson, and the late Toiva
G
described present bicker mg
word ‘'Pardon” was heard. At that Johnson of Georges River Road, accept tne lac mat sum aestruc
calls for personal economics
TTnited
a smile spread over his mahogany vas graduated from Thomaston tion
sacrifice, and we have been chas- and suspicion among the Uni ed
features and he straightened in the High School, and was employed as
chair but said nothing until the clerk at Senter Crane Company, ing the rainbow of everybody living ^ld^war "Equity ^md justice
belter amid such destruction until *orld .w
q y
. rpv„_„„
Warden had finished.
Rockland, a department store, and we
have
thrown
our
economy
have
given
loot
and
revenge
At the conclusion, he sa d "That's luring the war years, was clerk at sharply out of balance.”
"
h
?.
ch
are
sur
,
e
?
y
laying
^7°™'
what d have been waiting 30 years the acetylene Burners Department
He declared that the nation
J.”
C°n'
for” and beamed all over. An in at the Bath Iron Works. At the
ourseive,
stant later in a soberer mood, he time of her marriage, she was em started out on the ’false assump- tin.^ unc^vked'
tion that inflation could be con- H
Raye
*°U^nni
said ‘ God has been good to me, he ployed as teacher at the Georges trolled
by price ceilings” and added dra®ged
int° <*e «>»»**>* a"d
must have known I was innocent, as River School near her home, which
I have always claimed to be.”
position she had held since Febru that "we were not even consistent scheming of nations whose aims
in that ”
and PurP°ses appear to be to gam
Jackscn's is the first Christmas ary this year.
Goss
described
as
’’
the
greatest
as
™<*as SWfen
Day pardon of a liter in the time
Mr. Larson, employed as chauf
feur in Newton. Mass., received an blunder of all" the yielding to la- wdh ll.t.tler.og 17^ th%7,§ nu.7
he has been in the institution.
“. ' ,
„nrl
Christmas morning, shortly be honorable discharge from the army, ibor demands for wage increases o?heIs'f
a"d
fore 8 o'clock, he will receive a last December, shortly after his while refusing to allow compensa- sta9d firm on twhatt7 r°
complete outfit of clothing, $10 in return to this country from the tory price increases. Th s could maintain our strength at a point
not be done, he said, “without "her*
nations 7*hew ™rvld
cash and a ticket to the State bor ETO.
J?yn
der at Kittery and walk out the
A graduate in 1933. from the creating ruinous shortages and kn™ that we/\ean "hat
nrac 1 Goss praised the work of FAO,
main gate to the Maine Central bus Bo ton English High School, during
“
y P ■ Economic and Social Council of the
which will take him on the first which he received the Franklin
Gass declared that the economy' United Naticns’ the International
leg of his journey to Boston.
Medal for outstanding scholarsh p
In Boston, he will be the guest in his senior year, he entered the can be brought back into balance
at a late Christmas dinner of> Mrs. service in July 1942. Going over if the necessary steps ,are taken.
Dora Johnson of 48 Rutland street seas with the paratroopers, in Feb These steps, he said, are;
who has worked for h's release for ruary. 19M. at which time he joined
1. Maintain production at
a
seme time.
the 156th Parachute Field Artillery maximum. If industry and labor
Later he plans to leave for Bal Battalion of the 82d Aiitoorne Divi- will maintain peace—avoid strikes
timore where he claims to have sicn, he took part in the Normandy, and slcwdcwns — production will
employment on the Afro-American Rhineland, and Ardennes, and soon reach a stage of abundance
newspaper as a commercial artist, Central Europe Campaigns. He and competition will automatically
the trade he followed before im was in Berlin for three months prevent profiteering.
prisonment.
with, the occupation troops.
2 Hold spending power in
check
The budget should be
balanced at once through reduc
tion in expenditure and a sound
tax program.
Credit controls
restricting credit
to productive
channels should be continued and
investment of savings in govern
We Wish You All
ment securities should be en
couraged.
A
3. Balance should be established
between
wage income, industrial
Merry Christmas
income and selling prices. Three
definite steps are proposed as a
And A
practical means of meeting the
presept
labor-management contro
Happy New Year
versies on a voluntary basis; (a)
establish a base limit cn earnings
One of the joys of the
on actual capital invested, (b) es
tablish base wage and salary sched
Yuletide is to put aside
ules, (c) divide all earnings after
these bases have been met three
everyday business and wish
ways—part as a bonus to capital,
that this Christmas will
part as a bonus to labor, and part
as a rductlon in prices to the pub
be a mtrrv one and the
lic, the last payable on a patron
age refund basis.
Corr.itis year a happy one
Goss saw “cause for alarm” ln
for all of you.
the prevalence of strikes, work

What Pardoned Lifer Said
When Informed Of His
Coming Release

MY CHRISTMAS STORY

(By Helen Parnell)
This is my Christmas story. My
father has to work on Crhistmas
Day. I am very sorry that he has
to work. I am going to have a
watch on Christmas. I am very,
very happy. My brother is going
to buy it for me. And I am going
to buy my mother and father and
all of the family a present. I am
happy that we have Christmas
because it is Jesus' b rthday. That
is why I am happy. Are you happy
too? I am glad that it is someone’s
birthday that I know so well.

Federation of Agricultural Produ
cers and similar organizations com
posed of businessmen, farmers,
workers, educators, scientists and
others as contributing toward a
better understanding among the
common people of the world and to
maintaining peace.
Goss said he hoped the world
could work toward disarmament,
adequately supervised by the United
Nations, but that meantime the
United States must maintain a
military establishment sufficient ta
carry out necessary policing until
peace is firmly established, suffic
ient to assure us against attack
and sufficient to let the world know
that we mean what we say in en
tering into tieaties w.th other na
tions.
A lint yield of
is indicated in
year.

488 pounds per acre
New Mexico this

Russia will issue e ght new post
age stamps showing Moscow land
marks, including the Red Square,
the Kremlin and the Lenin Musbeum.

stoppages and the ‘cohfusion amid
which our reconversion efforts are
being carried on.”
The war and

prayer and eulogy by Rev. N. But
ler and benediction by Rev Joseph
Kelloch. E ght thousand people
are est mated to have been present.
Note—This was copied from an
old scrapbook belonging to my

from the staff of the

Grange Master Goss

wlneli preceded it
created so much class distrust and

I the

SEARS,

ROEBUCK CO.

Huntley,

and was printed in 1889 when some
newspaper ran articles in its col
umns, .Whose was the first mili
tary funeral in your home town
during the Civil War ”

Order Office

433 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND

—Eliza Plummer.

Brit sh Boy Scouts recently held a
"Good Turn Day.”

More than half the 23,000 private
automobiles new operating in
Egypt are of American makes.

YOU’VE SEEN THE OTHERS

NOW SEE “GENE'S”
“Where You Spend To Save”
COMPLETE LINE OF CHRISTMAS GIFTS

To List But a Few
FOR MOTHER. WIFE.

g HUSBAND. BROTHER.

V

SISTER. SWEETHEARTS’

DAD. SWEETHEART

See the Beautiful Combinations^ TABLE LIGHTERS S4.00 un
FPOCKET LIGHTERS $1.65 up
SPRAY PINS,
EAR RINGSJJ
BILL FOLDS $3.00 up
BRACELET EAR RINGS
16k SOLID GOLD
BRACELET,
LOCKETS&
PEN KNIVES
BRACELET, BROOCHES
£
IDENTIFICATION
PENDANTS,
RINGSg
BRACELETS
SOLID SILVER BRACELETS Jr
ELFCTRIC SHAVERS
EARRINGS, BROOCHES
9; 10k SOLID GOLD LAPEL
LADY BIGNOY CHOKERS |
LODGE EMBLEMS
LADY BIGNOY BRACELETS
TIE CHAINS
TIE BARS
ALSO
TIE CLIPS
DINNER RINGS
WATCH CHAINS
EARRINGS
KEY CHAINS
CHATELEINES
WATERPROOF and DRESS
WRIST WATT HES
PENDANTS
EXPANSION BRACELETS
CAMEO SETS
$9.00 Tax Inch
BROOCHES
LEATHER and PLASTIC
VANITIES
STRAPS
SIIEAFFER’S
PARKER
CORSAGES
CONKLIN
REYNOLDS
BLISS LOCKETS
EVERSHARP
PEARLS
WATERMANS
MOORES
ANKLETS
PEN and PENCIL SETS
CIGARETTE CASES
RINGS
IDENTIFICATION
LODGE, ONYX and ALL
BRACELETS
WANTED STONES
NECK CHAINS
ALARM CLOCKS
WRIST WATCHES
BABY GIFTS
LAPEL WATCHES
RINGS
LOCKETS
EXPANSION BRACELETS
BRACELETS
SILVER CUPS
SILVER PICTURE FRAMES
Watch Bracelets
SILVER SPOONS
AH Shades of Gold and Nylon
SILVER SPOON and
COMBINATION GOLD ard
FORK SETS
PLASTIC TOILET SETS
IDENTIFICATION
BRACELETS
TRAVEL CLOCKS

Or a Radio for the Whole Family

‘Two Ways to Save—Pay Cash and Trade with Gene’

GENE'S

“AT THE SIGN OF THE NEON CLOCK”

258 Main St.,

Rockland,

Opp. Stanley's Garage

GENE SELLS FOR LESS—BECAUSE IT COSTS HIM

I

393 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND

1

1Tfl?83aV-FrRlv'
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White’s famous flight over Boston
The development of the air
plane from the time of the early
“Bill” Wincapaw Tells the flights when 40 miles an hour was
good speed, was described by the
Boys About a Dramatic
speaker in terse but graphic style.
"We thought we had the world
Air Flight
licked when the Liberty motor was
The Rockland Lions Club was designed.’ said Captain Wincapaw.
Today the speed developed by the
entertained Wednesday by a man airplane
is tremendous, and the
who has navigated the skies for 36 amount of cargo they carry is un
years; a man who has heb-nobbed believable.
with the great and the near great,: The speaker told why the Rockland-Portland service failed of
and who is great, himself.
I success, and he told how lobsters
The speaker was Captain Wil- shipped out of Rockland by plane
1am H. Wincapaw, Sr., due to a^ 2 o’clock in the afternoon, are
whose energy Rockland was given delivered in California next morn• ts first airport, and whose efforts jng
The saving of shrinkage by
also responsible for the splen- this method of transportation is an
(liu service now being maintained important feature.
at the Ash Point air station
I Among the 15,000 passengers
Captain Wincapaw was intro Captain Wincapaw has carried was
duced by Lion Ellery Nelsen, who one ex-president, Teddy Roosevelt.
was associaed with the flyer in
Captain Wincapaws description
;he early days of the Rockland of his nine-hour flight from
services and Avho gave several Guayaquil with eight hour’s gas,
amusing anecdotes concerning his and the part a green light played
Wo years’ experiences.
in it was one of the highlights of
Captain Wincapaw harked back his talk Wednesday.
to the inception of aviatibn, as be
The Lions learned with regret of
gun by the Wright brothers, whom the illness of one of their members,
lie knew very well He was associ- Maurice Nute, who is an influenza
ated with Glen Curtiss back in patient.
bicycle days, and he saw Graham
Carl Griffin and Almon Cooper

Rockland Lions

Long Time Married
Mr. and Mrs. G. T. Pettee
Observing Their 64th Wed
ding Anniversary

CAPT. OREL PIERSON S STORY

Page Nine'

ENGAGEMENT BY MAIL

A New President
George Murphy Heads Lin
coln County Fish and
Game Association

How Former Rockland Boy Wrecked Steam
ship To Foil the Japs—Lost 85 Pounds
Mr. and Mrs. G. T. Pettee of 236
Maverick street will observe their,
In Prison Camp
64th wedding anniversary recently.

George Murphy was elected
president of the Lincoln County
Fish and Game Association at the
annual election of officers held at
the Lincoln County Rifle Club in

Mr. Pettee. a native of Isle au;
Haut, is 89 years old. Although re- j
•••••••••• « » . ■ . . .
tired from active work, he continone of the first American liners the Jap ship and knew he could
Damariscotta recently.
nfnecessary chores
nflscated by the Japs at thp out. outdistance it anvway.
Mr Murphy is a long experienced
about fus home
Lbreak of war was the SS. President
His radio revealed the horror of
woodsman having been a lumber
Mrs. Pettee will be 87 Jan. 6. Harrison
Pearl Harbor and there he was in
cruiser in northern Maine and
She was the former Minnie Currier
One day last week, the S.S host'le water surrounded on all
Canada and more recently as a
and was born in Brooksville. They President Polk pulled into Bos
forester at the Jefferson C. C.
have lived at their present home ton. making her maiden round the sides by the Japanese.
All Jap vessels were alerted to
Camps, Jefferson and at a similar
49 years.
world voyage.
At her helm was be on the lookout for the Harrison.
camp at Wesley. He is a success
Both Mr. and Mrs. Pettee are in Captain
Orel
A.
Pierson,
master of They krew it had been fitted as a
ful hunter and ardem fisherman
good health and although Mrs- the Harrison, who led the
Japs a trocp transport, and knew if they
Perry Greene of Waldcboro. of
Pettee is almost blind, she still dees merry chase in Chinese waters
be could get it intact thev could use
State-wide fame as a woodsman
her own house work, even to can fore he gave her up.
it in a matter of a few hours for
and guide, was elected vice presi
ning of vegetables and fruits
Capta
n
Pierson
of
Worcester
dent and Verne Bateese of Damari
They have three children living and a native of Rockland Me., re the same purpose.
Captain Pierson called his offi
scotta was elected secretary and
—'Mrs Albert Webster of Stoning vealed for the first time his des
*
treasurer.
ton, Mrs. Melvina Gillis of North perate effort to evade capture and cers around him and informed
them that they must at once head
Gene Letourneau. sports writer,
Gloria Ristaino
Roland Chaples
Haven, and Gecrge T. Pettee, Jr., of finally of beaching his sh’p when southwest
in hopes that they could
was present as was Spencer Gay of
Waterville Another son, Alden F
Mr. and Mrs. Micheal Ristaino announce the engagement of their Damariscotta, who,
with the
Pettee, died nine years ago, and a all attempts of escape seemed lost, make their escape by some miracle
His
story
begins
late
in
Novemthrough
the
‘
slands
south
of
Van
daughter,
Gloria A. Ristaino, to Roland W. Chaples, son of Mrs. Gunard other officers elect.. discussed ad
daughter. Lizzie, died several years
of 1941 as the S. S. Harrison Dieman Strait, and then make a Matson (Chaples) of Fairhaven, Mass. Roland Chaples is serving in the visability of raising the hunting
ago. They have 13 grandchildren ter
ploughed
through the waters of run fCr the extreme north Pacific Navy at Portland, Oregon. The engagement was made th:ough mall on and fishing license fee and what
and 14 great-grandchildren.
the Suva and the* Torres Straits, and eventually back to some Pacific Dec. 9. No oate nas been set for the wedding.
steps might be taken to cut down
Friends and relatives will be on
its way to Manila from Hono- coast port.
------------------------------------------------ j----------------------------------------------- on hunting aocidents.
welcomed through the day .
lulu.
They didn't get far on their
It was then Captain Pierson de-, They attached wire cables be.
---------In Manila he received orders to newly selected course when daycided
upon
a
drastic
step.
Drawing
tween
the
two
vessels
but
*he
suffer
the
fate
so
many
Americans
proceed “at once” to Hongkong break came and with it a Japanese
CHRISTMAS
forth
a
chart,
he
showed
his
men
strain
was
too
much
and
they
later
came
to
know.
Sixteen
memwithout bothering to discharge his piane with loaded 'bomb racks .
1
bers
of
the
crew
never
did
survive
cargo where he was to outfit as a
They knew the war was on when ’, ________
a stretch along the China coast snapped on both tries.
FLOWERS
the torture they received at the
Two Couples Celebrated An- transport and then get over to the plane signalled them to stop'that through the centurieshad 1 Now Captain Piersonthought of
TO ANYWHERE!
unmerciful
of the Japs and
Shanghai as qukkly as possible with a burst of mach'ne gun fire, claimed many ships. Along
this another way to further
sabotage during that hands
four-year
ordeal Cap
niversaries
Last
Week
where he was
to aid
aid the
the SS
S 5 PresiPresi- After circling a few times, it flew , particular stretch it was noted that his ship. He suggested to the .Japs
Just give us her name, ad
as to
tain
Pierson
lost
85
pounds.
the
possibility
of
lightening
the
den Madison in evacuating the U. off in the direction of another ship once a ship was wrecked it was ”
dress. and1 we’ll deliver love
In Camden
Through the generosity of Am
S. Fourth Marines to the Phil- on the horizon, which turned out rarely floated again.
craft by stripping her and throw
liest, Presh Cut Flowers,
bassador
Joseph Grew, who sent
ing
everything
overboard.
They
! to be the Nagaski iMaru, a mail
His plan then, and they all
Two couples celebrated their ippincs.
all
his
clothing
to the prison camps
with your card — almost
golden wedding anniversar es last They had no difficulty in remov- ship capable of doing 22 knots. The agreed, was to run for the beach agreed and the captain and his before leaving Japan, the lives of
instantly — wherever she is!
week—Mr. and Mts. Charles At ing the marines and all of their Harrison at best oculd turn out only and send the ship up as high as men wasted no time in getting to many of his men were saved. Had
This overland, overseas.
possible at full speed. With all work. Over the sides went motion they not received them they probkins. Knowlton street, and Mr. and equipment and then made a ren- ig
Telegraphed Flowers Service
Mrs. Prank Alexander, Pearl street, dezveus with four U. B submarines i Once again Captain Pierson ig- hands aware of the plans, the picture equipment, pianos, furm^oul, have frozen to death
both couples being members of the somewhere in the vicinity of the nored orders when he saw what captain headed in the direction of ture, stores, tarpaulins, hatches that first
adds hardly a jot to cur
Winter. Captain Pierson
north
end
of
Formosa and wete the Japs’ play was. He
wasn't ghaweishan Island. As they ap- and even strongbacks In jig time can’t
Baptist Church
find
words
appropriate
Flowers’ moderate cost.
Mr and Mrs. Atkins were mar-' equipped with machine guns. The afraid of the mail ship, but he prOached the islands he conceived they had more than SICO.OOO worth enough to thank him and the Red
Tney Cross for their aid to him and
ried at the Baptist Church in1 subs thenacted as escorts to the knew well of the futility of trying the idea of ending his ship along of equipment in the drink.
Her the edge of it. thereby ripping out were about to tackle the booms other prisoners.—George Dawson in
Rockland by Rev. J. H. Parshley, two liners and delivered them safe- to evade her watchful eye.
ly to their
destination.
that or
of her
jier bottom entirely. He knew if he when the Japs got wise to their the Boston Sunday Post.
Dec. 24. 1896, and have lived here iy
lHCir aesiuiai;oii.
1(assignment
assignment evidently was tnat
Walter G. Morse, Prop.
for 37 years. Mr. Atkins is a mas-1 While at Manila cn the fourth (merely tailing the Harrison until ; coujd accomplish this the vessel game and put a stop to it.
371 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, TEL. 318-W
After several more weeks the
ter mechanic in the employ of the day of December, Captain Pierson 1 cjj-b fme as regular naval units i would surely go down and most
SOUTH THOMASTON
Japs realized they couldn’t float
QQ Q C inpa*ny, is an Odd rnore to
Northi China to Chin47 inu thn <pi7iirp
v."
i
«-i
t
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Trafton have
------------------------ —------------------------------------------------------------------Fellcw and a Mann and both he1 more to Noi?“ China, to Ching-, ing tne seizure.
They suddenly sighted a Jap the Harrison and called for as
and Mrs. Atkins are members of;
remov’' Atone point Captain Pierson en- destroyed making towards them sistance from Shanghai. The fal- moved into their new home at Wa
vage company failed and was later terman’s Beach.
H the Baptist Church for which they !
Pekin and Tientsin Legation ertained the idea of ramming the under forced draft.
<1 ihave
____ i____ ..xi...
'.Tn.n
chin hilt
chp was
smart pnnneh
a__ ______
Jap ship,
but she
was smart
enough
Again
an airplane circled them. replaced by another outfit from The Rockland F.re Department
been active workers always Guard.
The trip to Chingwantoa was to keep clear of him and still keep but it did not fire nor drop any Japan
was called tc extinguish a chimney
They have two children’, Mrs Helen
The stalling tactics used by fire at the home of Alfred Brown,
bombs
They wanted the ship
Eldredge, now in Florida, ar.d supnosed to have been a carefully guard over him.
They talked cf scuttling the liner, whole.
Captain Pierson caused the Nips (o Tuesday.
Clifford K. Atkins who makes his guarded secret, but somehow there
Miss Susie Sleeper is spending
Then came one of the most ex waste approximately three months.
home with his parents. Mrs. .At was talk of the Harrison’s journey but tossed that idea aside when
When the Harrison was finally the school holidays with her sister.
kins was Margaret McKusic of in every hotel and bar in Manila. they knew it couldn't be accom citing sea races in the war. The
More than likely Captain Pierson plished in their limited time Not Nagaski Maru turned away when moved. Captain Pierson and his Miss 'Helen Sleeper, Bridgewater,
Lincolnville and Mr Atkins was a
v
was
selected for this assignment all of the tanks could be flooded. they reached shoal waters, leaving crew were sent to prison camps, to Mass.
native cf Union. They will cele
because of his knowledge of those whiefi would result in enough the job up to the destroyer.
brate their annivercary quietly
Mr. and Mrs Alexander were waters. He was then on his 42d buoyance to keep her afloat and it All hands were alerted for the
married in Augusta by Rev W. J. round-the-world cruise.
j would have been an easy matter crash. The engineers stayed at
Wyman, Dec. 25. 18S6 Mrs Alex-i Two
out of Manila he ! for the Japs to tow her in, pump their posts in the engine room un
ander was Miss Sadie Pendleton was “flashed” to a stop He knew her out and put her in service,
til about five minutes before the p
ship scheduled to crash Some
and
the Alexanders have always '
OT
lived in the house in which she
X
'
«S stayed on a few precious minutes V
i was born
Mr. Alexander was
more to make sure that the plant J!
originally from North Haven, a
was wide open.
blacksmith by trade, but lor the s
A few minutes after 1 ,p. m., iS
making 16 knots, the best the ship y
past 23 years he has been tax col
lector for the town. Mr. and Mrs
could do, they struck the edge of P
Alexander hav four daughters,
the island ledge with a screeching g
grinding noise of ripping steel, a M
Miss Celia Alexander. Mrs. Emily
Rose and Mrs Clifford Smith, all
sound which is always the dread
of this place, and Mrs. Frentvick [
of any seafaring map.
J
Srhipper of Groton, Mass.
At the last instant Captain Pier- g
The Alexanders .will hold ‘‘Open
son decided against bringing the m
C,
vessel in head-on, calculating that P
House” Dec. 27. the event being (
set forward because of the Inability |
only the bow would be damaged.
of Mr, and Mrs. Schipper to get
and decided instead to run the y
here on the 25th.
ship along the edge of the island,
allowing the jagged reef to rip out y
the bottom plates. Almost as soon g
were appoined entertainment com
as the ship struck it heeled away w
mittee for January.
over to starboard and the pursuing g
Next week’s meeting will be held
Japs had the opportunity to view a j,
on Tuesday, and the mem,bers will
gaping hole 90 feet long.
»»
have guests. Movies will be among
We of the firm and staff at Leach’s join in ex
The Nips were undoubtedly gj
the attractions.
angered
over what apparently
tending the greetings of this happy season to our
looked like the loss of a good prize, g
One thousand tons of United
and the plane that hovered over
States military bulldozers and grad
FURRIERS
friends and patrons.
head begun strafing her.
ers, purchased by INew Zealand,
Believing that a boiler explosion
recently arrived at Wellington
£ might
16 SCHOOL STREET, ROCKLAND
soon follow, the Captain y
fro mManus Island.
ordered his crew into the lifeboats, g
When the bells on Christmas Day their old,
and when the last man went over y
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
the side he 'followed.
In due time after they were 1
familiar carols play, they will re-echo in sincere
taken in by a Chinese lighthouse
keeper they were captured by a
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
Jap naval landing unit from the
kindliness my wishes to you ior a happy heart this
destroyer. The crerw was placed
S,>2,2,2,3.>,2,2. >.2.2,
under guard on the island and
Captain Piet son taken aboard the
Yuletide season—and Always!
destroyer
The Japs were jubilant over
s
what had taken place ' at Pearl
Harbor and also over the sinking
of the Prince of Wales. They were
so elated that they broke out a
bottle of Johnny Walker and in
vited Captain Pierson to drink with
them.
After 10 days on the destroyer
the
skipper ordered him and his
SCHOOL STREET, ROCKLAND
entire crew back aboard the Harri
son to see what they could do about
getting her off the recks. The ship
listed heavily and
was solidly
aground foreward but afloat aft.
.iff
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Golden Weddings

r

SILSBY’S FLOWER SHOP

PL

I

CHRISTMAS CHEER

SEASON’S GREETINGS

LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON

y

IN SPIRIT OF GOOD WILL

VESPER A. LEACH
SPECIALTY STORE

BURDELL’S

We Wish You All the
Very Best of
Everything!

Christmas is a wonderful time—

a

>

I

because it reminds us that no matter
how busy we are, no matter how great
our responsibilities, we can always find
time tn be generous to and considerate
of others. And therein lies our own
greatest happiness.

ECONOMY CLOTHES SHOP
KEITH GOLDSMITH

SEASON’S GREETINGS

2

IS’Hf ‘At this Holiday Season we desire to ex
press to you our sincere Appreciation of our
pleasant relations and extend to ycu and yours
z
best wishes for a

Merry Christmas and a Happy and

HP

Successful New Year.

DANIELS, JEWELERS
With full appreciation to all our

s

friends and patrons.

LADY KNOX BEAUTY SHOP
328 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND. MAINE

»azei
COUNTY TOWNS

THE KNOX COUNTY DELEGATION
Being the Story Told By the Lewiston Journal

American men who had the same
experience.
Rep. Payson is married and has
no children. His hobby is sports.
A Republican, .he represents Union
Washington, Warren and Rcckport.

Of Our Six Legislators
Tiie Lewi.-ton. Journal has been
publishing a series <t
. de
scriptive of the meir. -r.. r.f Legis
lature whith eonvi .>’s the first
week in January. Of the Knox
County delegation i
* * • •
Knox, one of Ma r.e's coastal
counties, has six s* .. in tlie Howe
of Representatives. Two of these
are for the city cf F; , . a. v.hiie
the other four are for tlie county
towns. All six of the po-iiion: are
tilled by IReputli' tn.,. Tin: Knox
delegat on includes
who ranks amor, the
t House
members, in point oi
< having
rerved in the hou-e for five previous
terms, and only cn*' nr a without
previous legislative experience.
ROCKLAND
r * '

3kfc'

MP

fe®.■

O'

Rnv E. Bell,
of Thomaston

}
j

Rep. Roy R. Bell, of 31 Green
street, Thomaston, is a second term
I m. n. He is a native of Whitman,
' Mass., and is 47 years of age. He is
1 employed as a guard. Married, he Ls
. the father of live children. Rep.
Bell is a Republican and represents
Cush ng. Friendship. Owl's Head,
j -outh Thtmaston. and Thomaston.
He is a veteran cf World War I and
Cleveland Sleeper, Jr..
turns to hunt ng and fishing for
cf Rockland
hobbies. He listed no political am
A t ecord which probably means bitions.
that he is the oldp.'t member cf the
Hou:e n years of service. Rep.
C.eveland Sleeper, Jr., of 137 Tal
bot Avenue, has served in five pre
vious Legislatures. His terms were
uninterrupted from 1325 through
1343. Since he was in tlie armed
forces dur.ng World War II he did

Charles E. Lord,
of Camden

Rep. Charles E. Lord, cf 107
Cheattiut street. Camden, ha",
served one previous term in th •
House. He is a nat ve < f Gardiner
and a graduate of Ea.e, College.
Fifty-nine years of ape. hl, busi
ness is investment securities. He
•'ormerlj- was a super ntindent cf
schools in the Camden district. The
Representative is married and the
father of three children. He has
no hobby. He lcmgsents Camden.
Appleton and Hope/ He is a Re
publican and l.sts no political am
bitions.

net return to Augusta lor die 92<1

WSirSS

c<

Frederic il. Hi/.!.
Of lt.x kl.Ukd

Rcp. Fred* ric If. Hint. < : ,! ", unmer street. Roc .land v.. .c . l i ving
lii.s second con i . utive term next
year. He i a n.i, ve of Rockland
and a graduate of Bowdoin College.
Thirty-nine yi. t < 1 a e, he is mar
ried. A Re I
in the food packint business. He
lias been active in city affairs, hav
ing served on tile chool board lor
two term.

session of the Ix.-g slature..
Rep. Sleeper is a native of Boston
educated at Hebron Academy and
tin University of Ne'A Hampshire.
He i.. 41 year.; of age. married and
the lather of live children. His
i business is that ef coal, oil, and Le
dealer.
j He fisted a single political amhition: To be a good legislator. ‘The
most important political office in
Maine is being a member of either
branch ol tlie Legislature " he saiti, ;
adding: "Very 1 ttlc attention is |
paid to the candidates. 'Iihis is
almost criminal. A iBtate or even
Curtis L. Payson,
a nation rises or falls on the caliber
of Union
of its legislators.'’
Tlie only legislator without pre
The defeat of Al 'Smith for the
presidency was given by Rep. Sleep vious experience in his delegation,
er as the "most important event" Rep. Curtis M. Payson, of Union,
in his lfe. "It turned me Republi- also s the only attorney in the
an," lie commented.
The Rock group. He Js a native of Union,
land representative also gave his who was educated in the Union
marriage as an outstanding event school:! and the Portland Junior
of his career. Rep. Sleeper has College.
Aged 28. he is a veteran of World
two hobbies, providing plenty of
War II, who remembers as the most
variety: Farming and sailing.
important event of his life “the day
I first saw the 'Golden Gate Bridge
in San Francisco when returning
home from New Guinea." His
choice of most important event"
would be bailed by thousands of

'
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Farm Bureau Notes

Recent Winners On the Cas

.Agricultural Notes

Charles Kigel, North Warren is
building ever his bam into a
brooder house. Fdward Foss, agri
cultural engineer of the Extension
Service, visited Mr. Ki?ei and gave
suggestions cn construction.
Buck rakes are economical and
do the work of a more expensive
piee cf equipment.
Plans for
building one of these can be ob
tained at the Extension Service
Office. Rockland. Now is the time
to get out the wood part of the
rake and pet it ready for assembhm next Summer.
Kncx-Lin~oln has one of the
largest turkey plants in the State.
C. I. Turffs of New York, recently
bought the Hatch farm in Wash
ington and converted it into a tur
key farm. This past year he raised
ICC"; this earning year he plans to
enlarge. Besides turkeys he houses
about 8C3 pullets for Winter layers.
He plans to raise oats and corn
for his turkeys.

cade Alleys—Reasons,
Pro and Con

The Ganders took another match
from the Skippers Dec. 9 and
while the match produced no big
soores it did produce some big
surprises. For the Ganders it saw
the Ooose leading with 278 <which
is no great surprise), but it also
saw Doc Mills low man for the two
teams with a .233.
The big surprise of the evening
was when Dec Poole turned in a
247 and Wym Guilford a 242.
which makes those worthy gentle
men eligible for the mourner's
bench next week. It must have
been the dark of the moon, or
perhaps there was blood on it, but
in no event was there any blood in
the eyes of the Skippers for they
had to knuckle under and like it.
They did not seem to have spirit
enough even to heckle Cap’n
Grimes.
4-II Club Notes
Perhaps the real reason for the
Norma Whittington, secretary cf Skippers
being sunk was the
the Needle Jabbers, Vinalhaven, re amount of lobster stew they stowed
ports 109% attendance at the last
neet.ng when the girls worked on
their skirts. Norma Whittington were present. The calendar of work
Officers
and Muriel Oakes were elected as for 1947 was completed.
for
1947
are:
Chairman.
Mrs.
refreshment corrm ttee
for the
Georgia
Brownell;
secretary,
Mrs.
Christmas party to be held at the
dome of the leader, Miss Edith’ Mildred Dun ton; clothing, MrsGrimes. Ann Webtser and Ethlyn Elsie Wilson: foods, Mrs. Agnes
Webb are on the entertainment Eugiey, home management, Mrs.
committee.
I Alice True; 4-H Club Representa
Afedomak Merry Makers is the tive, Mrs. Helen Wentworth.
Eight members cf the Nobleboro
name of the new club organized.
Dee. 13, at the home cf Mrs. Farm Bureau met Dec 11 for a
Blanche Grierson in Stickney's planning meeting. Officers lor 1947
Mrs. Margaret
Corner. The girls are planning to are: Chairman,
take sewing and the beys dairy* and Creamer; secretary. Mrs. Mamie
poultry. Officers will be elected, Chaput; clothing, Mrs Florence
Peek; foods. Mrs. Doris Keene;
Jan. 4, at 1.30 p. m.
home management. Mrs Jennie
With The Homes
Hall.
The IIojx? Farm Bureau met at The community of Bristol has re
the home of Mrs. Helen Went-' ported the first Extension planning
worth, Dec 11. The planning meet meeting held in the county. It
ing was conducted by Mrs. Georgia was held Dec. 5 at the church ves
Brownell, chairman. Ten members try with 36 present. Mrs. Florence
Prentice, chairman, conducted the
munity. Today, at 49. he is mar meeting. Officers were elected for
ried and is superintendent of a 1947 as follows: chairman, Mrs.
golf course, besides doing carpentry Florence Prentice; secretary, Mrs.
work. He has no children.
Mary Cooker; clothing, Mrs. Flora
Rep. Emerson is a Republican. Nason Hoods, Mrs. Ruth HetheringHe represents North Haven, V.nal ton; home management. Mrs. Jo
haven. St. George Isle ail Haut, sephine Towavend and Miss Addle
Matir.i-us. and Criehaven. He has Poland.
no political ambit.ons at present.
The newly organized Warren
Farm Bureau met Dec 10, at the
home of Mrs. Alice Buck Priscilla
LET’S PUT
jg Moore, home demonstration agent,
conducted the meeting. Officers
elected for 1947 were as follows:
Chairman, Mrs. Edith Wotton;
secretary. Mrs. Alice Buck; cloth
ing, Mrs. Martha Campbell; foods,
Mrs. Hazel Hills; home manage
ment, Mrs. Marion Podkowa; and
J
4-H
Club Representative, Mrs.
THE BEST GIFT OF ALL
Mildred Gammon.

| SANTA CLAUS ]
I ON WHEELS 1

Arthur E. Emerson,
of North Haven

Regarding his election to the
Legislature as the most important
evert of his 1 fe, Reip. Arthur E.
Emerson, third consecutive term
this coming year. He is a native
of Effingham, N. H., who was educated in the schools of that ccm-
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GREETINGS

notliing that will please
n Vjf a youngster more than a new Bike
J? j'jfor Christmas. We have a newJJ
i1; ^shipment of “Schwinn and Cnl

FOR QUALITY
Y,

fii F

tinihia”.

’

OF THE SEASON
With full appreciation of the gener-

»s

»*

our patronage of the past year.

| Baloon Tire Bicycles'

rt
rt if
rt
rt > On hand to make vonr boy 01»
y
*
girl liappv at Christmas.
-»i

1

rtrt

.«•
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MANHATTAN

4

Priced at S43.85 up. -rth-

JEWELERS

j! ^Baskets, Lights, Bells and|j

376 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND

other Accessories

| STRAND AND PARK THEATRES
M.&P. THEATRES

Haskell & Corthell
CAMDEN, MAINE
Mail and Phone Orders Filled
J? ?» Open Evenings Cntil Christmas Jj
fi V
T

—

NOW AVAILABLE
-FOR—

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!
iC/ith ihe Holiday Season cominy anon
You II need your car io go hither and yon12

Its wise io recall as you plan -for ihe Yule
You start quick and save, too, with DYNAFUEL!
”• ‘ j

‘

GIBSON

HARDER
FREEZ

FREEZ’R SHELF

CUBIC FEET

12

ELECTRIC
REFRIGERATOR
MODERN
EFFICIENT

ECONOMICAL!

—ALSO—

RADIOS,
RECORD PLAYERS,
IRONS,
TOASTERS
-PREMIER TANK TYPE VACUUM CLEANFRS-

AVE UP TO Y A GALLON !

p

SUNOCO SERVICE STATION

MARITIME OIL CO.
COi!. MAIN ST. anti TALBOT AV/r

THE FAMOUS

HOME
LOCKER FREEZER
IT SAVES FOR YOU
EVERY DAY!

QUICKER STARTING

ROCKLAND

V

Colon’s score improved with it. er went to Auburn Thursday,
Barter on the other hand started called by the illness of Mi’
pretty good but tajiered off to the Bower’s son, James.
thin edge Of nothing in his last
Ellen Wallace Ls visiting Mr. and
string’ and his seven in the last Mrs. Flank Ames for an indefinite
two frames allowed Doc Lyford to time, and was dinner guest. Satinday of Nola Wi!l.
romp home with tlie bacon.
Holmstrom placed second high to
Ervena Amus went to Rockland
the Doc and with a little more ( Thursday returning Saturday,
practice will make all the boys’ Mrs. Ruth Thompson and daugnhustle to beat him. Everybody Is ters Barbara and Irene have lehoping that “Staffy” Smith’s cold turned from a visit with reli t ns
will let him out of the house next'in Rockland.
week for they want to sec him ini Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Ripley Ima
the pair of hobbles Baish Dexter arrived in Florida and are plea™
says he has to put on Staff. Staff anti, located at Trailer Park Sarabeing in about the 2.43 class ought sola. Box 3613.
to do a bit better with the hobbles
Ellen Wallace was recent guest
on.
of Henrietta Ames
Sevens-—Grindle, 264; Dexter, 244; I Week-end visitors in Rockland
C. Smith, 253; White, 257; Lyford, were. Mr. and Mrs Harold Bunker,
294 Total 1312.
son. Vance; Mr. and Mrs. Norris
Elevens—G Swanson. 265; Holm- Young; Gilbert Ames, and Clifford
strom. 291; F. Swanson. 274; Wins- Young.
low. 245; Barter. 225. Total. 1301. | Mr. and Mrs. E H. Ripley were
-----------------.supper guests Monday of their son
World diamond production in Chaney Ripley.
1945 reached an all-time peak of i
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
some 14.250.000 carats.
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Belrr.o:
Editor of The C
I have read
most interest’d iWinslow compar.
Of 1919-1920 wit!,
dleton’s day.
Les Mti.'.- :.
schoclina'.i
of mine as they
smoe pitcher, un
in my opinio:
Mullen pltche
seasons agai
The team won tl
years that Al pit
so won 28 strai
three-year per:*
r.ch evement.
Of course,
pitched and w >
games as he ha
Unction cf bavin
eight ball game
Wh le
pitched and won
pick of the plm
and Lincoln lei
Vinalhaven. Th
The writer still n
ful catch made

trouble in bending that 58 inch Rockland several days the past
waist of his. but it seemed to get week.
better as the match wore on and
Statie Philbrook and Gleyn Bow

ei
r? w
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away at the home of the Goose
just before the match, but on the
Representative Margaret Ch ,se
other hand, there was no one who
stowed away more cargo of stew Smith is in receipt of the followin’
than the Goose himself, and he letter from J. F. Farley, Adtnira?
came out head man. At any rate, U. S. Coast Guard:
"Reference is made to your letter
Cap'n Grimes has adopted the idea
that lobster stew is one brand of of Dec. 2. requesting the establish
fodder that the Ganders can win ment of a temporary lighted sound
on, and it seems quite likely that buoy at the entrance to Rockpo t
there will be quite a few lobster Harbor. Steps are being taken to
stews for the boys in the near fu estabLsh a temporary 1 ghted bell
buoy in a position 880 yards, 130
ture.
Ganders—McDonald, 242; Mills, degrees true from Lowell Rest
233; Sanborn, 275; Shields, 261: Daybeacon, to be maintained until
such time as the proposed light ca
Goose. 278. Total. 1289.
Skippers—Young, 250; Mitchell, Lowell Rock is established. When
261; Petersen, 264; Guilford, 242' that light is placed in service th,.
Poole, 247 Total, 1264.
temporary lighted bell buoy w..l
In a whirlwind finish “Doc" Ly- ; be replaced by an unlighted bi ll
ford snatched a victory from what I buoy, which will continue to pmlooked like a sure defeat in the 7’s vide an adequate sound signal
vs. Il’s match last Wednesday, this location.’
™
night, for in thp very last two
frames the Doc gathered 27 pins
GROSS NECK
while
his opponent
,
,
. was
— garnering
ii Mks. Frank Wotton of Waldobnn
only seven and this 20 pin gain and Mrs Mertje Booth of Kale: •
was enough to win for his side. It r^,rner have tnxui recent guests of
ls needless to say that to his teamMrs. Ida Waltz.
niates Do? is a real hero.
Mr and Mrs. Trussell WentIt was a nip , and
tuck. affair
.
_ . worth, Mr. Page, and Mr Blaekeven if the IPs had won the first ,ngton of CamriPn wer(i
by 10 pips and the second six, for gaturcjay at Melvin Genthner
16 pins is nettling at all for any| Mrs
Mrfvin Genthnpr and
stout hear.ed bowling earn
daughter Esther were guests Tut bUt if
J r , 1 not,day and Saturday at George Wi".
stubbed his toe in those last two>1 chenbach s at the vina
frames even the Doc’s valiant spurt j Mr and Mrs. Ralph Eugiev f
might not have been enough There Wpst Wa,drbt:ro call‘(, Wednesd v
were some new faces in the line up, on hjs niother ,Mrs Matilii
of Elevens team, Holmstrom. Wins- Eugjey
low and Barter being called in to1 Mr. and Mrs. Fred Stain of
relieve some of the regulars who Broad Cove were guests Sunday at
could not be present. And as all Charles Gcele’s.
bowlers do from time to time, they
turned in some good, some bad and
MATINICUS
some indifferent bowling.
In the early stages of the game Mr. and Mrs Orris Philbrook
Colon Winslow seemed to have and daughter Grade, were in

Lighted Bell Buoy

Ganders And Sevens

V

... TO^S

riiesSay-F

luesday-Frlday

“THE HOME OF THE PERFECT GIFT”

TRI - COUNTY FARM EQUIPMENT CO.
116 PAftK STREET,

ROCKLAND, MAINE

TELEPHONE 1288-M

Tuesday-FrTdty
ed Bell Buoy f
btlve Margaret ChaV
receipt of the following
J. F. Farley. Admiral.
Guard:
■ is made to your letter
“questing Hie e.stabllshpmporary lighted sound
entrance to Rockport
ips are being taken to
temporary 1 ghted bell
position 830 yards, 130
e from Lowell Rod:
to be maintained until
i the preposed light on
is established. When
t placed ln service the
lighted bell buoy win
by an unlighted bell
will continue to pro'qtiatc sound signal

t Wotton of Waldoboro
ertie Booth of Kaler s
been recent guests of
iltz.
I Mrs. Trussell WentPage. and Mr. BlackCamden were visitors
Melvin Genthner’s.
Ivin Genthner
and
ther were guests Tues(urday at George Wlnit the village.

Mrs. Ralph Eugley of
itcro called Wednesday
other. Mrs. Matilda

Pays Fine Tribute
Ed Johnson Cites Record Of
Vinalhaven High School
Ball Piavers
Belmont, Mass.. Dec. 8
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
I have read Don Patte-son's
most interesting letter to • 5id’'
Winslow comparing the ball t -ams
of 1919-1920 with those of Al M ddleton’s day.
Les Mullen and Don were my
.schoolmates, and very good friends
of mine as they still are. Les was
smoe pitcher, no doubt of that, but
in my opinion Al was even better.
Mullen pitched I bel eve, two
seasons against Middletons four.
The team won the pennant all four
years that Al pitched and in doing
so won 28 straight bail games in a
three-year period, an unheard of
r.ch evement.
Of course, Wendell Coombs
pitched and won some of these
games as he had the unique dis
tinction cf having pitched and won
eight ball games without a loss.
Wh le still a Sophomore Al
pitched and won a game against the
pick of the players of the Knox
and IJncoln League in a game at
Vinalhaven. The score was 6 to 4
The writer still recalls the wonder
ful catch made by Coombs in this

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday. December 24,1946.
game.
a fe
I beL eve Middletcn holds the a g£
strikeout record for Knox County, 1 chai
if not the entire State, in a single is si
game when he fanned 25 batters seco
against Camden. Charlie Baum gam
caught th s game and had 25 put- j ever
out?, which possibly Is a record too. on e
Whi.e pitching for the locals Al j fron
p tched against some of the fastest pitcl
team-, in the State. Portland. Wa- jsitio
ter; ille, Boothbay Harbor, Tenant's I Ai
Harbor had a fast team at that thin
time, also.
the
Some of the best High School nalil
players in the history of the school
C<
were developed at this time. Who field
cou,d ask for better catching than I mes
that by Ed. White and Charlie ' for
Baum. It is hard to pick the bet- pitcl
ter man as they both had powerful was
throwing arms and both were exI
celient hitters.
Bicli
Hopkins and Guilford were the was
keystone combination. I've seen
Al
the e players practic ng until dark Ing
ty times with Coach Patrick base
ig to drive the ball through ball
thent
The writer has also hit Bre<
ot; to the outfielders, Coombs,
Tl
ng, Swanson, Clifford, Gikhrist, mill
Lyford, until you could just boys
the ball. Why, the coach had on l
to dr.ve those boys home.
z
In a
Woodcock I am sure would com- was
pare favorably with any third base- 31
man of the 1919-1920 teams.
agai
Hopk ns. in my opinion has it time
over any player, who ever played , one
shortstop for the school. I can cite 1 emy

Mrs. Fred Stahl of
were guests Sunday at

VINALHAVEN
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Webster have
returned after visiting at the home
of Mr. Webster’s sister. Mrs. Har
land Dearborn in Meriden. Conn.,
and Mi’s Webster’s niece. Mrs
Ruth Hathaway in Fairhaven,
Mass They also had the pleasure
of attending the Ice Follies in New
Haven and calling on relatives in
Hartford.
The Night Hawkes were enter
tained Wednesday night by Mrs.
Roy Artsy at her home on School
street.
A social evening was en
joyed ana lunch served.
Mrs. Carrie Fifield, Mrs. F. M.
White Mrs. Harvard Burgess and
Mrs. Francis Anthony were ameng
the visitors Wednesday in Rock
land
Mrs. Herbert Loveless returned
Saturday from a stay of a week at
her former home in Somerville,
Mass.
Mrs. Ray Webster was hostess
Friday to the Eastern Star Circle.
A chicken dinner was served ano
the day passed with sewing .
Lions O V. Drew. C. C. Webster.
Frank Sellers, Colon W.nslow Harry
Young and Jack Carlson, attended
first charter night of the new
Lions’ Club Thursday in Thomas
ton.
Mrs. Sada Robbins returned
Thursday from a visit of several
Weeks with her niece, Mrs. Ruth
Hathaway in Fairhaven, Mass.
. The Atlantic street Bridge Club
met Friday night at the home of
Mrs. Leo Lane Lunch was served
and honors at cards were won by

perhaps several more pages in cit
ing the records of these players.
Ed. Johnson.

ATINICUS

Mrs. Etta Morton and Mrs. Vera
Boman.
George Woodruff and Wayne
Buxton, newspaper representatives,
were in town last week taking pic
tures of the net industry.
Mrs Etta Morton was in Rock
land Tuesday and Wednesday on a
business trip.
The Mother and Daughter Club
was entertained Wednesday by
Mrs. Gladys Coombs at her home
on High street. Supper was served.
The rooms presented an attractive
appearance with decorations ap
propriate to the Christmas season.
Attracting special atention was the
miniature village with lighted
houses and church and Santa Claus
with reindeer and sleigh. Each
guest received a gift from the
handsomely
trimmed Christmas
tree by Santa Claus, cleverly im
personated by Mrs. Nellie Nicker
son.
The Weary Club met Satuurday
at the home of Mrs. Eva Billings.
The afternoon was passed with
sewing Supper was served and a
pleasant social evening enjoyed.
Mrs. Laura Skoog and daughter.
Doris are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Lawrence Orcutt in Portland.
Mrs. Lillian Libby returned Sat
urday from several weeks’ visit
with relatives in Boston and Port
land.
Guests at The Islander last week
were Richard Ames. Rockland; Da
vid Brown. Belfast; Frank J, Mc
Donnell and Russell Upham. Rock
port; Frank Sawyer, Milbridge;
James Weare, f?amden of the N.
E. Telephone, Co.; F. Cousins, F
J. Sexton and Peter Vielleux, Ban
gor. A. N. Wheelden, Stonington;
Wayne Buxton. Augusta; George
Woodruff. Boston; Ira E. Smith,

Philbrook
were in
the past
brook and Gleyn BowAuburn Thursday,
the illness of Mrs.
James.
Bee is visiting Mr. unci
Ann s for an indefinite
ts dinner guest SaturWill.
aus went to Rockland
turning Saturday.
Thompson and daugn: and Irene have rea visit with relatives

la

A. M. Ripley hav.
la and are plea*
Trailer Park Sara
[ace

was recent guest

Arnes.
visitors

in

Rockland

d Mrs Harold Bunker,
Mr. and Mrs. Norris
nrt Ames, and Cliffotcl

GREETINGS

Quincy. Mass.; Stewart Baird, Leon
Stone and Stanley “Toot" Water
man. North Haven.
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Boman went

Sock No Suicide

Grange Corner

Phippsburg Man Who Mar
ried Warren Woman Held
home of their daughter, Mrs. Harry
Reid.
For Bigamy
Monday to Lisbon Falls where
they will spend the holidays at the

Mrs. Edith Newbert entertained
at lunch and cards Monday night,
Mrs. Eva Smith, Mrs. Lora Hardi
son and Mrs. Emma Winslow.
Honors at cards went to Mrs.
Smith and Mrs. Winslow.
Kenneth Snowdeal and Percy
Barter made a business trip to
Rockland Tuesday.
Mrs. Elsie Calderwood was hos
tess Tuesday to tlie Antique Club
for an all day meeting.
Dinner
was served at noon and pleasant
social afternoon enjoyed, each
guest receiving a gift from a
handsomely decorated Christmas
tree.
Mr and Mrs Thomas Polk re
ceived a cablegram Tuesday from
their -son. Pvt. Kenneth Polk,
with the US. Army in Germany,
extending Christmas greetings to
the family.
A group of friends were enter
tained Tuesday night by Mrs. Etta
Morton. Lunch was served and
bridge was the feature of the
evening, first honors being won by
Mrs. Erdine Chilles. second, by
Mrs. Carrie Bennett.
Among the visitors Tuesday in
Rockland were: Mrs. Leon Arev,
Mrs. Andy Gilchrist. Miss Emily
Winslow, Mrs. Nils Stordhal, Mrs.
Bessie Morton, Miss Dorothy
Smith.
Roy Arey, Mrs. Wyman
Guilford, Mrs Alton Nelson, Mrs.
Ava Brown, Mrs. Hester Johnson,
Abbott Martin, Byley Martin, Mr.
and Mrs. Donald Oakes,
Mrs.
Freeman Robinson and Mrs. Wino
na Peterson.
A joint meeting of the “Nitwits”
and “Night Hawks,” was held
Wednesday at the home of Mrs.
Elizabeth Bunker.
Lunch was
served, the table being gay with
decorations appropriate to the
Christmas season The highlight
was
the
beautifuly decorated
Cliristmas tree from which each
guest received several gifts. A de
lightful evening wa senjoyed.
Mi's Caroline Brewn returned
Wednesday after visiting friends
in Rockland.

James Noel Sock of Phippsburg
pleaded guilty in Bath Municipal
Court Wednesday to a charge lof
bigamy. Another warrant charging
h‘s being an idle and disorderly
person was nol prossed and on the
bigamy charge Judge Deering or
dered Sock bound over to the Janu
ary term of Sagadahoc Superior
Court and to recognize with sure
ties in the sum of $1000 for his ap
pearance at that time or stand
committed to the Kennebec County
Jail.
Sock was recently the subject of
a State-wide alert after a suicide
theory had been discounted when
clothes belonging to him had been
found on the Carleton bridge. He
was later located in Saco and re
turned to Bath on the warrant
charging his being idle and disor
derly.
Sock's second marriage was to a
Warren woman.

NORTH HAVEN
This community was again sad
dened in the loss of or.e of its
staunch Summer fr.ends when the
news came announcing the death
ol Mrs. Florence Aycrigg ef New
York City.
Having made her
Summer home on the island here
for 30 years, she had made many
friends who will miss her presence
as she was always one of the first
to arrive in the early Spring and
was usually the last to leave Her
residence in the village with the
gardens was a beauty .ipot and ad
mired t>y all. Having been so in-

Karl M. Leighto
JEWELER

57 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

With full appreciation of the blessings bestowed
upon us the past year, our praver is that this nation
for 1947 may follow the star which gu'deri these
wise men of the East.

The Courier-Gazette

Ray Ebet of Belfast has been
guest of “The Millers” this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Philbrook
returned Wednesday from several
weeks visit with relatives in Ston
ington and Rockland.
Mrs. Edward Ames. Mrs. Hazel
Kittredge, Mrs. Fred Swanson. Miss
Norma ,Skcog, Mrs. George White,
Mrs. F. R. Whitmore, Mrs. Ernest
Philbrook, Mrs. Albert Osgood, Miss
Hattie Nelson, Carl Nelson and
George La-wry, were visitors Wed
nesday in Rockland.
A railway company in England,
founded in 1848, has been in con
tinuous operation for almost a full
century and is ‘believed to be the
oldsct going concern of its kind in
the wordl.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

GREETINGS

STREET

STREET

A BIG RUSH of Long Distance calls will keep us
plenty busy at our place over the holidays. Despite
all we’ve done to improve service, wc still don't have

enough new equipment to take care of New England’s
telephone needs under unusually crowded conditions
like this. That’s why there are bound to be delays on

many calls on busy December 24 and 25 — and over

TOASTERS
'ERS—

terested in the church work ana
helping in many ways in the com
munity. much can ibe said of her
kindness and good will that will
live on, and so residents shall
mourn her loss and feel that they
lost a good friend.

Much as we’d like to
pay a Christmas call
to each and everyone
we know in town—
this is our surest way
of greeting one and
all!

Subscribe 10 The Courier-Gazette

OMICAI

Megunticook Grange of Camden
met Wednesday following a meeting
of the Ladies’ Circle in the after
noon and a supper. Beano was
played and afterward this program
was presented: Opening Song.
"Welcome To You; ’ State Grange
Meeting at Lewiston. Marston Bev
erage, Master; "Sidelights on State
Grange,” Past Master Mary E.
Nash; Sone. ’Tm a Granger.” Past
Master J. Herbert Gould; ’ S mplifying Matters,” Mrs. Lydia Inman;
“Jokes," Mrs. Lois Daucette; "Edu
cation and the Policies of the Maine
State Grange,” Past Master Charles
E. Lord; ’The Value of Discussion
in the Grange.” Past Master J. Her
bert Gould; Conundrums directed
by Jessie Beverage;
Pitching
Horseshoes, by Mabel Whyte and
the closing song. "Keep on Boost
ing.'
Christmas night the Ladies' Circle
suipper will be at 6.15 p. m„ fol
lowed by a visit of Santa Claus.
Each member is requested to take
a gift for the tree and to invite a
child to enjoy the program.

Mrs. Laura Skoog and daughter,
Doris returned Wednesday from a
visit with relatives in Portland.

Monday

CTRIC
AERATOR

Weymouth Grange of Thomaston
worked the first and second degrees
Monday on three candidates. The
third and fourth degrees will be
vorked next Monday night on
three candidates, the work to be
done by Good Will Grange. A
harvest supper will be served, fol
lowed by a Christmas tree. Each
member will take a small gift for
the tree.

New Year’s, too.

You’ll stand a better chance of avoiding delays if
you’ll place your holiday calls ahead of time.
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Weather Was Chilly

COMING TO STRAND THEATRE

Two Way Radio Unit

CHRISTMAS DAY THROUGH SATURDAY

But the Baked Beans and Bids Awarded For Modern
Equipment For Police
Christmas Tree Jokes
Department
Were Hot
B ds were awarded Thursday
morning for a complete two-way
police radio unit to the Calvin
Manufactur ng Corp of Stoneham,
Mass., which engineers and installs
the Motorola units in New England.
The installation will consist of a
transmission and receiving unit in
the city building and provides for
receiving and sending units in a
cruiser car and the patrol wagon.
The complete units is expected to
be in use Within 30 days.
A frequency modulation unit,
such as now being widely used in
police departments all over the
East, will work in the 152-162 meg
acycle band and cannot be picked
up on present day home or car
radio sets.
The cost will be $2,528 Installed
and in correct operation. Another
firm the Federal F. Telephone and
Radio Corp., bid the sum of $2705.
The bid for the cruiser car has
been awarded tc Seaview Garage
which will deliver a two-door
Chevrolet sedan by the time the
radio units are ready.
Extensive tests were made with a
portable unit Wednesday, prior to
Russian Fairy Tales Toid— the awarding of the bid The set
was found to reach all sections of
Other Features Of In
the city easily and had sufficient
power to carry well beyond the
teresting Meeting
city limits; in fact, extended well
The
Methebesec
Club
met over the county.
recently at the home of Mrs. I
Minnie Rogers. Amesbury street.1 on Christmas Customs in old Rus
There were 19 members and one sia. An article “How Santa Claus
guest present
came to America" was read by
The program for the afternoon Miss Ruth Rogers. Mrs. Blodgett
consisted of Russian Fairy tales read “Christmas is a State of
read by Mrs. Medlene Jackson. Mrs. Mind." by Marl Ellen Chase.
Jackson chose for her reading; ■ A collection was taken and gifts
The Just Reward: The Princess were donated by members to be
Who Never Smiled; Husband and used for the Christmas work done
Wife; and The Enchanted Ring by the Benevolent Committee.
She closed her readings with a
The next meeting will be held at
poem
Masonic Temple. Dec. 27. the pro
Mrs Lois Jackson read a paper gram to be on Russian Poetry .

The class of 1912, Rockland High
met Dec. 13 at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Francis E. Havener to par- |
take cf a baked bean supper with i
all the fixin’s, two cream cakes and
a chocolate-walnut birthday cake,
the last named in honor of six
classmates all born in the month
of December.
After supper a joke Christmas
tree was enjoyed, with joke b rth
day presents, followed by reminis
cing of the good old High School i
days and the various teachers and '
their troubles. What a class!
It was dec.ded to have the next
meeting in January at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Harry P. Chase. Those
attending Dec. 13 were: Mr. and
Mr.s. Allan Borgerson, Mr. and Mrs.
George St. Clair, Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Baum Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Peterson. Mr. and Mrs. Harry P
IChase, Marguerite Gould. Emma
Harvey, Harold Spear and Mr. and
Mrs. Francis E. Havener.

The Methebesec Club

Friendly Enemies. Bing Crosby and Fred Astaire refuse to let their
love for Joan Caulfield break up a beautiful friendship. The scene is from
Paramount’s Technicolor production of Irving P.erlin’s “Blue Skies.’’ the
sparkling musicalendar of the composer’s biggest song hits.

UNIVERSITY OF MAINE

Nearly 200 students took part in
the annual Christmas vespers which
were presented by the University
Symphony Orchestra and the Com
bined Glee Clubs in Memorial Gym
nasium Dec. 15.
The Prophecy from Isaiah and
the Story of Christmas were read
by John W. Wentworth and an
especially arrange/ program of
music was presented.
Stanley A. Murray, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Allan J. Murray, Rockland, was
one of the accompanists for the
comb ned glee clubs. Murray is
studying chemical engineering in
the class of 1947.
Jean Look, Rockland, participat
ed with the alto section of the glee
club. M:ss Look, whose parents are
Mr. and Mrs. Harold W. Look, 223

Broadway, is a junior who majdrs
in journalism.
Osmond Palmer, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Osmond A. Palmer, partici
pated in the tenor section. Palmer
is a freshman in the college ot
technology, and is majoring in elec
trical engineering.
Paul Payson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Harold T. Payson, sang bass with
the glee club. Payson is a fresh
man in the college of arts and sci
ences.

German silver is an old name
for the ancient Chinese alloy of
nickel, copper and zinc.

Limerock Pomona

Mr. Davis Explains

Session With Pleasant Valley Port Clyde Man Gives Rea«
Grange Tinged With Christ- i sons Why Leniency Should
mas Flavor
Have Been Shown
Limerock Valley Pomona Grange
met with Pleasant Valley Grange.
Dec. 14. Nearly all subordinate
Granges were represented and
there were guests from Knox and
Waldo Pomonas.
A fine report of the recent
tState Grange sess cn was given by
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Raekliff, also
additional incidents by other mem
bers who attended.
The afternoon program was in
charge of Mrs. Mildred Knight. A
most interesting talk on the makng of wreaths and other Christ
mas decorations was given by Mrs.
Lecn Bryant of Camden. She also
showed a collection of cones and
exhibited articles made of ever
greens.
The pupils of Mrs. Myrtle Wheel
er presented a fine musical pro
gram, solos, duets and songs much
enjoyed. The children were pre
sented with g fts and refreshments.
The Grange program continued
with gifts from the Christmas tree
and the following numbers:—
Greeting. Elizabeth Vinal, Master
of host Grange; response. Myrtle
Cass dy. master of Owl s Head
Grange; solo. “Silent Night,” Sister
Pietroski; talk on Christmas cus
toms and a quiz by Mary Nash;
singing cf Chr stmas carols; origi
nal poems about Christmas, F L.
S. Morse; closing song; closing
thought, Etta Andersen.
A bountiful supper was served by
the host Grange.
In the evening the fifth degree
was conferred, with Deputy Robie
Ames and Mrs. Ames assisting.
The lecturer, Mildred Knight,
was installed by Past Master F. L.
S. Morse.
A short program was presented
by the host Grange 'with Flor
ence Young in chdrge. The next
meeting w 11 be held with Penobscot
View Grange, Glen Cove, Jan. 11.

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
To be taken into court on a short
lobster charge, such as I was Dec.
13 naturally gives a man a black
eye and lowers his prestige among
law abiding citizens. To partly
clear myself I feel that the public
should know a few facts.
While unloading some lobster
traps at my wharf Dec. 12 from
a fish warden about 150 yards from
me com ng in my direction. I could
have evaded the warden whose
name happens to be Merle Dobbins
by reversing my motor and going
away to a new location. However
feeling that my lobsters were within
the law. I finished my mission at
the wharf. Furthermore, I felt at
that psycholog cal moment that
any man who wore a uniform
would be fair and have a certain
amount of principle. But that was
one time when my strategy failed.
As we all know, Judge Dwinal
found me guilty of having six ille
gal lobsters in my possession, which
in itself was a surprise to me. In
my case conditions should have
entered in as the Judge was told
of the hazardous weather condi
tions on that day. It was a dark
day. very windy and storm warn
ings were being displayed from
Eastport to Block Island. We had
this warrnng the previous evening.
However, stressing the fact that
the day was dark as Mr. Dobbins
knew. I should have been shown a
little leniency as it's hard for me
to measure lobsters correctly on
such a day. There are times when
a fisherman measures a lobster and
feels that said lobster is legal.
Naturally the lobster goes into
the tub or container and not over
board. If this same lobster is meas
ured again on arrival at the moor
ing or wharf it s often found to be
a trifle short. That is the exact
picture in my case.
I have sold several hundred thou
New Zerland plans free dental sand lebsters in Lynn and Boston,
treatment for post-primary chil saying nothing of the number I've
dren and adults under social se sold in Rockland. Portland and
curity.
other localities and previous to

Dec. 13 I’ve had one small lot found
illegal. That was at Feyler's in
Rockland when he was on Tillson
avenue.
Can anyone show a better record?
Meantime we mustn’t feel that I
haven’t been confronted with the
fish wardens. Speaking of wardens
I always felt that Mr. Pratt, a Mas
sachusetts warden was rather se
vere but I'll say here that he was
in a class by himself as far as Mr.
Dobbins is concerned.
As I analyze this situaton, I ask
myself this question. I wonder if
Mr. 'Dobbins ever pledged himself
to the U. S. flag. Tf teo and tlie
salutation really meant anything to
h m I can hardly understand why
he doesn't practice the phrase Lib
erty and Justice for all.
I like to feel that we still live in
a Democratic State where men are
supposed to practice the Golden
Rule. By that practice the State
and Nation grew great and became
outstanding among other nations.
To maintain our standing and way
of liv ng our law makers and offi
cers of the law such as Judges and
lobster wardens will have to weigh
facts and conditions 'before making
decisions.
With more Puritanical spirit we
can live according to the four
freedoms of our country. When it
comes to a point as it has, where
lobstermen are deprived of civil
right and their right to earn an
honest living it’s about time to get
together and demand legislation
which is just.
Sydney H. Davis.
The words red tape denoting of
ficial inaction or delay, originated
in England in the 19th century when
legal and official documents were
tied in a pinkish tape.

“Let Her Snow!”
Highway Department Is Pre
pared To Handle Reason
able Storms
The city highway department is
better prepared for Winter storms
this year than ever before with
sufficient new equipment being de
livered recently to insure prompt
snow removal even in the heaviest
storm
A new Case sidewalk tractor
plow was delivered Thursday, mak
ing two such units now ready for
use.
A new Ford three-ton truck has
been received from the Waldoboro
Garage and will ibe outfitted with
a new Vee plow and wing plow in
Portland Monday.
An eight-foot blade plow was
bought in Augusta Wednesday and
delivered Thursday. These plows
will replace the old type plow in
use for years and which did not
plow down to the road surface,
leaving about two inches of snow
on the road.

CUSHING
Mr and Mrs. Riley Davis and
children Harlan and Doris, and
Mrs Emma Creamer went recently
to Sarasota. Fla.
Marie Vannah, “Skipper” Van
nah and Ruth Jones were in New
York recently to
see Eileen
Cheshire off on her trip to Eng
land.
Mrs. Louis Hanley of Thomaston
was guest the past week of Mrs.
Homer Marshall.

Reason’s fe'‘'dings

Approximately 72 percent of the
area of Arizona consists of govern
ment lands or 80 percent when
military installations and defense
corporations plants are added.

Greetings
of the

Season
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SEASON

...and bless
eueryone lit this
whole world....
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WAIMSLEY’S
HELEN OLDIS KNIGHT

PHARMACY

Over eight years with “Gilbert's”

373 Main St. Rockland

Thanks All of Her Customers
and Wishes Them a

year.

Q».«’sh“SS’
»«»»'»s
310 MA'*

*

Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year

CHARLES E. BICKNELL II

GILBERT'S BEAUTY SALON

375 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND. ME.

NORFOLK PAINT AND VARNISH
HARDWARE, SPORTING GOODS, HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES

509 MAIN ST.,

TEL. 1392-M

ROCKLAND,

W J?

V
,y,
TO ALL OUR CUSTOMERS
your Christmas day be wreathed with our
good wishes for your health and happiness and your

New Year ever brighter than before.

Fresh Young Voices Clear
Raised In Song At Christmas

NAUM AND ADAMS
FRUITS AND CONFECTIONERY

TEL. 627 ROCKLAND

1

MAINE MUSIC CO.

MERRY
CHRISTMAS

ROCKLAND, MAINE
.ItE

Mb

To all our Subscribers
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CHRISTMAS
GREETINGS
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AND

THE FOUNDATION OF ALL BUSINESS IS CONFI

All Best Wishes
For the Years to Come

DENCE AND TO THOSE WHOSE CONFIDENCE WE
I

A.

ROCKLAND, ME.

TREASURE WE SINCERELY WISH A

CHRISTMAS OF GREAT JOY AND A

MAIN STREET
HARDWARE CO.

I

and Friends

■r

NEW YEAR OF HAPPINESS AND PROSPERITY
y

ROCKLAND, MAINE

ALFREDA C. PERRY
, '■ N'> >

FINE APPAREL FOR WOMEN

ROCKLAND, MAINE
*

